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The Worning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

MARCH

tion, accomplished.

are less

They stand

Hence,

Ere yet its petals opened to the bee; .
I heard a yearning dissonance to-day
Fail, ere it found its final harmony,
These, symbols : yet—oh saddest,
Of Nature’s unfulfillments! one
Unscarred by any conflict, to her
‘Who, scarcely fed, gave thanks
past,

Others

naturally

and oh best
hath pass’d,
rest,
for life’s re-

upon

We may, per-

the fervency of the
will tax

of our mind as well

as

O--

we repeat,

ing ahead. Work begins, but by Friday
night they quit and nothing more is done
till Monday noon or Tuesday morning.

prepare

Saturday night is spent by both sexes

we could feel it a duty, in the sense of a
Christian obligation, ‘to develop every
faculty within us,
- our memory, reason,

dancing, keeping up the frolic till daylight Sabbath morning.
No matter how
urgent the business or how! needful that

imagination, facility of expression, to the
end that we might be equipped, as far as

crops should be gathered, the Negro will

-in us lies, for the service

have his recreation.

of

our

Master,

OUR

PRAYER MEETINGS.
BY

PROF.

HARLAN

PF GAGE.

The prayer room is an indispensable
aid to the pulpit. "It is essential to the
prosperity “of the church.
In it, the
church finds its market exchange.
Here
men and women exchange thoughts, sympathies, experiences, joys and trials.
Its privileges are for the people and of
the people.
The preacher is not. recog-

nized here as in the pulpit,—
the sole proprietor. It is democratic. There is no
caste. No distinctions of wealth or talent
are known in the exercise of its rights.
The old and the young, the timid and the
bold,

the

fluent and

the

hesitating, the

man of five talents and the brother of one,
hold equal claims. All are commissioned
to preach.
From the nature of its prerogatives,

its

ren, we who sit in the pews

against: the

morning

may

sermon

was tame in spirit, weak

demur

because it

in thought, and

showed
a lack of preparation; but when
the privileges of the evening prayer
service have come, they are not ours unattended by the responsibility of efliciently using them.
But efficiency of any nature is obtaina- ble only by the labor of preparation.
Make no exclamation of surprise when
we urge you to prepare yourself for the
* social meetings of your church, for this is
the purpose of our writing.
Make ready
yourself for the part you purpose to take,
is our exhortation.
Before the hour of
service comes, consecrate your mind toa
little previous thought on what you shall
say and how you shall say ‘it, as well as
your heart by closet prayer.
It will not
impede the movements of the spirit, but
aid that spirit in finding a more easy and
effective expression.
Allow, as a preface to- what we wish to |
enforce, that prayer meetings have distinguishing characteristics which are even
denominational in tone.
Lead us blindfolded into a Friday evening meeting of
one of

our

Boston

churches,

where

can be recognized to aid the guess as to

where we are, and ten minutes will suffice to tell whether it is a Methodist or a

Congregationalist

gathering.

How?

If

Methodist, there will be heard personal
appeals, personal testimonies,and person-

al experiences.

There

will be

theme, personal salvation.

Personality

will be its characterizing feature.
gregational, there will be

tion, less apparent

but one

more

If Conmodera-

emotion, and,

proba-

bly, a special theme, assigned the week
previous, will be before the meeting,

along the line of whose thought, the
brethren are tryingto lead the thought
lessto reflection,

+ God.

and

There is certainly

from reflection

to’

a distinction of

cities it is worse, if possible,

Both

possess

elements

of

strength; but neither of them can claim
all its factors. When in attendance upon

the one, we

have

sometimes

wished we

might witness more of the. ways of the
.*¢ still small voice,” and when, upon the
other, that we might hear a ringing amen
to break the crust of its conservatism.
But both methods work saving results,
and, hence, each must meet somewhere
in the natures of men a favoring response.
It is no secret. Men are differently constituted, and, therefore, ‘are differently
moved.
Some are carried along by cur-

than

in the

country. The colored people have no
will to work, and subsist as best they can
by stealing whatever lies in their way,
bringing up at last in the guard-house as
common street vagrants, if nothing worse.

4. The morals of the lower class of the
colored people are very bad. In fact, with
a large class the physical predominates
over the higher intellect. Many of thelr
habits are discouraging to lovers of morality and to the many friends of their
race.

to-vour Biblical

everon

the

study.

alert

to

Keep

the

.

:

govern the white people.

mind

incidents with which to give directness
‘and point to the great gospel facts.

Young men and women of the church, we
write especially

‘‘ unto you

because

are strong” and your powers

ye

are plastic.

Your opportunities lie in the future and
not in the past. Into your hands ten years
ahead will be entrusted the interests of
the social meetings of your church.
Re-

member that, by the press, intelligence

is widening, if not

deepening,

and

that
arme-

ly supported by pious zeal, will beget
greater contempt in your day
of influence than it does in ours.
Strengthen
yourselves in every faculty. Store the mind
with available knowledge that the heart

may find wherewith to give flame to its
burnings. Do it modestly.
Aim not at
smartriess. Be courteous and unassuming. Forget not that you will be tried by
your seniors inthe crucible of practical
common sense. By the habit of reading
and thinking, you may so grow in the expression of your zeal, that your appeals

shall be saved from stale

repetitions and

your prayers from a stereotyped form.
You will then add interest to the prayer

weight of personal influence to what you
say. The easily molded will yield no less
readily to your impressions, and the more
resisting will feel there is strength to
your persuasions.
Friends,
old
and
prayer

meeting is worthy not only of our heartiest prayers but our highest intellectual

efforts.

1s it not?

SETHSEISESSED

THE

WW

"SUNNY

SOUTH.”

CENTRAL GEORGIA,
March 5, 1878.
“¢ LIFE AMONG

THE

LOWLY.,”*

The Negro question has caused’ more
discussion among the people of the United
States than nearly all other topics combined, and yet but few at

the

North

un-

derstand the Negro as he is in the South
to-day. A correct knowledge can not be
obtained by & merely flying trip through
the country. During the past few months
I have made it a business to visit all classes, mingling freely with the colored people,—at his home and workshop, watching him as he figured in the role of servant

or

as

his

own

master—in

short,

wherever there has been a possible chance
of learning something ‘of this peculiar

people, there it has found me,

that

might better understand this vexed

lowing my
selves.

readers

to judge

I

ques-

for them-

THE DARK SIDE.
1.

We will speak of some

of the

dis-

advantages under which the South is laboring.

given to thieving.
potato-bin to

a

stone

hen

wall—if

roost and
that was

declar,

massa,
EY

death-

rates among the colored outnumber those
of the whites two toone! It is said by
those acquainted with the subject that the
mortality is much greater than during
slavery. This is owing in a measure to
their careless and reckless way of living, and their ignorance as to the laws of
health, although some writers arc of the
opinion that the race is dying out. 1 have
thus set before ‘you the deplorable condition of a large part of this lowly people.
THE OTHER

SIDE.

I should do great injustice to myself
and the colored race in general did I not
speak of the

other

class,

whe,

through

trials and affliction are fighting their way
onward and upward ; and notwithstanding
the man y difficulties that have met them
at every step, have accomplished a great

Bad as the darker

side appears, there is encouragement in
looking at this the brighter side. When
I consider what they have passed through,
I am only surprised that things are no
worse. They should have the charity and
sympathy of the civilized world. When
the war closed it left four millions of human beings in a state, in

some

respects,

worse than slavery. Homeless and penniless and at the mercy of their former
master, who in many cases were not as
merciful as they might have been, like so
many children when out from under parental restraint, they were led into all
sorts of vice. Ignorant and superstitious,
without good judgment, they have been
blindly groping their way along since,
often the tool of scheming politicians and
unscrupulous

villains,

who

have

filled

#heir pockets atthe Negro's expiense. Those
who are trained make the best of servants ;
always respectful and cheerful, understanding your wants at

I

good.

A letter that he held informed me

that he had always been faithful and
trusty and that he had been an ¢ exhortregretted exceedingly

once,

and

never

to part

with

and his excellent wife ‘ Dinah.”

him

And so

we might go on enumerating instances ‘of
this kind, did space permit, of those

who

are pushing their way into the higher
ranks of manhood and womanhood.

- A word

in regard to

the

Church-

es have been builtin various parts of the
country wholly by their own people, that
reflect great credit, to them. Educational privileges, so long denied are eagerly
soughtby young and old.
do?

his

means

are

small,

demn and a great deal to approve.

a single person who has expressed any
desire to reinstate them in slavery; on
the contrary,it is openly avowed that slayery was a curse to the country, and they

are glad it was abolished. No truer words
have been spoken than those by the -Hon.
Alex. H. Stevens,in his interesting eulogy

of our lamented and beloved

Lincoln.

It

echoed the sentiment of four-fifths of the
Southern people.

Purgatory is an invention of the priests,
who make money out of it.— Observer.
Mr. Moody has now visited six of the
New England States. Is he not a John
the Baptist to prepare the way for the
coming of the Lord P— Vi. Chronicle.
The Home Missionary Society comes
under fire frequently. Is it,” asked Dr.
the best

regiment

pat question

car-

the face of it '—Ad‘

:
ourselves to God,
to glorify himself
. through us, we ought to believe that he
hears and answers the prayer, though we
do not see the way in which it is done.
— Watchman.
The London Atheneum lately said that
when Cannon Farrar ¢ dabbles in theology” he is entirely out of his place. We
believe it expressed the deliberate judgment of those who know him best.—Con-

gregationalist.

It must be admitted that the South
great indifference

has

Yes, of course, there always will

be a

as to—the--fawWtape-litie
tap
brethren, ready
to measure

welfare of the Negroes through prejudice.
Many to-day are not disposed to lift them
up as a race,socially or politically. How-

ever, thisin time will right itself.

-

the length of a sermon, an

exhortation, a

prayer, or an editorial ; but whether they
have any means of knowing the depth

and weight of Gospel service, nobody who

is busy in the Master's work ever cares to
the freedmen since the war,and yet she is know. Tape-lines are harmless. They
guilty of great wrongs, directly and in- can be carried in the pocket, cost but a
directly, to both races. It seems to have trifle, and last a long time. Plummets
been the fashion of late years for North- are more expensive.— Meth. Recorder.
ern men to come South and stir up all the
It was Cardinal Richelieu, who, when
bad feelings possible. Then, again, there asked how many masses it would take to
has been a steady flow of peddlers, with a
get a soul out of Purgatory, replied, “As
| countless variety of patent humbugs - many as it would take snow-balls to heat
swindling the people without mercy; in an oven.” But requiem masses for Pius
consequence of which the South very IX are being celebrated everywhere, for
naturally queries if these are samples of the remission of Purgatorial fires in his be‘Northern men.
half, and masses for the repose of his soul.
‘One instance is related of a person who Accepting Cardinal Richelieu’s statement,
came through Georgia just after the war it is evident that it will be a good while
with painted rods or stakes, selling them before Pius takes the place which the
at $5.00 each, telling these ignorant Catholic Review has kindly furnished for
blacks that wherever one was inserted the him, ‘sitting with the Son of Man judgland for so many acres around was theirs ! ing the ten tribes of Israel.”— Christian at
As a matter of course many purchased.
Work.
| What shall I say of the Freedmen’s SavThe disorder at Princeton College is
ings Banks, and many other things of this one more proof that a faeulty has no
kind, that have brought sorrow to their right to assume that it can govern two or
hearts? Alas, we have all been guilty of three hundred young men. Each college
doing great injustice to this lowly, peo- town accepts of this condition of things,
ple.
and when a piece of property is stolen, or
And now the question naturally arises a garden robbed, or a boy shot, the agas to what may be done for the race who grieved citizens wonder that the Profeshave come out of great tribulation. You sors do not check such evils. A jail would
know their vices and weaknesses, and in do more for Princeton’s good in one year,
the name of the Great Master, who re- than the good Dr. McCosh could achieve
members always his children, I appeal to in a century.— Alliance.
the people of the United States in their
MERE
FE
behalf. Letthe North join hands with
MISSION WORK.
the South in elevating them.
So do and
you will find favor of him who has said,
CONDUCTED BY
REV. G. C. WATERMAN,
“Whosoever shall give to drink unto one
SOME REASONS WHY.
of these little ones a eup of cold water
Several Weeks since, we made a brief
only, in the name of a disciple, he shall in
no wise lose his reward.”
notice of a very able paper read at the
Anniversary of the American Missionary
LurHER J. HURD.
|
.| Association, in October last, by Rev.
"++
The North has

done

much

to

elevate

George

PRESENT PUNISHMENT OF SIN,
Is sin punished before
ment?

Or, in other

the

final judg-

words,

are the

ret-

ributions

and judgments,

transgressor

in

this

which
life,

fall on
really

so.

My search tended to show that in a Bible

Harris,

of

Providence,

on

the

“True method of Giving,” which is by
the Weekly Offering System. This is no
new method among us, having been in-

troduced into some of our churches many.
years ago, and having received a fresh
impetus from the very judicious efforts of
our Financial Sécretary during the last
two years. We can not easily do a better
service to a good cause than to condense
for our readers some of the arguments
presented by Mr. Harris in favor of this

method of giving for benevolent enterprises.
.
Firsf.. It is free from certain faults
conspicuqus in nearly all other methods:
It is independent of personal solicitation,

sense, sin is not punished in this life at all.

In many churches contributions are gath-

It is true, thatthe way of the transgressor
is hard, made so by the nature of things,

ered by a few. self-sacrificing individuals
who go from house

to

house,

and

idence (as in the case of Uszziah) for corrective purposes. He doth not afflict willingly or grieve the children’ of men, but
for our profit.

Lam.

3:83,

Heb.

'12: 10.

But if the sinner does net profit, and will
not be corrected, but persists in a

course

to teach very clearly that he is reserved
unto the day of judgment to be punished,
2 Thess. 1: 710; 2 Pet. 2:9.
’
INQUIRER.

uncertainty as to the resultof a proposed.
contribution. Each one decides for nim...
self what he will give,

and

gives it at

from

the year.

!

Second. This method secures
the small .

gifts of a congregation and gathers them
into a large sum. For most persons; it
is easier to give a small amount at regum- lar, frequent intervals than to give the .sum of all these donations at one time.
The Roman Catholic church builds its fmmense cathedrals, and

maintains

-

its ex-

tensive charities by the gifts of working

The principle is

men and servant girls.

correct—small gifts from many givers; at
regular and frequent intervals.
Third. This plan makes giving purely

voluntary and’ conscientious.

The cards -

are never seen by any person except the
one signing them and the one who keeps the accounts. The giver is free from
all outside influences and is quite likely

to deal fairly and generously with the cause, —as likely to do so,certainly; as by
:

any other method.

This system proceeds or the -

Fourth.

Christian principle that obligation is
measured by ability. - Every one “is
expected to do, not according to what.
others do, but in proportion to his own.
ability. A certain portion of what wee
have should be devoted to religious and’
benevolent purposes. This is most easily"

computed,in respect to property. Nothing was more firmly engrafted: upon.

system of tithing, .

the

Judaism than

which proceeded upon just the principles :
we are now advocating. Our Saviour gave
no higher commendation to. any person.
than that bestowed upon the woman who
broke the box of ointment upon his feet, .
gift, .

of her

not because of the costliness

but because she had done what she could.
-

We must pause for the present int our
extracts from this: admirable paper, only

regretting that we can not put it entire into the hands of every man and weman
| Lin the denomination, and hoping. to: k

a

able before lon g to present other portions
of it.
TESTIMONY OF AN OFFICER.
At
a missionary
meeting in London,:
Gen.
Sir
Arthur
Cotton, K.CG. B., said,
“I
have been in the Indian: army now

fifty-eight

years,

and

during

that

have
had many advantages for
the changes that have passed over

time

observing
India.

have visited many missions in various parts:
of the country, and have obtained mforma- tion in every way I could.
It is oftenssaid
that you must not put

implicit

eonfidénce

in

the missionaries’ own reports; andF{must say
I concur in that view.
I think Ii must say
that I never read a mission report thatdid'not

.

greatly underrate what had been: effected, It
must be so. Those who are in the midstof
the fight, and actually encountering ‘all‘the difficulties, disappointments,

and’ sourees

pression that are inseparable from

of de-

such - war-

fare, can not possibly take such a fair view of
the matter as a looker-on, and especialiy one
who has been a Iooker-on for more than half a
century, and has thus witnessed the” amazing
change that the preaching : oft thé: gospel has

produced in thatlong time.>—Siktieth Annual
Report of the General Baptist
Society of England.
CHINESE

Duridg

been
ber

an
of

more

the

last

increase
Chinese

than

CONVERTS.

ten

of

Missionary

years

sixfold

converts,

ten thousand.

there

in

the

has:

num--

there

being now

In

the deeades-

to come, we may look for even a
‘crease than this; for in the cities

larger im-fr which:

missionaries have been laboring for some time, .
and in the country adjacent fo these. eitiés,.
there has been a marked change inthe: atti
tude of all classes. of the people. towards:
Christianity.
Even the so-called Iitéroti, the

gentry and the official class, give

ar respeltful

hearing to that gospel message - which
formerly
treated so
comtemptuously;

they
and

many-of them are begilhing to realize that
Christianity is of divine origin, and that Christians lead purer
Confucius
and
sions.

lives tian the followers of
Buddba.
— Spirit off Mis--

ITEMS.

.

In the twenty years from 1855 to 1875, the
number of native clergy inthe South Indiam

missions of the Church Missionary Society has
risén from ten to seventy-five; of eommunicants, from 5,147to 12,728; of baptized Christians, from: 22,355 to 48,928; of’ professing

Christians, including catechumens, from: 82.231 to 63,258. .
There are a thousand Christiam congregations
in Madagascar, and 45,000 children taught in
the mission-schools of the London Missionary

determined by the whim

of the

moment,

or to get rid of the collector.
This plan also removes the element of

0

Society. What hath ‘God wrought!— Bap.
Miss. Magazine, It costs the

United

States

about

-$1,700..4

year to support a soldier fighting the: Indians.
It costs the American’ Board about half as
much to support. a missionary presching to
them. Would it not be cheaper to send mare.
missionaries and fewer soldiers? — Sunday
Afternoon,
The average number of persons baptized Jast

year, by each ordained Baptist minister in the
United States, is given as eight; the: average:
number baptized by each Baptist missionary ix.

foreign fields was forty-one,

An argument against the Bland silver bili-It is.
comes from the missionaries.
The A. B. C.
a vexatious and disagreeable business. F. M. estimate that, from the necessity of pur The solicitor must almost of necessity chasing exchange in gold, its passage would:
make some sacrifice of self-respect, and add as. much as $30,000 a year to theirexpens;
carry an ever-ready apology for what is es.
One of the largest Christian congregations .
very likely to be deemed an intrusion.
The call may be made at an unfavorable .in the world, numbering some four. thousand
five hundred members, is. in the . Sandwicls.
time ; the claim can not be properly exIslands.
;
amined and what is given is likely vo be

or the direct interposition of a kind prov-’ office to office to solicit donations.

he drives, has a purpose. That purpose
is to keep his” children whom he loves
to

We must

EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.

of the remainder is the outgrowth of slavery I will not attempt to say. Many of Beard, “because it is
The
the Southern people are kind and lenient that we have?”
to the blacks. Whenever a Negro gets ries its own answer on
in trouble the first person he consults is vance.
his old muster, who rarely fails to help
Having committed
him out of his difficulty. I have yet to see and having asked him

of wickedness to the end, the Word seems

Charleston

themselves.

There

is a class, though greatly in the minority,
who would be glad to take away all the
privileges ‘ of the colored people,—who
think the blacks have no need of education, or in fact any rights at all. Con sequently many acts of injustice are perpetrated frequently by them. To treatment
like this must be attributed some of the
immorality among the blacks. How much

yet every stitch that he draws, every peg

very dearly, at school.
While traveling from

Well, I am

one of them, so there's my influence gone.
But men say you must join these orders
to reach the world. But I ask, where are
the men you have reached? When Christians conform to the world in order to
reach it, they don’t elevate it; they only

trine of separation has got to be preached.”

taken as a whole. One of the mgst en- or are they chastisements of a loving
couraging signs is their love ‘and respect Father, visited on a disobedient and refor the house of God. It is characteristic of bellious child, in order to reform and
them to be very devout in their worship. save him?
This, with a natural gift for pathetic meloThese questions were suggested by the
dy, renders the services exceedingly at- case of: King Uzzigh, in our Sabbathtractive mot only to themselves but to school lesson for Feb. 24. I took my
others as well.
;
: Bible ‘and concordance, and applied to
After repeated blunders they are slowly the law and the testimony on the subject.

learning the lesson of frugality.

said :
“I join a lodgeof Masons.
Well, perhaps seventy-five of them are unconverted
men, but they are my brethren. They go
away down here somewhere to lay a corner-stone, and they have their tine-

whites. Of their relations and dealings
with the freedmen there is much to con-

‘much punishment for the sin committed,

when

Hartford, in speaking of Masonry,

get pulled down

_—

stated intervals, in a specified way, and, |
he the pastor or society may always know
what may reasonably be expected during -

be separated from the world, and this doc-

to be trusted,

true’

Mr. Moody cuts right and left occasionally, rather we should sayit is seldom that
he does otherwise.
In a discourse "at

Southern

the

which ‘isnot

7

* OONFORMITY TQ THE WORLD.

drinking and their dancing.

er” for 40 years! and. that his employers

seem in the least wearied with centinued
aftention. It is said the Negroes are never

ucation is limited,

only possible to transport,—and then assume an air of innocence that is perfectly
astounding. When brought face to face
with the article stolen, they solemnly protest, like ¢ Topsy,” “I

80,

On one of the humbler streets in the

They will pilfer any-

a well-filled

the races are equal, or nearly

city of Savannah is a colored cripple, a
cobbler by trade. He was unfortunate in
losing both feet duting the war. His ed-

The Negroes, as a class,are much

thing, from

that in the cities where the population of

deal to their credit.

room, refresh the-Christians, gain the attention of the heedless, and add the

young, the theme of each ‘weekly

Savannah by boat, there came to my side
an old Negro patriarch—a second “Uncle
Tom.” He could neither read nor write,
and yet seldom have I seen so kindly or

Whereverthey, manifested

have attempted to rule, the result has not
only been afailure but much trouble has
been caused thereby.
]
6. Since I came South, my attention
has been directed to the great mortality
among the blacks. Itis a startling fact

catch examples and

manner and matter in the average social tion. In this, as in all ‘previeus articles,
meeting of these two excellent sister ‘it has been my aim to give both sides, alchurches.

planter

5. With regard to polities, it has been
events, afford an abundance of illustra- demonstrated quite clearly that the Netions with which to vivify and enforce re- gro, at present, is not capable of governligious truths. Use all as supplementary’ ‘ing himself; and they can not hope to

no

familiar voice is to be heard, or anything

the

is becoming poorer and poorer every
year. Only on small farms, where but
one or two are hired and the owner works
himself, is farming profitable. In the

Books are. cheap.
Knowledge fitted
for the purposes we urge,is easily obtainablé.
Biography,
history, current

3

upon the people.
Its failure is their
failure, the responsibility of which can
not be charged upon the pastor.
Breth-

In consequence of

this bad system of laboring,

opportunities afford, that you may be
able to use the influence and power that
comes from intelligence, to the persuasion
of men.

0-0

in nfany

rations, as the Negro, of course, has noth-

brethren,

sense, but to become as intelligent and
well informed men and women, as your

—L. 8. Bevington.

/

respects, is not always. to be depended
upon. His laziness and total disregard of
time are sources of great annoyance to his
employer,
Customs of laboring in the
South are different from those at the
North. When a planter hires a number
of hands to till the soil or work in any
other business, he is obligedto furnish

then might we, with’ even our present
And, ere love’s first full throb had stirred her
zeal, accomplish much where now we
breast,
fail. Do not attempt to throw off this
Praised God for love, and smiling, smiled.
claim, that God has put upon you in the
her last.
very giving of these mental possibilities,
Well! well such vanishings are breathings.still-- by replying that scholars only can entered
tain ; that the opportunities are not yours
Ere yet they grew intense, and turned to
for making yourself more than you are.
sighs.
You are
We curse the stern world-providence that Consider the matter rightly.
not urged to studentship, in its technical
willed
The light away from waking baby eyes;
We sing the dirges of the Unfulfilled ;
. We suffer; not, the innocence that dies.

dar.”

to be taken

3. Asa laborer the Negro,

notonly the heart in devotion but the
mind in thought, for the prayer room.
If

°

got

2. The Negro has no perception of thoughtful a face. For many hours I sab
economy ; he makes no provision for the at his feet and listened to the story of his
morrow, but spends his money with a de- life, that seemed to be overflowing with
gree of recklessness that would seem love to his fellow-men. Like the Master
almost unpardonable with other people.
‘whom he served, he went about doing

braced against emotion,not given to gushing. They are reflective, not obstinate ;
persuaded by argument as well as entreaty ; slow in concluding,
but when
they
decide, they Holt their
decision
with an iron will. . Both cases must be

all the powers
heart.

1 saw a snowflake vanish utterly;
1 saw a blossom perish on the spray,

goods as common property,

personal salva-

Very good!

ready.

haps, depend

UNFULFILLED,

dat thing done

at will.

hour for the one, while the other

Ere yet the sunlight caught it where it lay,

how

address. Such may be swept along up to
the anxious seat by a flood of earnest ex-

met, each in its own way.

13, 1878.

dunno

They seem to consider the white man’s

hortations, and the result,

whom all letters on business, remittances of
TO Jr &o., should be addressed, at Dover, N, H.
Aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Fr

sensitive to

the atmosphere about them; are easily
touchedby the warm words of personal

ys

The aggregate force in.the Protestant foreigme

mission fields is about five. thousand missien~aries, and twelve thousand native
catechists and teachers.— Selected.

pustors,..

.
-

\l
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3. S. Department,

Christ. (2)
influence to.

- Communications.

That public position lends
example, a blighting influ-

Sabbath - School Lesson.---Mar. 24.
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Questions

MANASSEH
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PROF.

see Lesson

J. A. HOWE.

Papers.)

BROUGHY TO
ANCE.

REPENT-

* Asmany as I love'l reTEXT:
GOLDEN
buke and chasten; be zealous, therefore,

and repent.”— Rev. 8:19.

to aright example,
(3) That the chastisements of God aim at reformation of
the sinner, and wise is the man who
heeds them.
(4) That it is wiser to begin lifeas we wish to build it, than to
spend our last years ine tearing down what
was reared in our earlier years.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION.
The

Internationhl Convention

day-schools will sit in

2 Chron.--33:19-16.

of Sun-

Atlanta, Georgia,

April 17—19. Questions of vital interest
to the Sunday-school cause throughout

Notes and Hints. :

the world will come before this ConvenFrom Hezekiah to Manasseh.
of Hezekiah, in

answer

to

The life

prayer,

was

lengthened fifteen years. His wealth increased, and with ithe built store-houses,
brought

water into his capital, embellish-

ed it, and accumulated costly
Ina vain spirit he displayed his

to messengers

things.
wealth

of the king of Babylon.

He was buried with high honor, and suc«ceeded by hisson Manasseh.
Manasseh
‘began to reign at the age of twelve, B.

C. 692, and reigned fifty-five years.

He

restored the idolatry suppressed by Hez2
«ekiah, and became equal to the worst
kings that ever sat on the throne of Ju-

dah.

:

9. ¢ Made Judah to err.” By example
and authority, Manasseh easily led the
too willing Jews to the practices of the

heathen.

Judah had not fully reformed.

Is. 40:18—20; Jer. 8:1,2. The cause of
the apostacy of the kicg was the influence
of his early counselors.
His father and
mother were worshipers of Jehovah, but
the rich nobles, "in

heart,

loved

the

li-

cense of the heathen.
“To do worse than the heathen.” Worse,
“because of the light these Jews enjoyed,
and worse in the extent to which the nation went in superstitious ‘practices. See
verses 3—7. ‘ Whom the Lord had destroyed.”
The original inhabitants of
Canaan.
The reason of this comparison
is that these nations. were destroyed for
their idolatry.
‘ Bul they would not
hearken.” The Lord spoke to Manasseh
and Judah by true and faithful prophets.
God always restrains men from sin as far
as his pleadings can.
God pleads with
sinners now to come to him and live. But
as then, so now, the Spirit often strives
in vain.
;
‘ Captains of the host of the king of Assyria.”
Esarhaddon, king of Assyria,
mentions Manasseh among his tributaries.
He held court at Babylon. Perhaps the
“act of Hezekiah, in showing his treasures
to the messengers from Babylon,

. ‘the cupidity of that nation.

among the

‘Canon Cook

thorns.”

says,

rings.” Lange says,
‘with fetters and bourd

‘Took

"The first view is better.

excited

¢¢ Took Ma-

Tnstead,
captive with

‘ Took Manasseh
him with chains.”

Rings were run

through the flesh of the lip, or through
the nose of distinguished prisoners, who,
by a cord attached, were then led

about.

Amos 4:2 speaks of things thatare pictured on Assyrian monuments.
* Carried
kim to Babylon.” At this time Babylon
was the residence of Esarhaddon,

the most powerful of Assyrian
‘Babylon was on the Euphrates,
+ capital of Chaldea, and was a city
equal to that of any ancient town.

one

of

kings.
was the
of fame
It had

=a wall 350 feet high and 80 feet thick, and

~over 40 miles in circumference,
“ In affliction he besought the

tion, and the Committee earnestly urge
the securance by each State and province
of full delegations, who will surely attend
and fitly represent their constituency in
this great department of Christian work.
The basis of representation will be as
at Baltimore; each State and Territory
may send as delegates twice the number
of its entire Congressional delegation including Senators; and Canadian representatives in the same proportion. Where
there exist State or’ Provincial Associations (Union), they are entitled to appoint
said delegates, but in the absence of these,

the people poor.

April

1st—notice

of

their

appointment

to W. G. Whidby, Esq., Atlanta.

How ready to save!

Manasseh, perhaps,

took

ROGER AscHAM said in his quaint way:

‘“Itis a pity that more care is had, yea,
and among very wise men, to find out
rather a cunning man for their horse than
to find a cunning man for their children.
Wherefore God: that is in heaven laugheth
their choice to scorn,
for he suffereth
them to have a tame and well-ordered
horse, but wild and unfortunate children ;

therefore, in the end, they find more:
pleasure in their horse than comfert-in
their children.” Had he been talking
to the present generation of parents, he
could not
rebuke.

have

uttered

a

more

needed

Cook, thus:
the city

He built the outer

of David, on the west

wall of

of Gihon

in the valley.” This valley was on the
north-west, the fish gate on the north«ast ; Ophel at the south-east corner. Thus
the wall was quite extensive.
It had

probably heen broken down

nasseh was captured.

Ophel.”

when Ma-

* Compassed about

Ophel means the tower.

It was

the name of the southern part of the hill
]

"on which the temple stood.
“¢ The strange

gods

and

the

‘idol.

Those of his own introduction into Jerusalem. Thus he showed the sincerity of
Repentance, without all
his penitence.

possible restitution, is unreal, worthless.

To undo in age what was done in youth
Such
off where we began.
is to leave
usefulness can not advance the cause of

God in the earth.

“ Repaired the altar of the Lord.” By
neglect, or abuse, the altarof burnt offerings was in decay.

and thank offerings.”

‘ Peace offerings

The first was -of-,

Stupy.
That was an honest ignorance
which led a.church-member to inquire
of his pastor, ‘* What do you do weekdays? He noticed only the effective sermon, and forgot the laborious hours .in
which iv had been elaborated. So the

“Sunday-schiool teacher who carefully studies the

lesson will find an

interested

were a species of the former,

but were

expressive of gratitude alone.

a

Lessons to be remembered. (1) That children should be trained by those, who
love
y
Bl

i

PROF.

:

THOMAS

C, UPHAM,

mn

There was a man who lived in the
woods in the remote part of the town, a
farmer. His house, and his long and
well filled barn, wee in a narrow valley

under the shadow of rocky hills, covered

in many places

with

friend of my father,

oaks.

and

A great

who

knew

me

well, he had a large family of sons and
daughlers, healthy and industrious and

intelligent above what is common,

The

children always received me with great
kindness when I went into their neigh-

borhood, and made it a practice to come
to meeting on Sunday.
But the father,
who was equally kind and courleous in

his own house, did not come to what I
called my house;

I mean

the meeting-

house. He bad gotten out of the habit;
and with all my efforts, made. in the way |
of suggestions

and

invitations,

notinduce high! ta. resume

I could

it.

I was

somewhat grieved at this unpropitious result.

But, as he was a particular

friend

collect together the few families living

class

before

eager

him;

and

while

he

be convenient,

as I can see, all around.

so -far

I wish to say a

few words; you need not call it preaching, but anything you please.”
The good farmer was a little surprised,
while he found it so inconvenient to
come tothe Gospel, that theGospel found
being in some

come

to him.

perplexity,

neither yes nor no.

he

more, the least that he can do, within the
bounds of fairness, is to provide a substitute.
He would not think of leaving

a post he had
secular

promised to occupy in any

business

establishment,

without

;
”
Teady to
perform its duties. Gods work ought
surely to have as much attention from
a man as the work of any human employer—and it will have from every faithful’
Sunday-school teacher. In fact, if a man
does not fill his place in the Sundayschool, either personally
or by proxy,

whatever else he is good

for,

he is

not

to be depended on as a teacher.
— Times.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

NEWS

ave been mainly in new settlements, and

he is now
campaign.

preparing for another

year's

The duty of teaching in Sunday-schools
is often urged. It is a good thing to hear,
now and then, of the pleasure of such
work.
Sir Charles Reed,of London, said,

in an address before the Scottish Sabbathschool Convention: “I have been called
to do a great deal of public work in the
course of my life, parliamentary and otherwise. I may say that nothing has ever
given me such thorough satisfaction and
such true reward as my work in the Sunday-school.”
At a meeting of the Executive

committee of

the New Hampshire Sunday-school Association,
held at the office of the

Secretary,

1878, the following preamble

Feb.

18,

and resolutions

were presented and adopted :

‘Whereas it has been the custom

of the New

Hampshire Sunday-school Association

in

for-

mer years to invite Unitarians and Universalists to unite with and co-operate with us in our
plans and methods of Sunday-school work, and
whereas they have usually

done so to a limited

degree, and whereas there is a very extended
desire expressed throughout the

State

mone

evangelical denominations that this custom
ds se and the operations of the Society be
conducted on an evangelical basis, and whereas the Constitution of our Society

is evangeli-

cal in its construction, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That we the Executive committee of said Association hereby instruct the
Secretary in all bis Correspondence and statistical work ; his labor necssary to bring into
hurmony with the State Associatign those
counties not yet organized, also in perfecting
the county Associations now organized and in
the sling or the next Annual Convention to so |
conduct
his business that only
evangelical

churches be invited to join in the work

Association.

2. That the Secretary send

;

a’ copy

;

of the

of these

resolutions to each
pastor of the churches in
the State, and furnish a copy for publication to
each denominational paper:
;
3. That the county Associations be requested to 80 conduct their work as to conform with

the spirit of these resolutions.
1, Nhat we regret the separation

must necessarily be made with some,

co-operation

which
who.

by

and deportment, have. been

iheral and gentlemanly in all their association

it

as

it was

then.

There was arough road, or path of some
kind, leading throughit. I went there
one day, and being weary with walking,
had seated myself on a rock by the wayside, As I was seated there, leaning upon a stick, which I had cut in

the

woods

and which I called my cane, and meditating upon various things, I heard the
sound of footsteps.
And, looking up, I
saw an old man coming slowly, with a
pack, or something of the kind upon
his back. When he came opposite to me,
I said, ¢* Friend, where art thou going?”
He replied, “Iam come from Mederborough,and am going to Gonic.”
* Did you come from Mederborough?”
‘“ Yes," said he.
!
“Do you know any of the Quakers in
Mederborough?”

““ Yes," said he.

“Iama

And,

answered

He said I was mis-

taken about the probability of their being
only a few old people present; there
would certainly be a good number, both
old and young; and he had. some (ues-

poor

man,

infimate

ac-

quaintance; but I know them all, and
sometimes work for them.
Have you
any more questions ?”
.
1 was surprised, at this rather abrupt

turn of things, and rose up from the stone
where I was seated, and asked his pardon. * No offense,” said he.
* Butl
perceive thou art a preacher; and the
good book teaches that ‘there are times
and seasons for all things. I should like
to answer questions and to hear a sermon ; but I have a bag of corn on my
back, and may possibly be late at the

who lives in the next house?”
¢¢ Yes,”
said he, ¢ the next house is the house of

Mrs. Welch, the witch.”
¢¢ Good-bye ;” which means,
terpreted, as I have understood,

being inGod

with you.
I sat down upon the stone again,

be

and

inwardly, talking to myself; casting up
accounts as it were.
The Lord must
‘have sent that old man along to-day.
He preached me a very good sermon;
and I think I must try to make a personal application. * Times and seasons
for all things.”
I think I wil try
to remember that it is not necessary ‘to
undertake to preach to a man whose
children are hungry, and who is going to
a mill with a bagof corn on his shoulders. And further, it is not always best
to ask too many questions. And besides,

about

it.

His

wife,

often consulted in his affairs.

quite well satisfied that all
right. Huldah, as ‘expected,

vice in the right direction.

I left him,

would be
gave ad-

The news

talking

went out.
There was quite a stir in the
romantic little © neighborhood.
Some
said one thing; some another.
The -he told me to be short; which is another
steady old farmer, whom nobody could good thing thatI’am apt to forget—on
induce to go to meeting, has a lecture at the whole, a very good sermon.
his house, or something of the kind,
¢ The next house isthe louse of the
perhaps a sermon. What does it mean? witch,” Is it? 1 am somewhat tired;
Has he got some new light?" Is he under walked a good deal to-day; perhaps I
conviction?
:
:
had better stop right here, and go home.
I was rather afraid of witches, had read
The people gathered, as friend H—
said they would ; the house was full, and Cotton Mather’s book on witches; and
by common consent it seemed to be nec- had heard many strange things. I had
essary to preach a sermon. It wasa lit- entirely forgotten that the celebrated
tle deviation from the common course; witch, Mrs. Welch, resided in this part
But let me think. Mrs,
at least,at that time, and in that place. of the town.
But I think that Christ understood the Welch! I saw her husband not long
subject, who not only allowed of preach- since; a small man; a kind-hearted
1
ing in the synagogue (what the people man; avery good sort of a man.
He told
in R—— called the meeting-house), but talked with him, I recollect.
tells us.to go out into the highways and me of a great affliction ; his son had been
hedges and compel them to come in; in killed—killed by gunpowder—splitting
other words to preach anywhere and logs. A piece of wood struck him on
everywhere, whenever an open door can the head, and he was gone—struck dead
be found, and when there is an opportu- in a moment—an only son I think—
Perhaps
nity of doing good.
In this case, at about twenty years of age.
Does a
least, some good was done.
The people there is sorrow in that house.
listened earnestly ; some old people re- witch ery? Has a witch feet? Has a witch
membered the Lord's power in other hands? Does ‘she look like other people?
days. Iam quite certain that more than ‘What shall I do?
Ifind I have a good many confessions
one member of this beloved family soon
knew the preciousness which there is in to make. But confession isa good thing.
| The truth was, to use a Scripture exbelievingiy
I will mention a little incident here, pression, I was tempted of the devil, In
more interesting to myself,perbaps, than other words, I was a little afraid of my
to others. Many years after this a young reputation, It would be an awkard story,
Nevertheman called to see me, when resident in —the parson visits witches.
less
a
voice
seemed
to
say,—take
no
another place, with a view of offering
God's creatures are all
himself ag a member of college. In sym- backward step.
You have called
metry of form one ofthe noblest looking worth looking after.

young men I ever saw. I could easily

upon the drunken man, and good angels

were with you; why not call upon the
witch ; perhaps you will find them there.
Huldah.
The faithful and intelligent And so I went on. The house was on
wife of an honest and hard-laboring far- the right-hand side of the road; a small
mer, she foresaw the possibilities of the house, but father neat—no - broken. winfuture ;> and by hard and honorable
toil dows, no old hats and old clothes in the
aided by the equally hard labors of her window panes, as in drunkards’ houses.
husband, was successfal in giving her Satan said, Go on; pass by; hunt up a
son a public education.
In the letter hang-man as quick as possible. But the
which she wrote to me, it was not left Lord said, Go in; and see what witches
doubtful in her own mind, that the friend and Joans of Are, and the suffering and
of the father and mother would: be the martyred ‘ones of all ages, are made of.
friend of the children.
I turned straight at right angles,marched
All great principles have their difficult- up to the door, and knocked.
have told his origin without the letter
which he brought. -He was the son of

ies.

I found that this great idea,~-per-

* Come in.” =

:

idea, of

I went in, took off my hat, bowed po-

calling upon everybody,—was getting
‘me into all sorts of situations and among

litely, and introducing myself to Mrs.
Welch, hoped she would excuse my call-

haps {I should

say, this

novel

all sorts of people. But 1 learned many
valuable lessons, and trusted the Lord to

with us, yet we feel it a duty we owe to our- carry me through.
;
selves and the cause of Christ. We only ho
Beyond the farm-house of my friend
that they with us may be lead to accep Him
as their Saviour, and thus in principle be en- Hussey, where I had held my exceptionabled to stand aon the plain teach
of the
al meeting, there was an obscure place,
whole Word of
.
JonN G. LANE, Sec.
seldom visited by the people of . the vil-

re-

Words.

self-collected and dignified in her man-

Eld.

less informed

myste-

‘Works,

give

outpourings

*‘ our

O-0
++0-0

GOD,

ing so unceremoniously.

She rose from

her chair, took me by the hand,

and said

From the German.

A pious boy lived in the house of an
idolater and often said to him: “There is

but orle God, who has created heaven and

earth. He causes the sun to shine and
the rain to fall. He sees our actions and
hears our prayers. He, the living God,
can punish and reward us, save or destroy.
These idols here are made only of earth;
they can neither see nor hear, can do us
neither good nor harm.” But the heathen
listened not to the truth.
Once when the idolater had gone into
the field, the boy took a stick and beat
the idols to pieces, but the largest one he

with but one
‘There were a

the care of Rev.

left whole, and put the stick into its hand,

Ebenezer Knowlton, father of the late Rev.
Ebenezer Knowlton, of Montville, Me.
The
church in Epsom was gathered by Bro. Caver-.

When the man came home again, he cried
‘Who has done this?"
out angrily:

that was his
|. The boy-said,

first pastorste, It has proved
one of our:
strong churches and a pleasant one for good

ministers.

If a ministeris devoted

and

Rev. A.

Caverno,

who

served

at-

Lhis

be angry! If you do not believe your
idol could do as much as I could with my

feeble, childish hand, how could it be the
God who has made heaven and earth?”
heathen
was silent, reflected

ment, then beat the remaining idol to
pieces, fell down upon his knees and
prayed for the first time to the true God.
How happyis he who knows God,
And Father, sincerely calls him,

to be an in-

gathering of souls. In adream, he saw a large
field of wheat ripe for the harvest.
He called

THE REST OF GOD.
People want rest. Oh, how we long for
it! Now the Lord gives his people rest.
He makes us to lie down in green pastures and leadeth us beside. still waters.
There was a friend of mine in England
who told
me that she went out to ride
one day, and met with a shepherd with a

for help to cut it with sickles, but did not find
much response.
Taking the sickle, he went to
work and the precious grain was secured.

But now portions
will be given.]

of Bro.

“A church of eight

Caverno’s account

members

ganized in June, 1824.

was

think

yet has moved a hand. You have done it,
you wicked boy, and for this wickedness
of yours, I will beat you to death this
minute.”
But the boy said gently:
¢ Oh, do not

cburch in its early history
for considerable
time, were Revs. James McCutchean and B. 8.
Manson.
Bro. Caverno, after his ordination
and in the latter part of 1823, went to Epsom
as a schoolteacher, and to preach as there
should be opportunity.
A door was opened,
“great and effectual.”
The Congregational
meeting-house, built by the town, was opened,
after some litigation, for the people then called
“KFreewillers,” one half of the Sabbaths.
In
this he preached, also in other places, and had
many evening meetings.
Continuing after his
school had closed, his anxiety was intense.

God showed him that there was

“Why,

that your great idol has beaten his smaller
brothers to pieces?” No,” cried the
man, ‘I do not believe it, for he never

tends faithfully to his work, the people, do not.
wish a change.
If ministers leave of their
own accord, sometimes they are called baak,
as was Revs. G. P. Rumsey and M. A. Quimby,

Besides

“The fields are white al-

ready to harvest.”

Her frame

no, he was its first pastor, and

good

of the Spirit, that convert

be many such.

few Freewill Baptists
whe united ‘with the
church ‘in Pittsfield under

witnessed

young men «who are called to preach the
blessed gospel, are very far-reaching in
their influence. How desirable that there

cause of the evil name which has been giv-

1820 had a population of 1300,
meeting, the Congregationalist.

in{ Weare,

managed for .a .support. He closed his
journal of his labors in Epsom thus:
“Two of the subjects of the work of grace became ministers.
These were .
Brothers James McCutchean and Daniel P.
Cilley.” One other, the compiler of these
articles may add, at Raymond, where he
labored some in a revival, also became a
minister. Readers will at once see, that

poor boy was killed ; struck down in a moment ; our only hope. I sithere in silence
and solitude, and mourn. The dark hills
and woods are around me; and few, be-

en me, conid into comfort me.”

and

revivals. During the three years he was
in Epsomhe baptized fifty, who were added to the church. It was not the case
then that our ministers received a stipulated salary, there were, unhappily, prejudices against such. He received on an
average fifty dollars per year. But he
cultivated the land, taught school, and so

see you; but our meeting, as is often the
case, brings up saddened recollections.
It is true, as you were perhaps going to
say, I have heard something of your family. It is but recently that I understood
from your husband, whom I have had the
pleasure of knowing, that you have met
with a heavy sorrow.”
replied,

In the

last two years, he labored in other places
some. He baptized in Raymond and Nottingham, and in Gilmanton at the Iron

Welch,” Isaid, “Iam happyto

she

General

The Conand was

In Nov., 1827, Bro. Caverno closed his

ly be painful to her, took up the anticipated train of remark,and gave itanother turn.

“Yes, Mr. U—,"

our first

labors with the church in Epsom.

rious and injurious reputation.
After a few remarks common at such introductory times, she began by saying “I
suppose you have understood”—and then
she hesitated alittle, and appeared confused. She was probably goingto speak of what

‘Yes, Mrs.

Place, attended

Conference in Tunbridge, Vt.
ference commenced Oct. 11,
profitable all through.”

er, if it exists at all, which is called clairvoyance.
And this, in that rude region,

period, had been the cause of her

of Strafford, from the

‘Tam the voice of one crying in

the wilderness.’
:
;
“In Oct. of this year, in company with

ners. [saw atonce that she was naturally a superior woman, and that possibly she possessed that mysterious pow-

and in that comparatively

I preached, after which the

Bro. John Caverly,

symmetrical features; a broad and full
forehead ; large dark eyes which glowed
with an almost preternatural light; and

was convulsed ; and the tears stood in her
large brimming eyes. And from that moment, forgetting and glad to forget the
“¢ Yes,” said he, ¢ if it is short.”
:
« I perceive you are a poor man; but ‘cruelties of superstition, I remembered onwhether rich or poor, I wish to say I ly that I was in the sacred presence of.a
have great respect for a man who isa woman and a mother ; who knew a mothfather of a family, and who carries his er’s love and a mother’s sorrow.
NE
(hh Se ae
own griston his own shoulders.”
SeeFROM ARTHUR OAVERNO'S JOURNAL.
ing his countenance lighted up a little, I
Ir,
said, ‘** Will you allow me to ask another
COMPILED BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
question?” He said, * Yes, with great
pleasure.”
FIRST PASTORATE.
‘ Will yoube so kind as to tell me
[Epsom, N. H., is a country town, which in

for them.

He said, however, he would

hight,

‘with open and

* Well,” said I, ‘will you allow me to
say one thing?”

fell into a state of meditation;

Huldah

common

But as she hesitated, and it would natural-

tions in his mind how he should get seats
consult

somewhat above the

markably well- formed,

In the P. M;

ordihation of Bro. Edward Blaisdell took
place:
‘Sept. 6, preached at the ordination of

some explanation of her peculiar situation.

““ Yes,” said he.
:
*“ Do you know friend. Jenness?”

and can not say I am an

es, I found her conformed to the ordinary
aspects of humanity, when they are presented in their best form; a woman

had been said of her, and perhaps

““ Yes,” said he.

‘* Do you know the Meders?

mill, and my children will be hungry till
say "my return.”

a few things to them? The truth is, friend
H——, I have received so much kindness
at your house that it gives me pleasure to
visit there; and it will be convenient for
me to come after the services at the meeting-house ; and as you will be at home
on Sunday, it will

wooded, and

What it is now I can

allow me

who depends upon the * inspiration of
the moment” must expect hearers with" whose faded form I well remember;
was an invalid; his eldest daughter was
blank faces and dull ears.
married, and had moved away.
Huldah
SuBsSTITUTES.
If a teacher must be was his second daughter, a girl of unabsent from his class {for one Sunday or commonly good sense, with whom he

dered in times, and as a symbol, of pros- | Heir

perity, oras a prayer for it; the latter

LATE

it so convenient to

advan-|

‘tage of some of these revolts.
* On the
‘west side of Gihon.” Translated better by

THE

next Sabbath afternoon to come and

Lord.”

Ttds.not-strange that Manasseh prayed.
Who ‘would not wish to escape from
shame ? It is strange, yet not strange, that
God regarded his cry.
Truly God is
gaod, and the penitent may have hope in
:
his mercy.
‘¢ He built a wall.” This was a fortifi«cation. The act was rebellious.
Assyrda dates its declension from thee death of
-Assur-banipal B. C. 626.
- Before that,
Elam, Arabia, Babylon and other people
had suceessively revolted and been sub-

BY

around you at your house, and

“that he had erred, became penitent and
¢¢ Father Upson,” of Lansing, Mich.,
iprayed for Jehovah to pardon and deliver who is in his 80th year, has been in the
him.
Sunday-school Union
Reverses of fortune often bring service of .the
‘men to God.
In trouble the seul must twenty-six years; traveled 78,000 miles
have support. It flies then to God. “And with a horse—the greater part with the
‘same horse ; has organized between nine
heard his supplication.” Notice the mer- and ten hundred Sunday-schools, and
cy of our God. How willing to hear the
iven aid to as many more.
His labors

«ry of the penitent!

not tell; I describe

PASTORAL EXPERIENCES.

of my father’s family, and had at least
application should be madeto Rev. Geo. all the religious responsibilities and hazA. Peltz, Jamestown, N. Y., Chairman
of Committee on Delegations. Mr. J. C. ards which other men have, I thought it
Middleton, of 805 Broadway, New York, would be wrong in me to give up the
will have charge ofthe Bazaar, to whom pursuit of what 1 considered his best
application for space should be addressed. good.
:
An outline programme will be published
_
*“
Friend
H——,”
I
said
one day, *‘ you
soon, and information concerning railroad
facilities will be given by the
Chairman work hard during the week, and itis
as early as practicable. All- duly ac- some distance to the meeting-house, and
credited delegates are assured a hearty there are some old people in the neighwelcome to the homes of the citizens of
Atlanta by forwarding—not later than borhood; would you not be willing to

“Manasseh found time for reflection, saw

dued.

13, 1878.

lage ;—wild, rocky, thickly

-ence to a bad example, a saving influence

nassch

MARCH

|
\

T

or-

Sabbath, July 4,

three were baptized... The meeting was
held in a barn, it not being our day to
occupy the meeting-house.
The barn
was filled with people. Baptism was at
the intermission. In the afternoon, commenced speaking from 1 Cor. 9:24, “So
run that ye may obtain”. I had not
spoken long before it seemed a second
Penticost had come.
All eyes were
weeping.
Sinners trembled.
It surpasses my power to describe the solemunity of the scene. Ten or twelve came for-

ested, as she thought he was very cruel,
that she watched them for a long time;
but by-and-by he opened the gate, and
they passed into a beautiful park, and she
saw a beautiful stream running through

ward and knelt.

that park, and afterthe had got them

large flock of sheep in front of him.

to scare them on; and she got so inter-

Many others showed

that enclosure

signs of penitence, and were soon after
converted. I was unable to close the
meeting till nearly sundown. My hands
were now full of work,

with the
meetings.
Oh, what
soul was
“June

visiting,

they

went

down

into

to that

stream and drank, and then laid-down by
the side of that river, and then she un-

derstood why he didn't want them to eat
by the roadside—there was danger there.

talking

people, praying and holding
Souls were converted daily.
a glorious harvest this was! My
in its element.
14, 1825, assisted in ordination

of Thomas Flanders, of Alton.

In-

stead of being like the Good Shepherd,
he was not leading them, but driving
them; and if they stopped to eat the
grass by the wayside, a dog started out

He wanted them %> lie down

in green

pastures and beside the still waters.
Now that is not a good illustration, for

this Good Shepherd never drives us.
will not force us into heaven.

Gave the

will find that the sheep who

hand of fellowship.

But

are willing

to follow him—the men and women

“July 6,1826,my first article appeared in

He

you
who

the Morning Star. [The publication of the
paper was commenced in May previous.)

have no will of their own, but only God's
will—how they prosper! —D. L. Moody.

A little later, I wrote a course of articles

O00
ror

on the support of the gospel ministry.
These were published in the Morning Star.

If a man be visited with a providential
reverse of circumstances
; if he be under

of Bro, William Swain of Pittsfield: Ser-

weighed out by my own hand;

by myself.
|
“June 9, following, the New Hampshire
Yearly Meeting commenced in Barnstead.
On the Sabbath, Eld. Isaac Townsend, of

Christ's death to have been sin,—when -I
sob and lament because I can not be quite

And about this time I purchased a set of oppression; if he be arrested by disease;
Dr. Adam Clarke's Commentary, pay- if the delight of his eyes be taken away;
methinks I hear God saying: * Take this
ing $28.00.
:
I
“June 7, 1827, attended the ordination medicine ; it is exactly suited to your case ;
take

this

mon by Eld. E. Place, from 1 Cor. 9:16; medicine from me.”— Cecil.
ro
SB
b-b
ore
Consecrating prayer by Eld. Moses Bean ;
When I deeply consider the cause of
Charge by Eid. Place; Hand of fellowship

Wolfborough, preached an excellent

perfect life,—I am compelled with Paul

to sob and groan, as a man under a heavy
burden. Who shall deliverme from the,
‘body of this death?—John KnoZ.

ser-

mon, and Eld. David

Harriman followed

with another sermon.

In the P. M., Elid.

Joseph White,of Standish, Me., preached.
This meeting was a feast of fat. things,

she was very glad to see me.
She had
heard of my being in the neighborhood ; . “In August, attended the New Durham
but thought it doubtfal whether I would Quarterly Meeting at Lebanon, Me. On.
take the trouble to call and see her, the second day, Eld. Ephraim Stinchfield
Contrary to my traditional ideas of witch- preached with great power and boldness;
4

rid of sin,—when I desire to live a more

|.

A,
Ch rE

Faithis the root of all blessings; believe, and ye shall be saved ; believe, and
you must needbe sanctified ; believe, and
you can not choose but be
Jeremy Taylor.

comforted.—

:

t

°
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Selections.
"SIMPLY

TRUSTING.

whose

My

God, Ido not fear
To vield myself to Thee;
However Srnze Toy Whig appear,

It must be good fo
,
O Father, kind and wise, and strong,
Thy will can do no_creature wrong.
The little babe at rest
mes my minister;
ts mother’s
home
eg itself to her.

ALD

breast.

The heart that throbs beneath its head.

" On the wall of an old English parsonage

is engraven, in old Saxon

1 do not fear to trust

My little all to Thee;
Thy every motion must be just
To all the world and me,
Will as Thou wilt—my
To kiss Thy sweet and

the granite,

Thynge.”

plain

joy be still
sacred will |

—London

Christian.

and

common

This is a very
ai

dom

|

letters sunk in

‘Doe

the

N exte

Like many other groupings of

words,

it has

wrappe

up

in

its

For how many doubts would

be solved,

how

lightened,

many

cares

would

be

ment,

to come, we should

not

a more evident path into the king-

than along that text—¢‘¢ Him that

cometh unto me I will in no ‘wise cast
out.” But all the time I am met by the
question, *¢ What precisely do you mean
:
by ¢ coming?”
Let me try to tell. Suppose I wish to
go to Europe. Of myself I can not mas.
ter the intervening sea; I can not float
myself across; I can not swim across.
But here at the wharf lies a mighty
steamer. Her frame and sides are iron.
Her engines are of hammered steel. I
carefully examine her. She is built to
cross the ocean and buffet with and baffle

int the presence

of an

MASON

time, and leave results with

Liberal Offers |!

A

might.

:

And that thy last deed ere the Judgment day.”
De

we

can

tmes,

Pt

AN INCIDENT.
an old

woman

sitting

in nowise

was a
8, Sit-

has

passed,

Home

is

tained will be ten cents extra. The same premium will also be
given for every new subscriber paid
for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any person who has already paid for

Protection.

In her plea before the Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives at
Washington, accompanying the petition
Frances

E.

his own Star one year

halls

of legislation,

furnish

our

arguments,

‘“ Yes, honey, [ hope so; I'ze been
gwying in that direction for more'n forty

to

prise and

of humiliation,

that

years.’

churches

** But suppose,
miss heaven?”

are sometimes found willing to uphold as
their preachers, men who are notoriously
of bad reputation. We are aware that
Christians are apt to look with affection
upon the men who have enlightgped-them

.of

their

own

guilessniess,

by

smoot

tongued, samctimonious aypocrites, hespecially if they are gifted orators. We

would not

teach

ingratitude

towards

those who have blessed us, nor encourage
a suspicious spirit. But when it is made
perfectly clear that the men they trust are
unworthy, or—to put the best possible
face on it—that they have lost public confidence to such an extent that it can not
be restored, it is sheer madness to insist
on forcing them on the public, thereby
loading the churches
nerally with dishonor to gratify their
personal attachments. Yet we have had churches write
us respecting men who were known to
have been guilty of gross sins and crimes,
to learn if it could not be arranged in
some way, so as to allow these men to
continue to preach—for

no

other

reason

after all,

you

* “Oh, Missus, I couldu't

should

miss

heaven.

I'ze got the Lor’ Jesus for my guide, an
all I'zs got
to do is to hole on to him,
and he'll tote me over de hard places.”
** But how do you know you've got Him

and led them to Christ ; and this'is right.

We are aware, loo, that simple-hearted
people are easily imposed upon, ‘by virtue

ii

We now inform the public that we have
made the importation of this article into.

the United States our Specialty, and that
in future the afflicted can obtain these:
remedies at all first-class druggists. As
we have, at great expense and trouble,
made permanent arrangements in India

It removes

.
to hold on to?”
A strange, heavenly
light. came into
her black, scarred face, as, laying her
hand on her heart, she said: ¢ Oh! I
know, kase his lub keeps a burnin’ and
his glory keeps a shinin’ in har; and de
black is all shined away, and I'ze all

white inside like de light.

Lor’ Jesus keeps

and a makin’

And

a talking in

it dance

wid

my

joy,

den the

heart

and

you

do

when

get to heaven? Will you go limping and
egging through the streets of the Golden a Pn
‘“ Bless de Lor’! No! I spects I goa
singin’, and a shoutin’, and a marchin’,
wing in wing wid the angels: and when
I sees the Lor’ Jesus I'll’ be like him;
white and shinin’ and bright as de sun ;
kase He'll shine all de black and de sorrow away.”

The preacher is shorn

fluence when he can not

an

argument

drawn

back

upon

Christian life in his church.from deposit of
Such a friend

is not only a support and a
comfort
him; 1t aug

Ee

to
ments the force of his
preaching.
Ever Sermon takes to
itself an adde power by virtueof the
manifest ood
accomplished by
previous ones.
It is
preached not only y the
pastor in the
-pulpit, but; by
hristi an hearers in
the
pews. A good sermod
a Jar e num"ber of preachers, and, has
des ite
€ pre-vail
\
ing antipathy against ol 8erm
i

formed

profession he would have perexce
llent service in it.

what a calamity (0 the mini True, buy
could find in the pews no men stry if we
with natural and spiritual gifts fitting them
to per2

above

can

liberal
not

offer

than

the

be asked for, unless

you, sorrowful

Those who have said, ¢ put the Star

to-night beside Jour infant sons; and for
little children,

who,

with

Early Dissipation.

Now, 1 have no liking for these people
who are always enlarging
in Christian
meetings about their early dissipation.
Do not go into the patticularS, my brothers.
Simply say you were sick, but
make no display “of your ulcers.
The
chief stock in trade of some ministers
and Christian workers seems to be their
early crimes and dissipations. The number of pockets you picked and the number of chickens you stole make very poor
rhetoric.

Besides

:
' ¢¢
¢

that,

to

know

that

those

the

German.

“Sing, sweet

the nightingale, “the frogs make

Rev. Geo.

T.

Day,”

SUDSCIIDErS,)
see eees sannsssess
¢

one

year

and

“Memoir

5.10

2.60

I doe eaco thing,

When Thy least breath sustains my wing!
I shine and move
Like those above ;
And, with much gladnesse

Quitting sadnesse,

»

the ‘“ Pathology of Drunkenness,” writ
ing
of the morbid effects of alcohol on the hu-

man system; eays :

:

. When used habitually in small

ties, through

long

periods

of

—Henry

Vaughan,

Every trade and profession is vulgarized

and debased,becomes “of the earth earthy,”

;

when a man
follows it selfishly and
simply to make money. When a man ac-

quanti-

time,

3

:

its

val in the

particular-

piness of the human race, it is exalted and

ed intoxication.

extent of frequent]

But when

inducing

transfigured, and takes its place among the
activities of the Kingdom of Heaven.—
Rev,
Dr. Dale.
:

taken to the
inebriation,

or what is Ci
called intemperance,
Only b commending itself to his expeI
there
is in uced a peculiar morbid
cond
rience
tion of the cerebro-spinal nervous systemi- ; all the will this religion do for any man
time. There are times when
phia morbid condition essential to the inebr
i- losophy and theology can not sustain a
ate. What is the nature of this condition? man.
When troubles accumulate, when
Certainly not one of irritation, infl
tion, or even of excitement, but prim amma- death touches him, mere reasoning will
aril
during the intoxication, one of anmsthesiay, not sustain him. He must then know his
, support.—Cyrus D. Foss.
:

14

circle.”—.

Philip Phillips Singer. Al.
\ 30 a new Bible history pastime: ‘ The Ten Plagues of
ERG, 4 new games on 40
;
illustrated cards, 50 cts.
ASL
Agents Wanted.
KE. B.
TREAT, sub Broadway, N.Y.
t47

A YEAR. Agents wanted. Busts
ness legitimate, Particulars free,
AddrJ.ess
WORTH & CO., St Louis, Mo,

cepts it as the service to which God has
chief morbid effects are seen in fatty de- ‘appoint
ed him, for the advantage and hapeneratio

ns of structure, more

home

$1

a day at home.

and terms free.

Me.

Agents
UE

A

Fashionable

10¢., post-paid.
.

;

Cards,

no?

wanted.
&

alike, with name

GEO. I. REED & Co., Nassau,
52

WORK

FOR

ALL

In their own localities, canvassing
for the Fire
side Visitor, (onlatged) Weekly and Monthly,
Largest Paperin the World, with Mammoth
Chromos Free.
Big Commissions +o Agents,

Terms and Outfit Free. Address PO.VICKERY

Augusta,

Me,

;

26t30

Mother has been suffering with:

BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried:

most all kinds of medicine, and. says the -

Cannabis Indica is the only thing that.

gives her relief.

Respectfully

yours,

-

JANE A. ASHBROOK. .
Sn

Deep

RIVER, PowesHICK, Towa.

advertisement in my
about the Cannabis In

paper; I know all
ica. Fifteen years

ago itcured my daughterof the ASTHMA;
she had it very bad for several years, but

medicine on hand to accommodate my
friends. I have taken a cold lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,

»

AE

COMFORT of

fody, With Agate and Bravry of
‘orm.
ree Garments
in one

a

idlfl) E 2#2

Ni WH
¢ :

and

(|

i

REA

Approved by all physicians,

AGENTS

WANTED,

Samples by mail, in Coutil, $2:
Satteen, $1.75.
To Agents at 25 ots.
less. Order size two inches smaller

Y 4 than waist measures over
the dress.

WARNER BROS, 351 Broadway. N, Y,
52t6

ERYSIPELAS.

= Me our best citizens inform us that Dr.
A. LAMB, No. 337 Congress St., Portla H.
nd,
Me,, never fails in the cure of the
t forms
of KErysipelas, Rheumatism, and severes
all
forms
of
scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.
1y38
Best Mixed Cards, with name, in
case,

or 25 no 2 alike 10¢.’ Outfit 10c. ‘Dowd & 13c.,
Co.’

-Bristol, Ct.

52152
FREE SAMPLES to be given to
and women In search of honorable men
and
profitable work. P. MORRIS, ‘Chica
go.
13t49

$3502 PLATED WATCHES, Cheapest
in the

h0 Extra Mixed Cards, name in Crimson,
Gold &
Jet, on all, 10c. CLINTS BROS., Clinfonvills.c
t,
1
CARDS with name for only 10 cts.
| LY | pnd
25 for Gets.
C. H, HOWE, Jericho Center, Vt,
418 -

510

ortland,

2
e,

per day at home. Samples worth
#5 free. Address STINSON & Co.
1y5

MISFI

T

JACOB TROUT.

cold in twenty-four

for . DR.

hours.

JAMES '

Ask

your

druggist

CANNABIS

IN-

IDICA, and
if they fail you, send to us direct.
One bottle will satisfy the most skeptical. $2 60

er bottle, or three bottles for $6 50.
Pills and
Lin $1 26 each. Address,
.
CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St, Philadelphia,
N. B~CIRCULARS FREE.

Pads.

Self-Adjusting

Secures HEALTH

Outfit

CO. Au usta,
10t52

Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and pot of
.Ointment.

CEE——

50 New Parlor Games
Of American History
on
64-cards. This 26th thou.
~and reduced 7b to fifty cts.
“They stand without a ri.

HULL.

was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the

30

of

Rev. Geo. T. Day,” (new
SHbSEMDbEYS,) ceeeiasniser aise

ses paid. Permanent employmiei, address
S. Ar YBANT 4 CO,
2, 4, 6 & 8 Home S., Ci

DR. WARNERS HEALTH CORSET.
A
With Skirt Supporter and

50

(old

Lord, with what courage and delight

Make me faire dayes of every night.

.

AGENTS WANTED.
iat
H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO.,
26141
New York or Cincinnati, O.

3.20
3.20

3.60

7y.

GENTLEMEN :(—I have just seen your

Broadway,
1y49

The Life and
Work of DR. REYNOLDS
and
FRANCIS MURPHY, over S800 pages. Price $2.00.

3.85

¢

:

Either
packet cards, with
25 Bristol
12 Marble

25 Granite

name,
10 cts.
12 Oriental

10 Snowflake

20 Plaid

20 Gold Ore

12 Morn.

.

Cut this out.

Gol

F.W.

$5. 150

for $10.

GARDINER, Lynn, Mass.
1y7

Dee: worker can make 3

Costly Outfit free.
ugusta, Maine,

Glory

|20 Embossed

13 packets $1. 27 for $2. 70 for

0 ‘day

Address

The Minister's

TRUE

at home,
& Co.,
1y5

Manual.

This work meets with special favor from,
all who have seen it.

Every pastor should:

have a copy, and some clerks of churches
and Q. M’s are buying it to aid in the business transactions. It ought to have a general sale. Price, 75 cents, postage paid,
for leather, flexible cover; and 60 cents in:
cloth.
;
i
‘““ RULES OF ORDER,” is the title of a lit-

tle book in thick paper covers, containing
the last fifteen pages of the ‘‘ Manual,”

designed especially for deliberative bodies.
The very book for all young men who:
want a full and yet concise statement of
parliamentary rules.
Price 10 cents per
copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and postage paid.
:
Send orders to
I. D. StewarT, Dover, N. H., or,

CARPETS

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

English Brussels, Three-Ply

and Ingrain.

Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair

Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,

:

&e., &e., very cheap, at the old place,

|

:

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
C. 0. D., free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular
and Price List.

.9

LoVvELACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., Ky.
GeNTs :—Please ‘send me three bottles

we loan not to

243

M.D..

THE CURSE OF RUM.

[

ine dost thou not hear them ?”¢*I hear them
indeed,” returned = the shepherd, ¢ but

W. KIMBERLY,

THERE
IS
NOT
A
SINGLE
SYMPTOM of Consumption that this remsdy will not dissipate, and it will break a fresh

NG i
{2

3.25

HENRY

you will please send me a $9 box of your
medicine. Respactfully,

3.80

and
“ Natioual
Sundays
School Teacher” ...... .....
twoyears and ‘Memoir of

Manager,

all to no

medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,

ELEGANT
CARDS, mo two alike, with
4 Rame, 10¢. post paid. J. B. HUSTED, Nassau, N. Y.

and “Lite and Epistles of
PAUL vesciecatssrivesssvaiees

¢

Dickinson,

eminent

and

LAWRENCEBURG, ANDERsoON Co., Ky. .
:
Feb. 10, 1873.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
@
GENTLEMEN :—Please send me twelve:
bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of
Pills and Ointment, for a friend of mine
who is not expected to live; and as your:

N.H.

that

most

2

4.60

tinarssrrernseiine

the

country,

some three years ago, I want him to try
them. I gained fifteen pounds while taking the first three bottles, and I know it is.
just the thing for him.
Respectfully,

b4) ) | 'a day to Wide-Awake Agents. Sample &
Catalogue free. R.L. FLETCHER, 11 Dey
St. N. Y.
[26t35

4.75

and “The Christian?’......
and “Natiopal Temperance

an assurance,

}

and “Smith’s Bible Diction=
BATY? iecieesncincnccensonnees

and ‘Fruit Recorder and
Cottage Gardener?” «eee...

as

pre-

garded him as about well.

quickly and ef-

Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our
faple Goods lo desiers) No padatiug.

¢

and ¢ Critical Greek and
Engilsh Concordance?.....

may be

exceed one third of the actual value. In over
8ix years’ business never lost a dollar ; hever
delayed a day on interest or principal. No investor through us ever did or ever will get an acre
of land under foreclosure. ‘Send for particulars
and references.
4
J. B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,

5.75

such a

thy silenceis the cause of my hearing
them.” What a lesson to Christians! Their
silence too often allows the words of the
unbeliever to be heard.
Lf

4.60

in the

—

guarantee,

usually

purpose; but just as soon as he commenced using the Hemp Remedies
he
beacantoi
an--torr healthwntib free

Kansas, Missour: and Iowa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupor Bonds guaranteed. We

Monthly”

AAVOCALE??

noise that I have lost all pleasure in sing-

Pathology of Drunkenness.
Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chicago,
distinguished as a physician as he is
earnest in
the cause of temperance,in an arti
cle upon

NASHUA,

also consulted

physicians

Sold by all Druggists, and Dealers fa Medicines,

and

¢
¢¢

nightingale,”

‘‘Scribner’s

Maga=-

svecsvsencne

I had

Manufactured by R. P. HALL & CO.

and
‘New
England Fare
MET ec inass sesssnsnsanncass

¢

said a shepherd to the silentsongstress, on
a lovelyevening in spring. ¢Ah,” replied

5.80

preparation

the medicines

scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMPTION)

which will neither rub nor wash off.

¢

¢“

forbear to testify when we should be valiantfor the truth. This beautiful gem isfrom

‘Bazar *’ or ““Weekly”....

Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I

had used all

fectually produces a permanent color,

“

¢

There is a time to be silent, but we ma

$4.00

and ““Arthur’s Home

who

were farthest down have been brought
highest up. Out of infernal serfdom into
eternal liberty.
Out of darkness into
light.
From carbon to the solitaire.
“The crystal can not equal it.” —Tal-|
mage.

(the

elegant

one preparation, and

opportunity to see what can be done.

¢ Wide Awake?

you would place it here on sale, as the:
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.

relied on to change the color of ‘the
beard from gray or any other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion. -It is easily applied, being in

7

popular new juvenile magaZine) eeesiterrsiicnniianes.
and ‘‘Harperx’s Magazine,”

your invaluable medicine, and wish that

Buckingham’'s Dye
FOR THE WHISKERS.
“This

and
permanently curing
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Instead of devoting a column to the
merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through "other lips than ours, believing
that those who have suffered most can
better tell the story, as the following extracts from letters verbatim will show :
& Gavoso, Pemiscor, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
©
GENTLEMEN :—I must have more of

stituents are pure, and carefully selected for excellent quality ; and I
consider it the BEST PREPARATION
for its intended purposes.”
Price, One Dollar,

at $2.00 a year and we will double

and

its positively
Consumption,

* found so effectual or desirable.
A. A. Hayes, M.D., State Assayer
of Massachusetts, says, “The con-

our list of subscribers,” now have an

STAR

all that is claimed for it, and: that one
bottle will, satisfy the most skeptical of

the capillary glands to their normal
vigor, preventing baldness, and making the hair grow thick and strong.
As a dressing, nothing has been

Or Henry
New York.

who have paid all arrearages, and
will order these other publications,
at the following rates :

itching

By its tonic properties it restores

We will furnish tbe Star, to those

MINOR SELECTIONS.

it ispleasant

¥
v

more

the one asking it should wish the
Establishment to become bankrupt.

prayer-meeting

y inthe liver, heart, arter
18 preached by them over and over
kidneys,
again. ete., although it may never ies,
We often hear it said of this
have producor that lay-

man that he ought to have been
ter; his clear mind and culture, ahis minisChristian experience and aptitudesrich
~ at
speaking all indicate that had
he chosen
the clerical

A

it disconzages other Christian people who
never got drunk or stole anything.
But

:

of half his in-

fall

eral indeed.

you, heart-broken wives, whose tremuleus
ips have blessed me; for
you, sweet
mothers, who in the cradle’s
shadow kneel

you

than that they were attractive speakers
and capable “of doing great good!
We
are entirely unable to imagine the
state
“Yes, we shall all be like him, for we
of mind or of heart that could lead good
shall see him as he is., And when you
Christian people to propose such a
stand among the Sprels and the redeempromise with baseness and vileness. comWe ed,you will not be old or poor, or lame or
can only ‘say with Paul, «« O foolish
Gala- black, but you'll be like Jesus.”
tians, who hath ‘bewitched you?”
She shouted aloud, as we talked, for
‘must be a firmer and purer tone of There
senti- very joy.
‘
:
ment than this, or Christian communitie
It was a strange, solemn scene, an old
will soon become a prey te ‘‘ wolves s
in beggar praising God by the wayside, and
sheep's clothing.”
many of the gay and thoughtless brushed
It is not a gracious task to expos
e their tears away as they dropped their
the unworthy,
“or to guard the
flock offerings into her lap.
.
against the ** ravening wolves” that
every
We shall see him as He is and be like
now and then make their way
under a Him. The utmost reach of imaginat
sheepskin into the fold; but
ion
a right- can go no farther. It is enough
eous one. ‘While there shoulitis
for me
d
be
all
posto know that I shall be like my
sible care to
Lord, and
guard against
innocent, or oing wrong to injuring the abide in his glory forever.
There
by
yet an imperative duty to save any, it is the river of life and the trees of life we
the
churc
hwill
forget
that we were ever hungry or
es from the disgrace ‘of compli
with weary ; there on the streets of gold, on
the hypocrites or of association city
with
those
the jasper sea, ir. the mansion prepared
whose touch is defilement, ang
whose for ns, we will forget that we were
name is a disgrace.— Christia
poor
n Stand- and homeless, an sorrowful
ard,
, and sad,
:
but
will
sing
¢* Glory to the Lamb, who
O--B-o-O
oe
hath washed usin his own blood, and redeemed us,and made us kings and priests
THE POWER OF THE PEW.
In a communication by President Hurl- forever unto God."—Mrs. Anne Witténmyer.
burt, of Middlebury College, in the
-0-0-4-0
Vermont Chronicle, we find the follow
ixg

as beacon-lights of heaven: for love of

faces strangely old, listen to-night for him
whose footsteps frighten you—it is for
love of you that I have dared to speak.

he

keeps sayin’, Neber you be afeared, ole
Aunt Hulda, kase I'll be wid you to the
end.”
“ Well, what will

own sake I had not courage, but for thy
sake, dear native land, I have.
For love
of the dear homes whose watch-fires are

all eruptions,

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

and feel that we are entitled to credence
when we say that Cannabis Indica will do

and dandruff. 1t gives the head a
cooling, soothing sensation of great
comfort, and the scalp by its use
becomes white and clean.

The offer of ¢¢ Day’s Memoir,” or
of “Open Communion
or Close

Communion,” and the Star, is lib-

for obtaining ‘‘ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
at the right season, and havingit extracted’
upon its otvn soil from the green leaf
by an old and experienced chemist (said
chemist being a natireh we know that we:
have the genuine article,

Thais standard article is compounded with the greatest care.
Its effects are as wonderful and as
satisfactory as ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to fis
youthful color.
]

vance.

L

CONSUMPTION,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

being new subscribers, can have the
Star at $2.00 each, strictly in ad-

Any argument,

however, that applies to the first is conclusive in relation to the last. I thought I
ought to have the ballot when I paid the
hard-earned taxes on my mother’s cottage
home, but I never said as much, for,though
I honor those who speak in the name of
justice, pure and simple, I never had the
braveryto work along that line. For my

"A NEW CURE FOR

Ministers,

& SON 8,
:

leaf, has become as famous in this country

on a slip sent in the Star (and we
here repeat the offer), that any sub-

en whom I represent had asked the ballot

rather than the signature.

Ny

CO.,

as in India for the cure of Consumption,

ting on a low stool with her crutches be- multiply our prayers. We would not limit
!
side her, reaching out her withered-h-hand- God, v
2
ation —-are—se- | scriber-who has -paid-or-witl-pay—altto the
passing by, asking varied in nature and in grace. We be- arrearages shall have his
that multitades who have yielded him alms. gay multitude
own paper
lieve that the heat which melted hearts in
. their trust have been safely carried to not to I stopped an , stood beside her, the past will soon
offer
and
become
money,
one
the
for
light
but
a
sympathy
which
new
subscribe
.
r one
the golden shore.— Wayland Hoyt in
‘“ Aunty, “you've had a long, hard shall reveal our oppoi tunity an
duty as
Baptist Weekly.
advance.
in
$4.00
for
year,
.
journey,
but you'll soon reach home, the republic's daughters. “For my own
ne
a
oD
part, 1 could have wished the noble womAre you to have a home in heaven?”
Clubs of six or more, one-third
DELINQUENT MINISTERS.
It is, we confess, alike a matter of sur-

fo

ORGAN

25 Union 8 250 Wabash Ave.,,
NEW
YORK.
CHICAGO..

prepared on its native soil from the green

The Establishment has also offered,

whence the saloon derives its guarantees
and safeguards. We intend to roll in our

petitions, to

in advance;

and also to every new subscriber
who will send his own name and
pay for one year in advance ($2.50).
Postage, ten cents extra.

Wil-

lard said :
And so the women who four years ago
were crusading in saioons have begun, “in
faith and prayer and gentle but earnest
in

discount

HAMLIN

Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and

George T. Day, or a copy of the
book entitled ¢“ Open Communion or
Close Communion.”
:
The postage on each book thus ob-

what prompts them to renew the draught,
despite of its bad taste, the protest of
friends or even the conscious conviction
of the utter ruin to which it may lead.

spirit, crusading

at the street corner begging.
She
miserable creature, clothed in ra

go.
The Scriptures, the character of
‘Christ, assure me his’ atonement is suffictent-and trustworthy. Besides, I know

ansmsthesia

of 30,000 women, Miss

“Be earnest!

Do what thou dost as if the stake were heaven,

One day
I saw

them the taste of
liquor is repugnant and loathsome. But
that indescribable sense of sinking and
uneasiness, caused by the defective molecular changes in the cerebral structure
left after the

liberal

Churches, etc. HORACE WATERS
40 East 14th St., N. Y.

manifested in a greater or less degreg-+n
the sequel of a period of intoxication. If
the period of intoxication has been prolonged through several weeks, this derangement of the molecular condition of
the brain may be carried so far that the
organ becomes incapable of performin
its mental function with coherence, an
delirium tremens is the result. If this interference with the molecular changes in
the nervous structures is frequently repeated, as in the habituzlly intemperate,
the morbid condition becomes more per-

If the

tiently, reverently, trustfully, and with thy

the Lord Jesus Christ, by
his life and
death and infinite atonement, to carry us

whither of ourselves

God.

path of duty leads through a stone wall,
or a solid phalanx of bristling difficulties,
take the next step, go at it.
Your going
through is God’s business, not youfs.
The doing the next thing will prove a
medicine for heavy care and anxiety; for
it is not the things we do that weary and
wear us, but the fretting over things ft
undone in the past, and things we want to
do and can not,in the future. Do not leave
your work half finished. Do the next
thing necessary to. mature and the next
thing essential to complete it. Do it pa-

&

154 Tremant St.,
BOSTON,

Now is the time to work for an
increased circulation of the Morning
Star. Please read the following offers :
from the past. This was Paul's method
To every old subscriber, who will
in that mightily energetic life of his. The
pay all arrearages for his Star, and
last thing may have been a failure. You
can not afford to let it discou
you,—the
two years in advance ($5.00), or
next thing may be a success; or the last manent,
and the sensations of weakness,
will pay for his own Star one year
thing may have been a victory,—don’t rest sinking,
irresolution,
nt thereon,
its huge waves.
Iam convinced that she on your laurels.
The next thing may be really constitute what conseque
is
usually
styled in advance ($2.50), and at the same
is sufficient for her duty; and then, be- a grander triumph; at least, it may be
sides, I know that she has safely carried more needful to be done. Do ir. To do the appetite or craving for more of the ac- time send pay for a new subscriber
multitudes from this to the other shore. the next thing, we must not be too anxious customed anesthetic. The craving of the
($2.50), we
drunkard is by no mgans a mere relish or one year in advance
Though I can not cross the ocean myself, about results. Act with ‘what light
you love of the taste of alcoholic liquors. On
I can cross it through trusting myself to have and what strength
will
send
a
copy
of
the
Life of Rev.
you have at the the contrary, to many of

her. There she lies by the wharf-side.
A plank reaches from the wharf to her
broad decks.
I cross the plank. I stand
upon her decks. I commit myself to her
entirely. I don’t leave part of myself
upon the land, and put part of myself
aboard. Being aboard, I do not lend my
own aid to her advance. I just go aboard
without the slightest reservation, trusting
her utterly. She must earry me across;
Ican not carry myself,
]
es
choose to trust her.” The evidence of my
choice is that I leave the dock and stand
upon her decks.
It is impossible that you or I, of ourselves, reach heaven.
“We can not master the intervening seas _of sin and difficulty. Toward heaven,in ourselves, we
are as helpless gs auy traveler is toward
Furepe in himself. But for your help
and for mine there has been provision
made. Close alongside every soul waits

LIST, free,

PRICE

— Whittier.

of weakness, exhaustion, despondency,
and irresolution or mental timidity, al ways

each day and hqur just

go on to do the next is
The
“word
may have two meanings.
If that which
we are trying to do is plainly impossible,
ass on to do the next duty that offers.
fr what we have aspired to as the best is
plainly not at once to be reached, go on to
do the next best.
:
To do the next thing freely and hearti
we must let go the last, draw off the ey

MASON & HAMLIN

ll

ebnsisting

undue number of effete or useless cells or
molecules, and & deficiency of new and
freshly added ones, producing that sense

how effectually the problem of life would
be wrought out, if, instead of halting
in
the way, o¥frétfih at visionary difficulties

constant
I do

hrase in our religious’ work.

the motto:

quaint simplicity a treasure ofsignificance.

S000
+

UOMINGTO OBRIST.

SUNDAL-SGHO0L, MUSIC. BOOKS

“ DOE THE NEXTE THYNGE."

if it should dread

Lee

ALJ Timur GABIDITIONS
d of BEIT YEARS,

words, too, in the Christian assem-

bly are often fitly spoken, like apples of
gold in pictures of silver. We can not
spare these men from their places, not
even for the ministry. It is hardly extravagant to say that the kingdom of
Christ is as dependent for its progress
upon these laymen as it is upon the ministry itself,
li

y

.

¥

Every exersise of evangelical love and
A careful analysis of the phenomena of
A GRE
T
| We will during these
Matchless — Unrivaled,— FRANZ Liszr,
intoxication will show that" the incipient every act of gospel obedience has some
disTIMES
: HARD
comfort
attending it; while every depart- Poseof 100 NE
diminution of sensibility to outward imPIANOS & ORGANS, of
first-class makers,
at lower
prices
for
pressions as indicated by the light, airy ure from Christproduces darkness and | cash
or Installments than ever before offered.
sensa'ions and less guarded speech, to distress, unless the soul be deluded and WATERS PIANOS & ORGAN
S ave the
BEST MADE, warranted for 5 years.
complete muscular paralysis and loss of deceived by some false comfort.—A4n old lustrat
Iled Catalogues Mailed.
Great inconsciousness, the Prauess in one of steady Author.
ducements fo the trade, PIANOS,
7 octave,
$130.,
7 1-3 octave, $140. ORGANS, 7
Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
increasing diminution, both of voluntary
stops, $65. 8 stops
$70.
12 stops, $85
Santiago, 1875; Philadelph
sensation and motion. But this ansesthetAssuredly in the approaching day of cash,
ia, 1876;
in perfeet order not used a year.
HAVE AWARDED THEIR
ic effect is only a part of the morbid con- universal judgment it will not be inquired Sheet musaf
ie
half pric, HORACE
Aw
dition, for the alcohol, having a strong what we have read, but what we have TERS & SONS, Man'(rs and Dealers, 40
HIGHEST HONORS
affinity for the albumen of the tissues, not done ; not how elo nenlly we have spoken, East 14th Street, New York.
only lessens the sensibility of the nerve but how holily ae
ived.— Thomas a
structures, but it retards the atomic or Kemps.
molecular changes in such a degiee as to
JAESL Increase of our ORGAN
an
ANO
CABINET ORGANS for
we have decided to give u
interfere with the appropriation of new
Nothing more hinders a soul from com- TRADE,
lishin
Demonstrated Superiority,
Sunday-School
Musi
atoms and the Fi
oY old ones, as in ing to Christ than a vain love of the world ;
New STYLES at feduoed ries from Ri upthe healthy process of nutrition and disin- and till a soul is freed from it, it can nevwards.
rices;
FIV,
UBLEReed, $100; NINE STOPS, S108 ; in TAVE
tegration. And hence, when the first or er have true love for God.— Bunyan.
ELEGANT UP.
RIGHT CASE, NEw rg $126; in JET AND GOLD
answesthetic stage is passed, there is left in
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Fall
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void
and
find
tered condition of the molecular arrangequarter
for
ten
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The rock beneeath.
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form the equivalent of clérical service! It
is the glory of our Zion that we have in
all our churches men of warm Christian
culture, deep piety, tempered zeal, and

J. A. BENDALL.
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The spirit

of the meetings

“been held at the

that have

Tabernacle

in Boston,

.the past few weeks, received a new imvpetuslast Sunday by the presence and
labors of Mr. Moody and his co-laborer,
who will remain two weeks and conduct
day and evening meetings.
Their cam'paign in Springfield brought about .the
spiritual awakening of a large number of
persons, besides a revival of the church~es, from which large and permanent results are anticipated.
We do not learn
that temperance work was so marked a

+Teature of the Springfield meetings as it
has been in other places, but that may be
accounted for by the influence that the
Murphy movement was already exerting
, there.

Every such

movement,

in spite

of the subsequent fallings-off, -is helping
* in the gradual up-building of true and
+ wholesome living.
‘Be not weary in
well-doing.”
Lr
- Tt does mot appear, from the articles on
. future
punishment in the last North
Ameriean Review, which we summarized
last week, that there has been so great a
decadence of orthodox belief on the sub-

_

"jectas is. frequently asserted.

Of the six

men who wrote, all of whom are eminent

in learning and influence, four substantially agree on the essential elements
of that doctrine. Evenif we accept the
position
of the most-liberal of the four—
« or of the six, either—there is no adequate
. reason or excuse for a person's persisting
. in a course of sin. For its consequences
- even in this world are bad enough, as all
« will admit. But how infinitely more
+ painful than all these temporal conse- quences will be the remorse of the sinful
soul when brought into the presence of
the compassionate, loving Father, who
: would not wish that. any should , perish,
“but that all should have eternal life.
~

7%The great fear of

will fail.”

men

This sentence

is

that .God

attracted eur

attention while looking over a secular
' newspaper.
just now, and the questions

immediately arose: Is this true? Is ita
. fact that men place more confidence
“themselv8s, in their neighbors, even
those

théy have never seeen,. than

in
in

in God,

from
whom all truth, tenderness and
¥ faithfulness takes its origin ? It is enough

to make us feel very humble, - that there
“~zare somany of us who are living on the
principle that things unseen are temporal but things seen are eternal.
Yet
our minds tell us this is not so, that the
apostle knew whereof he spoke.
Why
will not our hearts take hold of it also?
There is a blessing ahead which the
heart craves and the hands are willing
to work for, but all the

time

a voice

is

suggesting to-him of little faith that something may deprive him from realizing.
that cherished dream, that’ somehow God
is going to fail him, and that there is no
_ greater good in store for him than the one
he now seeks. No good thing will be
withheld from them that walk uprightly.
_ Deo we believe this, that it is no mere
:. sentiment of “wnan’s imagining, but a
'. spiritual , fact, Sounded on the rock of
». everlasting righteousness? Are we. willa ingto stake all we hold most dear and
wesacred on.the truth of this simple stater mem$® ¥e know that this is an awful
«question to ask, but untilit is

asked

and

answered, can one hope for any true
peaec.of mind? Once build your hope
«on thissvock, and the sense of security
rwill make things seen trivial, and things
runseen eternal, taking hold

of life

ever-

Lasting.

®t

"WHAT CATHOLICS DO NOT BELIEVE.
The above is the title

of

a lecture

in:

ppamphlet form which was lately deliver«¢d»in St. Louis, by ¢ Right Rev. P. J.
# Ryan, Bishop of Tricomia, &ec.”
The
papers report that the audience was very
large, and that more than one-half of it
- + was ‘composed of Protestants.
Indeed,

the introduction of the lecture itself
~ .shews, clearly enough, that the Bishop's

.-object was to refute certain alleged charg.~esefthe Protestants against the Catholic
-church, ifnot to convince those who make

~ them of theinerror.
Fhe effort
was certainly

an

able

one,

: and; judging from the pamphlet, in many
parts eloguent; and at the same

;

time

was

attended by ‘a -speeies .of candor

that

seems to have won the respect and

kind-

. lywensideration of a large number

of the

« elangy
of other denominations.
But upORB close scrutiny, the ‘Protestant can
- mot fail to see, that its logicis more spe«gions than . sound, and that a. fallacy

pervades a large portion of the arguments
which is fatal to the conclusions the au‘thor draws from them. Of the truth of
i this statement, a few exanplos will suf
fice.
He assumes, and doatosotly

not

with-

out reason, that the Protestant Sharpes
the Catholic church with’ having enslaveC.
» She has done
Ahi, “¢ by her. doctrinal authority,” and
“ by obliging men to submit their reason
. fo the dictate of

a human

institution.”

* This ¢harge the author of the lecture
promptly and emphatically denies, . and

attempts 1 Sustain the denial by thé folTS

institution,”

[the italics

are

his]

* an unerring messenger of God to men.”
** If; therefore,” he goes on to say, * they
A
All communications designed for publication
submit to a decision of the church, they
- should be addressedto the Editor, and all -letters
submit to a decision of a tribunal which
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
their reason has already accepted 'as un. addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

dal

§

they pay allegiance, and by which they
are taught the truths of revelation, is a

- lowing argument :

He-says,the Catholics

first eonvince

« Shomselves,: that the | church to. which
i

MAA
a

erring.”

“This

can

in no

wise

be

dividual will declare these persons to have:

this easy, good-natured carelessness concerning moral distinctions comes the opportunity of which rogues take advantage.” It is painful to note that *¢ when
the defaulter runs off with his plunder,
or the trusted institution sinks beneath a

been

load of ill-made debts,

into great suffering by t—A
iy
healthy man, named Hasnia, brave in all
other cases, was convulsed with fear as
often as he saw even the smallest dog.
At first thought, the common sense inconsummate

fools, and

with

that

sentence dismiss the subject from his
mind. But these facts are not thus easily

slavery.”
iow
dismissed from life. As facts, they indiNow is not this substantially begging cate the eccentric and exaggerated phases
the whole question ? It is implied, and it .of an influence which in its more moderate
is designedly implied, in the charge of and subtle workings enters deeply and
the Protestant, that the church is not widely into character.
‘“ divine,” in the sense here intended,
As we have already seen, there is no
that is to say, it is not an unerring mes- accounting for antipathies.
They come
senger of God. Then for a man to accept at their own pleasure, and theydo not go
this dogma of the Romish church, and to away. Their grosser manifestations may
carry it out to its alleged legitimate con- be concealed and keptin subjection, but
sequences, is to submit his judgment and they can not be extinguished.” They are
reason to the dictate of human authority. instinctive, therefore ineradicable.

In the acceptance of the ‘doctrine of the

church's infallibility, whether
its decisions be pronounced by Pope or council, the bands of slavery are put on.
Just here the bondage of the intellect begins. The question of the church's in-

In.this-article,

we

refer to

antipathies

between persons. The same individual
may excite love or hatred in another. Genuine hatred shows as plainly that the natures of the parties are. in
sympathy with each other as much as
fallibility must be met and Settled first of when glad affection realizes that sympaall.. This infallibility the Protestant de- thy. Buta person towards whom this
nies. He does this on the ground of the antipathy is called into being can not from
silence of the Scriptures, and on the the very nature of the thing ever excite
ground that history shows conclusively love or hatred.
that its teachings have been mutable and
The feeling of antipathy can not be
contradictory.
called a sinful one, as its origin is outAgain he alleges that the Protestants side of the realm of human responsibility.
charge the Catholic church with ¢ en- The homely expression is often heard
slaving the reason by withholding the from the lips of people, that they can’t
means of forming a judgment.”
That is bear the sight of such and such a man,
to say, ‘‘hldes the Scriptures from the peo- womanor even little child. Somebody
ple.” This he denies, and on the other has said that a very tall man and a very
hand positively declares, * that she does short man will find it hard work in trying
not, and never did, forbid the people to. to keep step in walking.
They may both
read the Word of God.”
be disinterested and so endeavor to acNow we do not propose to stop to question this statement of fact, but leave it te

history.

Even admitting the assertion to

be true, what does it avail, when

he goes

commodate themselves to each other. But
itis of no use. Their journey may lie
along the same thoroughfare, yet it is best
for them to keep on separate sides of it.

on to say, that this infallible church of
When we touch life, however, we find
his, is divinely constituted to interpret in regard to this, the same as in reference
the Scriptures with apostolic authority ? to almost any other natural discord, that
And such interpretations as we have had sometimes very tall persons and very
from that church ! But in these very al- short persons are compelled to walk tolegations we have in substance a denial gether. The unsearchable will of God
of the right of private interpretation,
concerning them seems to have left only
and so even if the Seriptures be . put into one sidewalk for them to travel on, and
the hands of the laity, it is the Word of that is often a narrow one.
There is no
God bound. And so a free and independ- more possibility of avoiding the continual
ent investigation of the Word, according
discord than there is for water to run up
to the light of reason that God has given to hill or trees to grow roots up. They have
every accountable man, is an impossibili- simply got to make the best of it. If they
ty in that church, without a violation of are not envious, the harmony of those
its first lessons of instruction,

without

a

lives, who,

walking

together,

can

keep

there is

common-

ly, at least, one easy-going man who
might have prevented the mischief, if he
had been willing to run the risk of being
disagreeable.”
And this is also too
often true: ‘‘ Good nature is so attractive that one forgives it a multitude of
sins which would be hideous if committed

immediately.—A nun

and died

fainted away," and

did not recover health for a long time, the

tect the presence of a cat in a room,

even

of by Mr. Emerson will not be a candidate,
and thinks it much if he consents

to vote,

so that it is no wonder if there is sometimes * unanimous choice of a rogue or
burglar.’ But this tendency of the studious, the thoughtful, the fastidious to isolation will be considered of less jmportance if, while

we

are

quite

sure

that

there can be no * leveling down,’ the diffusion of education makes leveling up
practically certain.”
~——THOSE Scotchmen do not mean to be
caught napping. They are already using efforts to resist the establishment of

the proposed Roman

Catholic hierarchy

in their country. A conference of Protestant. delegates met recently in Edinburgh and took measures for a vigorous
agitation of the country.
Arrangements
are made for public meetings in all the
principal Scotch cities. One Scotchman
has subscribed £5,000 to a fund whichis
to be raised to defray the expenses of a

old there would be the difficulty of bring-

of confidence.

Butit is being burned inpeople

that

¢* out of

the life, of the Nation.
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~ Mission Tour,

On the night of Feb. 22, I spoke to the

church at Kearneyville, situated on the
Baltimore and Ohio R. R.,.thirtéen miles

west of Harper's Ferry.
school-house is the place

The district
of worship,

where the colored people of different deThe school at present

nominations meet.

is under the charge of Bro. Thqmas Lovett, a student from Storer Normal

School.

owe the Government vast sums of money,

shall

plant settlements of 100 families

often delighted to be, and of the ¢onvincing miracle he there wrought in raising
Lazarus from the dead. These remarks
suggested one of those inimitable hymns
to

time

and tunes we hear from

in

time

our meetings. A zealous brother led off
in singing some twelve or fifteen verses.
Indeed it was new to me,

ap-

it was

but

¢ In God We Trust” will be the legend on
the new dollar. But can we trust him to make

propriate to thé occasion, since it contained a minute description of the resurrection
of Lazarus with the sorrows and joys of
the occasion. I found my own heart touched not a little by the performance. It is
very cheeringto witness the success of"
the teachers sent out by the Normal
School, and especially when we consider
the fact that so many of them are Christians and exert a religious influence over
their pulpits and the communities where
they are teaching. This visit to K. seemed profitableto us all. The old fashion
of * speaking after sermon,” I thought it
well for the occasioh to encourage, and
several, without distinction of denominational names, took a spiri‘ed part in the
exereises.
From Kearneyville, I went on to Mar-

ninety-two cents pass for a hundred?

tinsburg, at which place the funeral serv-

This country has never before witnessed the
spectacle of the three highest officers in the land

ices of Dea. E. Reed were held in the
Freewill Baptist church. The sermon
was preached by the pastor, Rev. Wm.
P. Fisher. Dea. Reed was one of the

An extended biographical sketeh of the late
Benj. F. Wade, of Ohio, appears on an inside

page.

refygsing to offer intoxicating

drinks

to their

guests,
We do not see why * Inquirer,” who wishes

an editorial answer to the questions that he has
asked on the first page,
answered them himself.

has

not

satisfactorily

first eleven persons who, in the month of
June, 1868, were organized into the first

in this mission.

Freewill Baptist church

The report of the celebration

of Washing-

Bro. Reed's life has constantly given evi-

dence of the purity of his religious purposes, and his protnotion to important offices in the church indicatgs the unhesitating eonfidence his brethren placed in his
“We wish that the excellent advice given on
wisdom, integrity and effectiveness as a
the first page with reference to improving the
I spent the following
Christian worker.
prayer-meeting
might be carefully heeded.
Many sights
church.
the
with
Sabbath
Refleetion will convince most readers that it is
and sounds awakened fresh memories of
sound advice.
‘the past, connected with the labors of
It is comforting to notice
the gathering
etc
| Sisters Dudley, Oliver, Brackett,
The first church book, kept by Sister Dudring in New York city. There has rarely been
an organization in thistountry that has cemley, brought into .review very touching
bined such strength and wickedness as that circumstances.
Among them was the
has done.
baptism of twenty happy converts in Dec.,
ton’s birthday by the students at the Harper's
Ferry Normal school reaches us too late for
timely insertion. The day was creditably observed.

The World's Conference of Young Men's
Christian Associations will be held, this year,
at Geneva, Switzerland, August 13—20.
Arrangements
are making for an excursion
thither from New York, by way of Scotland
and England.
The revival meetings at Hartford, under Mr.
Pentecost’s care, keep up their interest.
They
will be continued two weeks longer.
Sunday
before last 200 persons were received into membership in the various churches of the city, as
the fruit of’ the meetings.
There seems to be some ground for the report that several negroes have already been
kidnapped in southern ports and sold into
slavery in Cuba.
But indignation may be safely reserved pending the investigation by the
United States Government.

1868, among whom

were two young men,

now faithful pastors. Returned home again,
still more deeply impressed with the
magnitude and importance of this school
and mission work. I only covet health and
strength for the part I may be called upon
to act in it. May God continue to prosper it and raise up many friends to aid it:
;
A. H. MORRELL,
Harper's Ferry

WMinisters and Churches.
West FALMOUTH,
ME. Our charch here is
reviving.
We have had some score of conver-

sions within the last three or four weeks,
GREAT FaLrs, N, H. There has been a
steadily increasing Teligious utérest—in this-

Just think of a donation of “60 cords of
stovewood, delivered at the house.”
That is
what one of our Michigan ministers reports in
another column. He might sell the wood, put
the money at interest, and keep himself in
firewood forever afterwards on the income of

eight persons were received into the church,
six by baptism and two by letter.

it.

ence

It is stated by an exchange that Gerrit
Smith, after having paid to the children of his
brother and sister, at his father’s death, their
equitable share of the estate, in after years
paid them voluntarily $320,000, at different
times, from a sense of justice, simply.
The
value of the property had largely increased in
his hands.

Irona, Clinton Co., N.

The

American

Home

Missionary

Soe ty

evidently has some wide-awake men.
The St.
Louis correspondent of the Advance says he
knows one of these “ Congregational bishops”
who in ninety days “ attended 116 services,
taking an active part in each, and preached
fifty-four regular sermons, wrote over 300 letters, and traveled 3,400 miles while doing
it.»

Our Southern correspondent must be held
accountable for his own opinions, as he has
expressed them on the first page. If the con-

dition of the less fortunate of the colored

peo-

ple be such as he has described, how strongly
it appeals for an increase in missionary and
benevolent operations among them.
If we
had been crushed by slavery, as the colored
people have, how much better would our own

church

for

some

time

past.

Last

Sabbath

ON the first of May the church at Ellenburgh
Depot will be in want of a pastor. Correspond-

will be held with

Dea.

Y.,

or

Lewis

Bundy,

L.

Corliss,

O.

Ellenburgh Depot, N.Y.
Bro. FRANK H. NIBECKER is pursuing a theological course at Yale College, and is prospering finely. His pastorate of two years at Lowville, although a heavy draft upon him, was an
excellent preparation for a thorough course of
study at Yale.
Bro. N. would like to supply
pulpits in New England, while at New Haven.

He is an able preacher.
LAWRENCE, Mass.

H.W.
Ten persons

were

re-

ceived fo the First Free Baptist church, on
profession, the first of the present month,
making forty-five received to the church since
Christmas.
Others are to be baptized during
the month.
There is a steady and continuous
interest.
CoM.
FLEMINGTON, WesT Va.
The Lord has visited and greatly blessed us during the last three

weeks, under the labors of Rev. Willis Palmer.
In the hope of reaching a greater number and
thus accomplishing more good,the Free Baptist

church accepted an invitation from the regular
Baptists to use their place of worship. Our
Baptist and Methodist brethren united cordially with us, and all God’s people have been

condition be than that which our correspondent has described? There is a brighter day in

wonderfully

the futupe for them, if the Christian church is
true to the trust that is thus committed to it.

er together, and the churchés invigorated and

revived

and

strengthened.

mities have been healed, brethren drawn

En-

near-

cham-

fitted for more efficient labor. More than
‘twenty profess to have found peace through
the blood of Christ. We feel that the whole
community has experienced the deep workings of the Spirit of God, and that much good
seed has been sown which will spring up and

ber during the progress of business, or. were
attemptingto talk in a maudlin fashion, or

bear fruit in days to come.

were embracing each other like silly children,

also been laboring with the Freé Baptist church

Jin Fairview, where there has been oconsiderae

or were leaning over their desks for support
while trying to address the chair, or were vomiting over the costly furniture of the cloak
rooms, and finally falling prone upon the floor

ble revival interest. Iam unable to report the
number of conversions.
F. COLEGROVE,

give them, as so much against their return to
Congress. We are glad to say that not a New

ed and deeply interesting, A score or more,
we should judge, during the meetings, present-

Later and calmér reports of that scene of
drunkenness at the recent all-night session of
the Senate show the more plainly how disgusting and disgraceful it was.

Twelve United

States Senators were reeling about

the

Bro. Palmer has

BRUNSWICK ST. CH., GARDINER,
Me.
There has been a good religious interest in the’
in drunken sleep. If we had the names of that |
church for several weeks past. A protracted
illustrious twelve in mind, we would like to

England Senator, excepting one from Connecticut, .and neither of the New York Senators,
was among the number.. The South and West
must bear the principal disgrace of the scene.

<A company pf benevolent women in Chicago
the past year have visited fifteen hundred families, held nearly

seventeen

hundred

cottage

prayer meetings, made several thousand visits,
gathered in over a thousand children to the
Sunday-school,

given

away

a few

hundred

Bibles, aided the poor, visited the sick, etc,
.

23
a.

Denominational Hefos.

people are pleased with him. I had occasion in my remarks to refer to the family at Bethany in whose circle Jesus so

ing these men and their families, who
have hardly a cent of their own, to the

to the hearts of the

their

cerning the recent alleged peace-propos——Mg. EMERSON put a good deal of als in Cuba. A portion of the insurgents
truth as well as quiet irony into the re- seem to have surrendered, on terms that
mark that ¢* the passion for Europe casts allow them representation in the Spanish
out the.passion for America; but they for Cortes and ‘certain other
privileges.
whom London-or Paris have spoiled their Others are still defiant, and refuse to subown homes, can well be spared to return mit to Spain. It has been a long and deto those cities.” This country is both- structive guerrilla warfare,in which neither
ered by the complaining of a good many the Spanish authorities nor the Cuban
citizens who are constantly holding up insurgents have done much more than reEuropean institutions as the models un- pay erueity for cruelty. As usual, the
der which one may live the most pros- loudest protests against the submissions
perously and happily.
Europe is the that have already been made come from
place for them.
¢ Complaint,” says the Cubans in New York and other cities in
Tribune, ‘¢ that the best men of the Re- the States, who have done but little but
public leave the management of its af- talk defiantly and equip piratical crafts
fairs to the worst, is not new. - For some
with hope of profit. In one sense the
years this tendency has been a recurring | Cuban insurgents have had a just cause,
theme at college commencements, and a that deserved success, but it has. been so
standing topic in the most respectable overshadowed by the work of designing,
quarterly reviews. We have been seri- passionate and selfish men that its once
ously alarmed because our scholars declin- warm friends in this country have almost
edtogoto Congress, even when at rare in- lost sight of it.
.
tervals they were asked to do so. *The honest, affectionate, noble gentleman’ spoken
BRIEF NOTES.

all these cases “*‘it is easier and vastly
To look into farms that are so remote. Happily, some
effect. of having a beetle thrown into more pleasant to trust.”
her bhsom, by some girls who" knew of. these things and see if they are reliable method of accomplishing this is already
her weakness.—A nobleman of Mantua and worthy of honest men’s patronage, ‘occupying the attention of humane perwas
thrown into fits by the sight of'a to demand security of friends, is not al- sons. Mr. Burritt proposes, in this con|
hedgehog.—A certain German could de- ways pleasant and Seems to imply a want nection, that the Pacific Railways, which
when carefully concealed, and was thrown

near

He is pleased with his situation and the

names

business enterprises—in

them

count with the Government for every family or householder so established.
The
feasibility of this method is not established, but every honest effort, whether made
by the Government, by associations or by
individuals, to bring unemployed laborers to the land which is waiting to reward
their toil, ought’to be encouraged as one
step more toward the solution of a problem
which invelves the prosperity, perhaps

——THERE

berless other cases,and also lending their
to float

granted

lines,” being credited $1,000 on their ac-

are contradictory reports con-

by a cold-blooded, cynical rascal.”

defiance of the chief Slogms upon ‘which’ step, will’ be a goodly sight unto them,
its authority rests.
and by faith they look Tori ard to th
egal resistance.
Crush the. viper in
By a siibsequent statement of his own, time when harmony shall issue from the
the
egg,”
says
the
proverb.
Which is
he virtually
denies the freedom of the cadence
of their own footfalls. They
He boasts that the often see this in the far future.
. Catholic intellect.
The full- equivalent to not letting the camel put
even his nose into the tent. On the othCatholics number two hundred million,
ness of time concerning themselves may
who ¢¢ believe in every iota of the same be nearer at hand than they imagine. ‘For er hand, the broader outlook which Rev.
truths,” and all this, though, as he. says, my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither Dr. Prime hagedately been taking over
the old ours
his fears about the
they constitute ‘a marvelous combina- are your ways my ways, saith the Lord.”
supremacy
of
Popery
or
the Pope. “The
tion of discordant elements, men from
The dictates of charity demand that
the north and south and east and west, of every legitimate and practicable
effort |. world,” he says, ‘is emancipated from
every tribe and tongue and people.” should be made to live apart from those the bondage in which the human conNow it is obvious to affirm, that this is a persons from whom this antipathy warns science was held by the Church of Rome.
The
thing’ utterly impossible, if there be left, us; for thus only can we treat them as Thought is free. Religion is free.
relation of man to his Maker is direct,
in any practical sense, a shadow of free- brethren.
may
In fact, peace of soul
immediate and personal.
Kings and
dom of thought and judgment.
enjoin the sacrifice of almost everything
In respect to his answer to another except right and duty. In the meanwhile, princes have no priests to keep watch
The march of
charge of the Protestant against the Cath- let us thank God that the objects of this over their censciences.
olic church, viz., that it degrades relig- antipathy are exceptional, and that with mental liberty is onward, and the day is
at hand when the principle will be uniion by the worship of the Virgin Mary,
the great majority of people, with whom
versally
acknowledged.
The
False
and saints, and the cross,and images, &c.,
our daily association brings us in contact,
Prophet is dying on the banks of the
we have less to say. He denies that these we can work in more or l2ss sympathy.
Euphrates. The scepter has fallen from
objects are worshiped at all, but that they
rr -_.
4
the
hand of Popery. The world’s reare used as helps to the worship of the
demption draweth nigh.”
CURRENT TOPICS. . &
only living and true God, and he grows
exceptionally eloquent over the triumphs —— ¢“ ADVERSITY is the best school” ‘for
ofartin the ornamenkations of the churches. the development of virtue. It is scarce- ——MEANWHILE the new Pope, Leo
The force of this oratory is largely lost, ly to be doubted that the success of the XIII, is reported to have made no mentemperance. movement for the past few tion of the Virgin Mayy, in any of his
however, when we consider the use to
months owes not a little to the influence .speeches, and it is inferred that he inwhich it is put. It would prove a hurMen who in the flush tends to discountenance
Mariolatry,
lesque if applied to the apostolic church, of ¢“ hard times.”
of financial prosperity run easily into ex- which Pius IX so strongly encouraged.
which gloried rather in its simplicity, and
travagance of ino
naturally in- That would be a reform indeed. - It is
in its ¢¢ worship in spirit and in truth.” clude
indulgence
in
“strong
drink, and also asserted that Leo-and
If even it be admitted ' that none, not
Cardinal
even the weakest and most ignorant, wor- drift gradually out onZa sea of vice. Franchi, the new pontifical Secretary of
ship these objects,and so commit idolatry, Whether we look for proofs of this among State, have determined on the policy of
is it not about time that pains should be business men, to whom prosperity comes reconciling, as far as possible, the intertaken to so cultivate the intelligence of too often as a blight, or among the labor- ests of Church and State in the questions
men, that this system of ‘‘object-teaching” ing class, who,before the panic, in many pending with the various governments.
should give place to. the higher methods cases, were paid generous if not extrava- The Pope has thus far recommended his
*‘ to preach Jesus Christ, his life
of verbal instruction, which obtained un- | gant wages, and contrast the positions clergy
der Christ and the Apostles even in the now occupied by both these classes, we and teachings, and to guard their flocks
shall find that there is much in their against the infidelity and immorality so
very infancy of the church ?
operates generally prevailing,—the result of a corBut we will not deal further with the changed experiences which
pamphlet. It
isa readable one, and is favorably both from necessity and choice rupt press.” Many Catholics profess. to
This fact be shocked because the new Pope, in his
especially interesting to those who have in the direction of reform.
finds
illustration
in
the
condition
of things coronation speech, made no allusion to
given attention to the history of the
Catholic church, as it shows the status of in Chicago, where, according to Chief of the late Pius IX, although Cardinal Di
that church, as it exists to-day, given by Police Hickey,the saloons are selling very Pietro, in addressing the pontiff, had been
one who is authorized to speak in its be- much less liquor than formerly, and some eloquent in praise of the deceased Pope.
of them, for a wonder, "are experiencing
The omission could net, therefore, be
half.
¢¢ hard times.” Very naturally, drunken- accidental, and has been variously .comfe
ness, and crime resulting therefrom, has mented upon.
ANTIPATHIES,
According to Archbishop
Whateley, greatly decreased, and the expenses of
antipathy is always used for a ‘‘ca useless maintaining the police courts from this ——THE remedy which Mr. Elihu Burritt
dislike,” or rather for one of which we can cause have been reduced. This is doubtwould use for the hard times is an indusnot define a cause; and Crabb, in his less true, more or less, throughout the trial one. He would bring together the
gynonymes, finds its "etymology to signify country, and we most earnestly hope unoccupied lands of the West and the
« g feeling against.” As applied to per- that the reform movement. red-ribbon hosts of idlers in the North and East. The
sons, perhaps the shortest and the most ‘or otherwise—may register itself as a impracticable thing about his theory is
general definition is that of Webster, permanent and effectual barrierto a re- that these idlers are, as a rule, without a:
turn of prosperity to the saloons.
« Antipathy is opposed to sympathy.”
disposition to work, and no terths of posSH
Foster in his ‘ Prose Illustrations” gives
session, even to giving them the land,
these examples of antipathy : Germanicus ——THERE are some goodand true words would supply that disposition. There
.could not endure the sight or voice of a in the Christian Register with reference are very many deserving ones, of course,
‘good-natured dishonesty.”
‘he to whom that remark does not apply, but
cock.—The whim of a certain person of a to
noble family was, that he could not
minister giving his nameto be used by we suspect that there are enough of the
dure the gaze of an old woman.
By way the book agent, trusty citizens signing other sort to make the project a failure,
of a joke, he was brought into the pres- petitions for office-holders and in num- even if it should be tried. At the threshence of one, when he fell down

each on lands

|

meeting of some two weeks

was

well

attend-

ed themselves as subjects of prayer, for personal
salvation from gin through Christ, Jesus, several of whom we hope found peace 'm helieving

in Jesus, and joy in the Holy Ghost.

The

sea-

son was profitable to the writer, who aided the

pastor in the work, as was also evident in the
growing
interest, and consecration of. the
churchof God. Bro. G. W. Corttis is much
loved by his people, and working hard for the
church snd the salvation of sinners.
:
J. 8, BURGESS,

-

oy

THE MORNING STAR, MARCH

L]

Tibbetts ; Right hand of fellowship by Rev. H.

of the

Luray by the consent and

pleased to
chester Q. M, ministers, and we are
of his
ning
begin
the:
rning
conce
gee this item
long
a
for
have
who
work with that people,
time had little ministerial aid:
accepted a call as pasgolored)
tint Rhurch
RABE
gi
his duties in
of Luray, and has entered upon the congregat Sabbath
d much interest
fi Sajusiy. On lus

@Quartgely Meetings.

Garretson
Mrs.
popular with the people.
‘makes herself generally useful, but devotes
herself especially to the women and children.

cred song a somewhat prominent feature of

Next session

H.

N.

Their address is Fisherville,

«churches.

seventy-five persons have declared theig pur, pose to begin a Christian life, Among these
are many of the strong business men of our
F.L.W.
town.

WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its
with the church at W. Waterville,

:

Personals.

very

DELAWARE

ac-

year’s service of Rev. Geo. Donnocker

versions,

with

as many

The

roads,

were

Place.

enjoyed the ministerial labors of Rev,

|

the

Blan-

the ‘Prairie

of the five

View

and

churches

have enjoyed some revival interest which resulted in an addition of 14 or 15. Bro. W.
- Jones has labored With us the past year with
marked success. Our cause ‘in. Cowley Co. is

somewhat new. I recently. visited Bro. J. I
Henderson,of Windfleld, County-seat of Cow-

ley Co.

Helis

pastor

of a church

east of the city and
members,

a part

composed
of whom

two

miles

of forty-three
were

converted

under his labors a fpw months since, and others

joined on experience or. by
pear

to

possess

the

His powerful and

25 respectively.
state of, things
Kirchenzeitung”

letter.

elements

They

ap-

composing

much to

the

«Not

retaining

its

us,

a

Hunt

up

some

of our churches.

At least make some effort to locate in the
bounds of some of them. Without an eye to
this we are liable to lose good members, as .we

have already done.

‘We should avoid isolation

- as much as possible.

We ought tobe wise. as

other denominations on this question. ' This is
+ a mild climate, adapted to fruit and stock raisi ing as well as grain,
~
J.D, HULING, |
Ordination.
;
At the last session of the Delaware &

Friday,

Clerk.

OTISFIELD
Q. M.—Held its February session
with the church at Ea. Otisfield.
The churches
were nearly all represented by full delegations.
Several ministers and laymen from other Q.
Ms. and religious bodies were
* present. The
congregations attendant upon the meetings of
worship were large and a deep spiritual interest'wus manifested in all the exercises.
The
preaching was spiritual and earnest, and we
trust the session was one of much good to all
present, and may prove ablessing to the church
with which it was convened and to the Q. M.
Any church desiring the next session will
please inform the clerk as soon as may be convenient,
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

!

that the number

A

|

SON’S
value

Religious Piseellany.
The Baptists of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
ince Edward Island have increas‘ed from 16,000 1iNB851 to 86,691 in 1877. - The
baptisms during the
year were 1,680.

It is stated that the

Baptists

of Great Brit-

of

Glasgow

and

Edinburgh

and

pressing the claims of the enterprise upon the
liberality of the Scotch people.
.
Minnesota has more Lutherans among its
population than of any other name

sion. The number
75,000 Germans and

of Lutherans
Scandinavians.

or

confes-

there
There

is
is

but one English Lutheran church in the ‘State.
The California China Mission,

conducted

by

bland
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reading

and

appropriate

matter

will

be

given,

and

the

Journal

made
both pleasing and instructive. Those who
are endeavoring to Nomata good, cheerful and devotional singing, will find an efficient aid in “ THE
SINGER,” especially in its remarks on Sunday
Sehool Songs. Will you help us in that effort? We
will forward sample copies on receipt of stamp.
April number now ready.
:

ap-

TERMS,
Post-Paid.
One copy,
1 yr, - 30 cts.| 50 copies,
1 y'r,
5 copies, 1 “ $1.25
AGLET
ee
MYRel405

Send
AFA
furnish
MONTH,

3000
200

tf.
1
v1

-

1.
vw.

@7.00
13.00
00.00

stamp for samples and full particulars.
few pennies contributed by each pupil will
the Sehool with
good, new music EVERY
and an efficient aid and instructor.

8S. BRAINARD’S SONS, Publishers,
>

Cleveland,

Ohio.

BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crimson or Jet, 18. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,
Conn.
1y24

York.

PATENT

sending

Fifteen Cents (stamps taken) to pay”postage.

The

Publishers, J. L. PATTEN & Co., 162 William St,
N.Y, Guarantee every one Double Value of money sent, News dealers sell LEISURE HOURS, price
seven cents.

SOLD

BY

BE

ae

York,

me

o

pe Avoid bogus appliances claiming elec-

Our Pamphlet explains how to

tric qualities.

from. the spurious.

distinguish ‘the genuine

NANNY

Ll

last a life-time. Does away with pricking the fin
ers, straining the eyes, and imperfect and irrega,
ar-worked Button-holes.
They give universa
satisfaction. Ladies who use them say that they
are worth their weight in gold. Over eleven thou-

sand sold during the first week of their introdnc—~
They sell at sight, and

give over 100 per ct.

Sample Button-hole

orker

and

sample

utton-hole Cutter packed in a neat case, with
full directions for use, together with a sample of
our new and novel way of canvassing, mailed
to
any address on receipt of 65 cents, or two for

(PVT

; Li

School Music Books
C. EV

Book.

Take no other.
will

of

excell

ng

things.”

POND’'S
EXTRACT
— The great Vegetable
Pain Destroyer.
Has been in use over
* ‘thirty years, and for cleanliness
and props
curative virtues cannot be excelled.

CHILDREN.

No family can afford tobe without

Pond’s Extract.

Accidents,

Bruises,

Contusions, Cuts, Sprains, ure relieved
almost instantly by external application.
Promptly relieves pains of Burns, Scalds,
XExcoriations, Chafings, Old Sores,
Boils, Felons, Corns, etc. Arrests ine.

.the

fullness

eculiarly

and

pressuro in

head, nausea vertigo, &c.
and

It prompt}

permanently

heals

all

kinds of inflammations and ulcera=
tions.
HEMORRHOIDS or PYLES ind in this the
only immediate relief and ultimate cure.

$6

No case, however chronic or obstinate can

long resist its reguiar nse.
VARICOSE VEINS. Itis the only sure cure,
KIDNEY DISEASES.
It has no equal for per~

$9 per dozen.

manent

BLEEDING

cure.

:

from any cause.

For thisitisa spe=

cific. It has saved hundreds of lives when all

Excellent collection for High & Grammar Sch’ls.

American School Music Readers.

In 3 Books, each 35 cents, 50 cents and 50 cents.
Carefully prepared tor Graded Schools.
of
.76
.50
.50
.60

other remedies failed to arrest bleeding from
nose, stomach, Iangs, and elsewhere.

TOOT HL CHE,
Earache,
euralgia
and
Rheumatism .are all alike relieved, and

OLIVER DITSON&« E. CO.,
Boston.
Ditson & Co.,

often

permanently cured.

of

ts use

$

PHYSIC,
8 of all schools who are acquainted with
Pond’s Extract of Witch Hazel recommend it in their practice. We have letters of
commendation from hundreds of Physicians,
many of whom order it for use in their own
rs Lice. In addition to the f
ng. hey
for

Sw~.

of

all

kinds,

Guts , Sore Threat, Inflamed Ton=
8, vie and chronic Diarrhea, Catarrh (for which it is a pectic), Cnil-

Serer
Mba8, etc.Wg ppe
nsects, Mi Ete
nsq
Hands, Face, and indeed all manner of

By DR. LOWELL MASON.

Large Charts, containing 120 Blackboard Lesmuch trouble,
sons, plainly visible to all, savin,
easily set up and used, and furnis ing a complete
course of practice, Sent by expres. In two rolls
Each $8.00.

speak

subject—notably

Three part songs for Female Colleges, &c.
3
W. 8S. TILDEN.

skin d
™
TOILET USE. Removes Soreness, Roughness
and Smartingj heals Outs, Eruptions
and Pimples.
It revives, invigorates and

s, while wonderfully improving the

TO

FAR

mplexion.

Pond’s Extract.

No

Stock

withBreeder, no Livery Man can afford to beLivery
out it. It is used by all the leading

922 Chestnut St., Phila.

Stables, Street Railroads and first Horsemen
in New York City. It has no equal fox Sprains,

4780,

Harness

OF

or

Saddle

Chafings,

Preumonia, . Colic, Diarrhcea,

Chills,

of action is wide, and the
Colds, &o. Its range
selief it affords is so prompt that it is invalua-

lle in every Farm-yard as well as inand every
Farm-house, Let it be tried once, i you
:
will never be without it.
Pond’s Extract has been imitated.
CAUTION!
Pond's
words
the
The genuine article has
blown in each bottle.

GROCERS.

Stiffness,

Beratches, Swellings, Cuts, Lacerations, Bleed-

in,

C0CO0A,

PRINCIPAL

1

flammation, reduces swellings, stops bleeding,
removes discoloration and heals rapidly.
1t assuages

Smet
Choice Trios,
Grammar School Choir, “cers:

tf11

for

LADIES find it their best friend.
the pains to which they are

per dozen,
Fine book for Girls’ High and Normal Schools.

CHARTS.

;

sp
A A——

“Hear,

ameliorates

The following are favorite general collections
genial Songs for Common Schools,
Hi S. PEZKINS.
SONG ECHO,
MOCKING BIRD,
- -- W.O. PERKINS,
C. EVEREST.
MUSIC TEACHER,
- OUR FAVORITE,
- - « H.P.DANKS.,

-

The Universal Pain Extractor,
Ask for Pond’s Extract.

Note:

$1.00. Orders > mail receive prompt attenfion.
Address WEBSTER MFG €O., Manufacturers, ANSONIA, CONN.
Please mention the
Morning Star.
3m7

THE

New

AiR

/ | Tho People’s Remedy. =
=

ALL

Broadway,

ODS EXTRACT

Acknowledged the BEST throughout the World.
\.
LA BELLE GHOCOLATIERE

Cop-

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO.,
212

BAKER'S
BROMA,
5
PREMIUM
CRACKED
COCOA,
BAKER'S
CHOCALATE,
ft
FRENCH
VANILLA
CHOCOLATE,
EAGLE
FRENCH
CHOCATATE.
GERMAN
SWEET
CHOCOLATE.

Given away.—A superb pair of 6x8 Chromos,
worthy to frame and adorn any home, and a Three
Months’ Subscription
to LEISURE
HOURS, a
charming 16-page literary paper, full of the choic-

particular

WORTH THOUSANDS.

Address,

ies mailed free,

t.

MANUFACTURERS

s

full

containing

Journal,

trated

and INFORWATION

alter Baker & Co.
BAKER’S

for months and years.

Send. now for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and
i narRie QUARTERLY, a large IllusTHY
s

most perfect me-’
chanical accura-7

or sets.

af

ENERGY,

AND

STRENGTH,

: HEALTH,

after drugging in vain

4b

perienced hand
can work withov

MUSIC

the most

offer

we

means fail, and

ony
direct fromthe
convincing testim
flicted themselves, who have been restored to

ton-hoie
with it
than the most ex-

Song

a subject so pro-

neglect

cure these various diseased conditions, after
all other

So simple that a
child can work a
more perfect but-

School

and DCE, ang

PULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

Bution-hole Worker ever invented.

rofit.

face

ductive of health and
happiness when there
is at hand a means of restoration?

Patented June 27, 1871, and Feb, 3,1874,
Awarded first premium at the American Institute
and Maryland Institute Fairs, 1871.
Is one of the most
fn
important mven:
tions ot the age!
:
The most pertect

tion.

blotches on the

‘Why, then, further

d-Aresse-Deah
Ana HUST LOHETs:

Vienna;

:

Bles and

other
despondent 8
ms
ousan
young _
the ‘middle-aged, and even the
old, suffer from nervous and physical debility. Thousands of females, too, are broken
down
in health and spirits from disorders
peculiar to their sex, and who, from false
modesty
or neglect prolong their sufferings.

popular little

Street, Chicago.

palpitation of the heart, bash-

fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosociety,
© Qizzlness in the head, dimness of sight, pim-

Price,in Board Covers, $25 Ber 100 Copies;
30 Cents each by
Mail.
.

ESTABLISHED

but their great triumph is in the voice of the people, which demands their preparations to such an
extent that they can really be purchased nearly
everywhere.
:
aps

mare, dreams,

EMERSON & TILDEN.

reading matter. Its object is to bring good Sunday School Music within the reach of all at a very
small cost. NEW MUSIC by some of the most experiencéd writers will be given each month; and
1t will also be the aim of the editors and publishers
to INTEREST children in the songs, and the truths
and morals conveyed therein.
Hence appropriate

be used,
than with
The most
by drug
York.
1y42

all

en-

1t11

Medals, diplomas, first premiums have

to

and

BUREAU.

been awarded them everywhere; for French Choc.

Free

papers,

Address INVENTORS BUREAU, 15 Pem-

10¢. an

new

the highest medical authority. Walter Baker &
Co., the great chocolate manufacturers of Boston, |
point with pride to their record of a century. Be.
ginning in 1780, with a determination to produce
only the best and purest preparations in their line,
this firm has so rigidly adhered to their high standard as to win the highest encomiums in‘all parts of

est Stories, Poetry, ete., sent

it was, and who

A Monthly Journal.of Sunday School Music.
Jach number will contain eight pages of choice

and nutri-

at

and

Sunday School Singer. High School Choir, ™ aseERESSe
T.

trinsic value as a healthful and nutritious beverage as to the high encomiums bestowed thereon by

Chocolates

acceptable

BRAINARD'S

THE INCREASED CONSUMPTION OF COCOA and
its various preparations is due as much to its in-

olates at Paris, for German

a

SOMETHING NEW FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.

pr.
tgp

the world.

exam-

book.”

73 Randolph

Portulacca, Striped Petunia, and New Japan Coxcomb, mixed colors of each,
Catalogue free.
Li.
W. GOODELL, Amherst, Mass,
1t11

full of

JELLY,

tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can
with more benefit secured to the patient
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold
gists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St., New
)

have

“Just the book needed in our Gospel Temperance
Meetings.”
:

76 East Ninth Street, New

own homes, a nice convenient article wanted

Flower

~--

For lung diseases the most mild,

who

»

WEBSTER'S

berton Square, Boston, Mass.

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.

tain and Ireland number 270,000, and have contributed during the past year an average of
about $6.25 each for religious and benevolent
objects outside of all home church expenses,

in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?

Are you subject to any of the following sym
toms: Restless Rights, broken sleehy ig

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers,

mail 20 cents for sample, with terms and instruc.
tions, which will be forwarded you by
return
mail. To any not satisfied, the money will be re-

the best Stories, Poetry, Wit, ete., sent Free to any

OIL

and Songs.

inent Christian men and women

be a most

you
faint-

lack the power of will and action? Are
subject to loss of memory,
have
spellsof

ined advance copies of FOUNTAIN OF SONG. We
select the following as fair specimens of inteligent
and disinterested criticism :
“J cordially commend it.”
“It is by all odds the best.”
“Am thankful for its publication.”
“The best of anything I have seen.”
«Best book I have seen for our work.”
«Admirably adapted to meet the want.”
«Meets my ideas of a, Temperance Book.”
“Comes just when such a
book is needed.”
“Not one objectionable sentiment has crept into

Parker,

in every family, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Men or women can make
good wages. Send by

one sending Fifteen Cents (stamps taken) to pay
mailing expenses. Money returned to those not
satisfied. They get Double Value. J. L. Patten &

LIVER

x Jou
ous, chronic or guclional disease?
feel nervous, debilitated, fretful, timid, an

Numerous letters have been received from prom-

«Will

nerv-

pleasure, an
moping, unfit for business or
Are your kidsubject to fits of melancholy ?
neys, stomach, or blood, in a disordered condition?
Do.you suffer from rheumatism,
neuralgia or aches and. pains? Have you
been indiscreet in early years and find yourgelf harassed with a multitade of gloomy
symptoms?
Are you timid, nervous, and
forgetful, and
your mind continually dwelling on the subject? Have you lost confidence

A standard, useful and favorite Book.

QUERUS

churches

.

-

HOURS, a charming 16 page literary paper,

COD

Sunday

INVENTORS

Handsome
Pictures
Free !—Two Elegant
6x8 Chromos, worthy to adorn the walls of any
home, and a Three Months’
Trial
of LEISURE

himself, and then presented it to the
;

Hymns

WORK
FOR
THE
UNEMPLOYED.
WE will employ 100 persons to sell, near their

publications. Sent free. Address N. W. Ayer &
Son, Advertising Agents, Times Building Phila-

Co., Publishers,” 162 William St., N.Y.
News
dealers sell LEISURE HOURS, price seven cents.
4teowl

congrega-

Pages,

172

oh

ering,

upon a

forms, consequent

ous

Songs,

years?
Do any of the
owing
Of elas Of SYIplomS Meet Joue

iil-heaiun in ayer : is many a in

ing, fullness of blood inthe head, feel listless

Arpad
3
nis
Ronkeeh
Mey -be-ordered-of HooRSCHers

thusiastically endor®ed by Librarians who are using
it. Price only $1.50. Send. for descriptive circufar and Lg
Also,
e Bible Verse Indicator, invaluable
to all Bible Students. Price, 25 cents per set.
EBEN SHUTE,
Manager International S. S. Supply Co.,
Stlleow]
52 Bromfield St.,
Boston.

inforother

The Tabernacle Presbyterian Church, of San
Francisco, was to be sold under foreclosure of
a mortgage for $100,000, held by Mr. Flood, the
wealthy speculator.
Mr. Flood bought it in
tion.

mended by the best

4)

oy

Feb.

128

~

and

in all the

They
were
for
Electric

in former
symptoms

29 Composers,
104 Writers,

Has

thirty Jats

tters-Patent

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED ?

FOUNTAINOF SONG

took it out. If also prevents, if desired, a book being given the second time to any scholar: Com-

1y44

MANUAL
contains more
to advertisers than most

PRAYER
HOME

222.75
Treas.

Joshua

book was taken out, what number

full information, send self-addressed envelope to
Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible House,

AYER &
mation of

Sacred

b

and wish to recover the same degree of
health, strength, and energy as experienced

;

GOSPEL

5.00

Tells without the writing of any figures when

forces; its success is marvelous,
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving

-

FULLY

!
TEMPERANCE

15.00

S.S.LiBRARY RECORD;

turned.

<<

of

collection

upward of

rincipal countries of the world.
when the only
Award of Merit

Appliances at the great World's Exhibitions
— Paris, Philadelp ia, and elsewhere —and,
have been found
the most valuable, safe,
simple, and efficient known treatment for
the cure of disease,

TN

cial diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital

.

5t8

BUTTON-HOLE
WORKER.
SHUTE'S TIME SAVING |

of theo-

The Great South American Remedy for all spe-

N.Y.

are protected

WARRANTED.
Catalogue
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Olncinnatl,
52649

superior

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CARD.

ay

The Reyy
J. U. Mitchell, of Dumferline,
Scotland, is said to be the only regularly ordained Universalist minister in Great Britain,
though there are several laymen doing what
they call missionary work.
;

to the work of ‘the

hope

_

Alarms, Farms, etc.

-

delphia.

®

: gospel ministry according to the usages of the
Freewill Baptist denomination. Programme:
. Reading of Scriptures and Charge, by Rev. 'N:
\ 'W. Bixby; Introductory prayer by Rev. 8, A,

Hammond,

we

Address Box 788, New York.

These noted Curative gppiiances have now
stood the test for

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells of Pure Cops r and Tin
for Churches,
ools, Fire

Died

amongst

Business Hotices,

previous year. Besides this, $4,500 came from
the American Missionary Society.

F.

+ ville, Ia., was ordained

can

strongly

meet every requirement.

The most learned physicians and scientific
en of Europe and this country indorse them.

carefully arranged, i
dein
and happily adapted to the wants of

E. Jones. both of
N. and Miss An
eb. 30, Anson F.

In Loudon, N. H., March 2, Mrs.
aged 60 years, 1 month and 8 days.

life beats

Temperanee

Agent sold 182 in 3 weeks.
Liberal terms.
Address J. P.
FITCH, Publisher, Hartford, Conn,

|| A new and

50.00
150.00

hi

lamentable

a

By Rev. ROBT LOWRY and W. HOWARD DOANE.

In Wells, Me, March
4, by Rev. J.
Nason, Capt.
‘Wm. Storrer and Mrs. Patience Goodwin, both of
W.
In Houlton, Me. , Feb. 28, by Rev. F. H. Peckham,
Mr. Frederic L. Wright, of Canterbury, N. B.,
and
Miss Amanda M. Grant, of Northampton, N. B.
In Poland, N. Y., March 6,
by Rev, J.
M.Crandall, Mr. Charles
8. Millington
and Miss Allie T.
‘Webs ter, both ofP, Also the same date, Mr. George
N. VanTine,of P., and
Miss Maggie Vamnert,
o

.

sell

ork, (600 pages 17 full Sage Iustrations.) The
best work on this subject ever published, one

Fountain:Song
1.00
1.7%

Linus Brasse, by Rey .B. F. Marsden, Mr. Alfred H.
Dart, ofS.,and Miss Ella M, Sholes, of Norwich, N.

J North Gage.

AND BANDS,
For self-application to any part of the body,

Ladies and Gentlemen of ability and

)

Thowpson and Lillian J. Smith, both of N,
In Sherburne, N. Y'., Feb. 26, af the residence of Mr.

two years

until the pulse of Christian

RUFUS MUNGER, Clerk pro tem.

of Costte

*. ton Q. M,, Bro. B.

15, Sydie S. French and Miss Adah
N.
Feb, 23, Meases A. Cenney,of
nied. Stringer, of Newmarket.

Foxp pu Lac Q. M.—Held its last session |
Owing | The Quakers in England and Wales now
with the Oakfield church, Feb, 8-10.
to bad roads only four churches were reprenumber, according to Mr, Barclay, one of
sented by letter and delegates,
There were
their well known members, only 17,000.
A
no ministers present except the pastor and
few years ago they were estimated at 100,000.
Rev. A. Jones, pastor of the Scott and Bolton.
In 1700 there were 60,000 in Great Britain:
ville churches.
In all the business and devotional exercisesthe Lord was with us. The
Ex-Senator Revels has been appointed Premeeting was protracted.
We are glad to residing Elder in the Mississippi M. E. Conport ten’ hopeful conversions.
Others are
Seeking:
The collection on the Sabbath given
ference.
to the Home Mission, $5.28.
Minnesota is a Lutheran State, having more
Next session with the Boltonville church,
Lutherans among the population thaw of any
commencing the first Friday in June.
Let. ail
the churches and clerks remember
it is the
other name or confession.
ie
last Q. M. before the Y. M., and send in their
statistical reports.
Timely notice of the locality of the Yearly Meeting will be given through

Congragationilisit, reveive] last year $2,396,
forty per cent. in
advance of its receipts any
Clay-

from

418

RESTORERS better than Spectacles
The best reduced to $1. Cifculars free.

In Pittsfield, N, H., Feb, 10, by Rex. J.D. Waldron,
Loammi Green, of B., and
Mrs, Mary A. Glidden, of
Acton, Me. In Sutton, N. H., Feb,.13, Mr. Frederick
H. Whipple, of Newton, Mass., and Miss Abbie J. Abbott, of 8. Feb. 13, Rudolph Bates, Esq., and Mrs.
Jane Barnard, both of Bradford, N.H.
In Bradford,
March 7, Mr,
Charles W. Redington and Miss Ida M.
Blood, both of B.
In Nottingham, Dec. 30, by Rev. A. D.Jones, Irvin

logical students will increase, The close
connection of the petitions that God would
let his kingdom come, and that he would
send forth more laborers into his harvest,
was never made more apparent by facts
than at the present time.”

strong gospel church. I tried to preach Christ
_ to them on the Sabbath, and ‘also in the even- ‘demestic missions, ete.
ing, after which I enjoyed with them an ex- |
A denomination known in the West as Discellent social meeting, which exhibited both ciples of Christ Pie Just gent missionaries to
already flourishing conzeal and spirituality, We believe Bro. H. to France. They have
be an earnest and successful worker for Christ. 'gregations in England. They practice immer‘We found a strong Baptist element in different sion for the remission, of sins and hold weekly
:
Portions of the Co., which is characteristic of communion,
Southern Kansas if not the whole State. Now,
A site has been secured for the proposed
we want to just suy this to our brethren in’ the
Presbyterian church at Oxford, England, and
East and North who expect to, emigrate to
Rev. Drs. Frazer and Dykes are visiting the
our State:

this

TED

good address, to

Married

the ‘‘Neue Evangelische
comments
as follows:

more quickly and more

visibili-

C. C. RUBLE,

Upon

A

sent Free.

N.BROOKS,

has:fallen short of the requirement28 and

practical preaching

2

ELECTRIC BELTS

Remedi: es. CURED!
TRIAL PACKAGE
2

Missions.

Manchester, N. H,

the use of medicine of any kind.

KOSS BROS. No sis Main St. RICHMOND. IND:

Va.2

Mrs A E Staley Waterville Kan
Contoocookville N H per J C Osgood
Revd Clough Canterburry N H
his 86th
birthday present to this cause
Central Asso
Mrs Gen W Rich Portland Me for Bible
school per C8 Perkins
Eugene Huntley Phoenix NY for Bible
school per J H Durkee

He is over eighty years

reddyto take charge
in the last

in-

the Star.

A. M.

this year,

notwith-

by Dr. Ross’
Epileptic
* Epilep

Adiros

Pa.

L. Caswell and Miss Delilah A. Foss, both of N.

terest of the meeting.
We trust that the seed
which has been sown will germinate and pring
forth fruit * meet for repentance.”
Bro. Edward Jaquith, of the Providence church, was
resent, and spoke well for that church.
The

at 2 o'clock, p. M.

Kansas Items.

Two

attended

Foreign

The afflicted can now be restored to perfect
health and bodily energy, at home, without

PULYVERMACHER’S

EXPRESS.
Rev 8 J Gould Newport Me.

.

DEBILITATED

ness,

tive and Asthmatic Complaints. The Bron.

i Y

the

is suffering very much

HL

17/8

Forwarded.

C H True Prairie (ih % C. pes
T E Wellman Mainv ille O.

The number of theological students in
the older provinces of Prussia during the
last five sessions were as follows: 580,
589, 573, 585, 559. - The whole number attending the universities of Germany during the same sessions were as follows:
1641, 1637, 1565, 1602, 1542, Both series
close with the lowest figure hitherto reached. The number of. ordained candidates

All the churchand delegates.

26, commencing with the business on

We have five churches in Chautauqua Co.
I organized the Middle Cana church, five years
ago, being the first one organized in -the Co.
After some time other brethren in the ministry
came to our aid, and notwithstanding many
barriers which lay in our way, incident to a
new country, the Lord has been pleased to verify his promises to us in blessing our labor in
organized

of age, and
asthma.

* Next session with the Zion church, May 24—

Simonton, of Blanchester, O., during the ses:
sion, - We regret to learn that Rev.
John
Hisey, of Wainesville, is suffering with an at«tack of the ague.

the upbuilding of his cause.

Oxford, England.

two Q. Ms., which will be the means of the

« chester churches to attach themselves to the
Miami Q. M. Bro. M. V. Whitacre, of Mor.row, O., was elected Q. M. Clerk.
The church

and

well

and

hing, and gives immediate relief in Bronchitis, Catarrh, Infin-

00

D Young

TB
"
Mewanmkop
ewamakerSpring
Spring Hope
Hope Bedford
ord CoP
Co

They have 3,735

altar-lights

|.

L

&

Barrett—

BY MAIL.
Rev J M Bailey Mountain Road Halifax Co

89

Dr. Pusey this year completes his 50th
year as canon of Christ’s church cathedral,

from the Miami Q. M. and it is hoped will join
the Ripley Q. M., thereby enabling us to form

Tug Warren & Clinton (0.) Q. M. held its
Feb. session with the Beech Grove F. B.
» church, with good attendance, and great harmony in the transaction of business.
A re-

« quest was granted the Second Creek and

its

Providence church has recently been dismissed

:

Caney

were

vestments,

:

Pp

PUB, CO.

Sr

FORNERVOTHEUS WEAK,

Bronchial

Chase—A P Cool-

Woodyard—J York—J

Books

mixed chalice. In reply the bishop enjoins
him not to allow any private views which
he may entertain to prevent his administering the sacrament.

Constantia

the continued rains and the muddy
Re Rev, Saml.. L.. D. D. . Bates, of Qhio (and

present.

four conto

at

Q. M.—Held

throughout the session added

lukewarm

accessions

14 colporters.

without

president of the Ridgeville College, Ind.), was

worship developed itself early in the progress
of the meetings, and there is a glorious outlook
for the erection of a church at or near that

the

meetings

standing

people

An earnest desire to erect a house of

churches havé been

CrLayToN

Indiana Yearly Meeting
ty.

revived,

Sicily,

BRONC!

New

[& HELP!

Troches’” will allay ir
ritation which induces

J |A

=A E Wilson—A Striemer—J H Smith—A 8 Tucker.

‘man informs his Bishop that he can not
conscientiously celebrate the communion

The session

RIPLEY Q. M.—Held its last session with the

OUR protracted effort with the Sugar Run
(Osceola) F, B. church temporarily closed
Monday, Feb. 18, with highly satisfactory. re

church.

&

Franklin church, Feb. 22—24.
es were represented by letter

a

was

its last session with

the word of life.
3
Fhe May session will be with the Masonville
church,at which time it is expected their
meeting-house will be dedicated.
:
N. W. Bixsy, Clerk.

Western.

chureh

8 0,Whitcomb—J ©

Mr. Ward, the Bristol ritualistic clergy-

ing

nation which with other presents amounts to
$110.00... .Rev. L. W. Gowen closes his pastorate with the N. Parsonsfield church,
the
fourth Sabbath in March, and is at liberty to
corrsspond with any church desiring a pastor.
«ees Rev, J. M. Crandall closes a three years’
pastorate with the F. Baptist church, Poland,
N. Y., the present spring.

The

teachierd,

Tibbetts cheered us by his presence and asgisted us by his labors in council and inpreach-

some oversight the name of Rev, Geo. 'W.
-Corttis, as pastor of the Foster (R. I.) church,

professors aroused, and there

and

“Brown's

HILL,

120 East 26th St,N. Y.

Coughs and Colds.

QV

Iiller—D M Miller—A J Nutter—G ‘8 Nutting
—J P Nelson—B O Pratt—L 8 Parmalee—L Plummer
CF Rerey Miss A A Paige—J H Rowland—A J
Reynolds—)
JHE
C Safford—A M Simonton—L
Schuyler—Mrs J Skinner—CI Seeley—A A -Steere—
H Stiles—Mrs J A Starbord—J Tucher—D Th

sermon,

last session with the Mount Hope church,
Feb. 22—24,
Most of the churches were represented by letter and delegates.
Central City
church reported a revival in progress. Postville was not represented, but we were informed indirectly that the place has been favored with a work of divine grace.
Rev. E.

acknowledges
in donation:
and presents,
$168.00, and 60 cords of stove wood....By

«sults,

interesting

A. E. WiLsoN, Clerk.

with the Ashford church closes the first of April.
Any church wishing his service for the coming
year may address him at Ashford, N. Y.....
Rev. F. P. Wormwood is now at liberty to correspond with any church desiring a pastor.
Address, Limerick, Me....Rev. N. H. Farr

—
—
A

ener-

Rev. Mr. Tapp, C. Bap-

very

Kext session with the church
Center, May 81st—June 2.

labors

«does not appear in the Register....The

Buzzell,

was one of deep interest, "The reports from
the various churches were encouraging, showing a good degree of religious interest.

knowledge a donation at North Scriba,N. Y.,of
2114; also in the Jones District of $64..+.The

second

a

OSWEGO Q. M.—Held

his la-

would

preached

the Hastings church, March 1-3.

with the Kittery Point (Me.) church close
with the present month.
He may be address
ed as above....Rev. A. J. Davis, of Minneapolis, Minn., expects to close his labors with that

Wilson

8.

already

churches, 19 stations, and 47 places, visited by/their 31 pastors, 14 evangelists, 51

L

bors with the church in Loudon Center, N. H.,
March 30, and is open to correspondence. Ad-

E.

Rev.

Rome-Naples,

C_

Agents wanted,

A Bel eur a PANDS

ridge—A B Crumbh—M Compton—8 B Bickford—Lycy
H
Davis—Mrs J A Dow;
W. Dolloff—=I Emery—
Mys M A Field—J Fullonton ~E Fuller—E L Freeman
-8 E Fuller -L. W Gowen—I, Given—GR Holt—M C
Henderson—A F Hibner—W Humpstone—Mrs 8 Hol=
brook=I
Huckins—J
Howe—L A Jenkins—W
H
Jones—W
H Kin

The Waldensians in their mission work
in Ttaly have, in their five virtual Presbyteries of Pidemont, Lombardo-Venetian,

Tuscany,

H Chadboiirne—G

Pi-

eau

B Bick-

ford-O E Baker—Mrs D N Beckwith—S

regular
attendants at public worship, 14,Thursday,
Pp. M., and L. Given, the pastor, 965 occasional hearers, and 2,414 members,
preache in the evening with his usual earnest226 of whom were admitted the past year.
ness. From first to last this session was one
of deep interest.
They have also 1,888 pupils in their day~ June session at Smithfield Town-house.
schools and 1,639 in their Sunday-schools.
8. BOWDEN, Clerk.

friends at Mars Hill, Me., of $17.00, also one at
Bridgewater of $40.00, and one at Blaine of

church, May 1st....A.

“sermons.

of younger days.

Het,

other year....Rev. F. H. Bubar wishes to
acknowledge the receipt of a donation from

dress as above..:. Rev. W. 8. Packard's

interesting

cellent sermon, manifesting much of the

' Lawrence Co., N. Y....Rev. L. Hutchins has
yielded to the urgent request of the Garland
« {Me.) church, and is to remain with them

$80.00. ...Rev. John George will close

last session
Feb. 20, 21.

.

H Allen—8. Allard—J Baker—L G. Adkinson—J B
Agard-O D Augir—<R M Blaisidell=Mrs R W Bar-

had been converted under Mr. Moody's
preaching in England and afterwards emigrated to Natal.

now almost 78 years old, preached a very ex-

St.

Creek,

Shingle

Address,

church,

of business. Social meetings very interesting.
Rev. C. F. Penney, of Augusta, preached two

to take effect on the second Sabbath in May, is
. at liberty to correspond with any church desir-

a pastor.

Prairie

Most of the churches were heard from by deletes or verbal reports. The weather was" all
Te could be wished.
The attendance good.
Love and harmony prevailed in- the meetings

Rev. A. B. Loomis, having resigned the pastorate of the Sprague’s Corners (N. Y.) church
ing

Grand

have

p

chial Trochés have been ‘steadily winning
their way into public favor, natil they are
known and used nearly all over the world.

pura—Mrs A Barker—F E Briggs—Mrs Mary

been converted.
It was begun by the
prayers and labors of a blacksmith who

Friday before the 4th Sabbath in May.
:
M. A. SHEPARD, Clerk.

It is yet too early to estimate results accurately, but since the first of January more than

‘ Ministerial

with

some three hundred persons

0!

Cured.

—1,000 pages, 200 illustrations, by Dr. E. B. F\ 0OTE,
N.Y. Popular edition onl 24 .50. Contents free.

R00, ey Rll
en
$175—bran
15
Other b ains,new,wantwarranted
them intro-

$650 Pianos,
days’ test trial.”
Qubed. Agents Wanted,

Letters Received.
O Bond—A

DHRONIG 52
Diseases

paths marked out by that
Plainest
of all
ks
‘Plain Home Talk
and

Superb $340 Organs, only $95.
wurers

Secretary, Lewis

ton, Me.

Now there are about 18,000.

fogs movement is prevailing there,in which

meetings of worship were very good and all
their work. They have been very successful - felt
to praise God for what he had done in
the
to
mercies abundant, :
.
with us, and we heartily commend them

ORGANS

Post-Office Addresses,
Rev. E.N, Fernald, Financial
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BEATTY

Hotices and Bppointments,

A testimony to Mr. Moody’s work comes
from Natal, South Africa. A great relig-

posThe

scribing for the Morning Star by all that
sibly could afford to do so, was adopted.

:

Ww

‘The Presbyterians of England are taking
measures to raise-a central fund of $1,250,000, to pay off existing church debts, and
push on the work of church extension.

favor of sub-

A resolutiondn

fect will cease.

sa-

make

‘They are both excellent singers and

China.

ef-

the

and

liquor cause will be underminded

(IIL)

Thirty-seven years ago there were three
Protestant Christians in the vast empire of

all delegates were enthusiastic in the
at uprising, A resolution was submitted
fo the . M. and adopted, by which the Q. M.
that they in the future would vote for
pl
no man who was not a strict temperance advocate. This is the key. Let the law go hand
in hand with right, enforced by men who are
in sympathy with this movement, then the

presenting truth,is deferential to pastors and

Quincy

were received into the church twenty-three.

and

of

a forcible ‘way

has

Garretson

Mr.

ad-

enjoyed a precious revival, The grand Temchurch,
peranee moyement had reached eve

serv-

excellent

"union revival effort, rendering

the

likely to be heard,
At Puebla, Mexico, the M. E. mission church
is prospering, The sacrament was administered, Jan. 6th, to over one hundred, and there

mission into the Q. M. They were received
with joy and bidden enter the field and labor
with us. One other church (Bethany) had also

F. Q.
wairerieLp, N. H, Rev. and Mrs.
late
our
in
d
agsiste
lists,
evange
TD. Garretson,

of

has been

Diocese, was President of the General Convention of the Episcopal church at Boston, last
October, and no word of objection to him is

for

brethren as delegates with a petition

receive

frien

jee.

called to the Bishopric

LEBANON Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Fairview church, Ill, Feb. 22—24. The
churches were in part well represented.
20th, with
Ebenezer church, organized on the
thirty-four members, had just enjoyed & glorious revival, and now came up with four orthy

was manifested.

Souragelien

Rev. Dr. Alexander Burgess, who

lo 2

advice

friends of persons who have been restored from
confirmed consumption by the use of this original
preparation, and the grateful parties themselves,
have, by recommending it and acknowledging its
wonderful efficacy, given the article a vast popu.
larity in New England. The Cod Liver Oil is in
this combination robbed of its unpleasant taste
and is rendered doubly effective in being coupled
with the lime, which is itself a restorative principle, supplying nature with just the agent and assistance required to heal and reform the diseased
lungs. A.B, WILBOR, Boston, is the proprietor.
Sold by all druggists.

Pacific,
A
Marriage is becoming fashionable among the
Catholic priests of Germany, the civil law protecting them,
\

Gifford; Concluding prayer by Rev. H. M.
Bailey ; Benediction by the candidate.
N.W. Bixsy, Clerk of Council.

went to
W. Myers, to whom it refers, recently
Win-

:

Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime.—The

There are said to be 130 Protestant missionaries at this writing among the islands of the

Hall; Sermon and ordaining prayer by Rev. E.

clipped from the Page
Rev. J.
at Luray, Va.
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FATHER, TAKE MY HAND.
Dark and lonely is the way,
Fither, take my hand,
Lead me o’er the thorny road
To that'sunny land.

not

| you as the payment of a debt; and I will

War

thank the Lord,

that in

the

church,

Ate,
eel

ABOUT GLASS,

How to live and how to die;
Father, take my hand.

“ Such a foolish little girl as Alice is,
mother; IL could hardly get her away
from the tea-store down town.”
:

Take my hand, and when I cross
O’er death’s cold river,
Take me to that land of spring, Forever, O forever. -

“ But,

—Brooklyn

mother,

it was

so

beautiful,”

said the little maiden, just returned from

Times.

the rare treat of an evening's walk
among the stores, while looking rather

0-0-0
*+0

TRUST.

reproachfully at her big brother.

Make a little fence of trust

Look not through the sheltering bars
Upon to-morrow ;
God will help thee bear what eomes
Of joy or sorrow.

o

‘* Why, glass is so common;

>

With mind, with soul, with spirit, bringing all
To learn accord with thee—life’s perfect
Thy voice, and find in perfect love no fear.

forbids thee name-—they

_

thee none.
:
Teach them to say “ Our Father,” let Thy

will Be done.
‘What could we call Thee by Thy works alone?
part,

in

:

’Tis love hath made

the

high

perogative

own
To say “ Our Father who in heaven art!”
Heaven is Thy kingdom that shall rise
within,
2
$
‘When hearts elect to let Thy reign begin.

.

Our Father, we are weary, let us rest;

Thou knowest how

La

far the tired feet have

i The way seemed dark and rough, Thou. know-

estbest,
©.
;
’
‘We only know the listless hand—the aching
head—
The trusting heart that says Thy love will
keep
. Dear Father, even while thy beloved sleep.

Family

case

that could slfine,

The Germans

called

“ Just of sand and ashes, called

scien-

with

some-

tifically silica and an alkali,

our

Dear name that binds us to the Infinite,
That grants us heirship to a grander.
life !
It holds us safe, even while we whisper it,
And hushes into peace all sense of strife.
Our Father cares for us,O restful thought—
O breath of balm, with heavenly healing
fraught !

most beautiful, my dear, and in this

amber gles, the Swedes termed gold gis,
and the French called ice glace, all for
the same reason ; whilé our words glare,
glance, glitter and glisten are derived
from the same roots.”
*¢ What is glass made of?” said Alice.

give

known

at

the

thing else called a flux, to make it melt
easily—lead, borax, manganese, or some

other metal.”

& ““Iknoy how glass was discovered,”
‘said Tom ; ** our teacher told it to us.
One day some Pheenician sailors, who
had a cargo of soda, landed near the

mouth of the river Belus, at the foot of
Mount Carmel, in Palestine. They made
a fire to cook their supper, and took
some lunps of soda to stand their pot
on. The fire was so hot it melted the
soda and sand, which ran together and
story,

though

danger of being lost?”
“Ido; I feel that I am condemned

a

good many people doubt it; but it is cer-

tain that glass was made

by

my dreadful sins.”

the Egyp-

tians at least 3,500 years ago, or before
the Hebrews came out of Egypt, as we

read in the book of Exodus.
Glass beads
of ancient date are found in the cata-

talked about

THE POOR WOMAN

of

late,

blue

glass;

“Oh, I can not

her own hands and the harvest of her litBut one year the harvest failed,

and, to add to her distress,

she

lost her

only cow,—now she had nothing for herself and her children to eat.
In sadness she murmured,

¢ Work and

diligence afford me nothing, I can not
beg. It would be better if we were
dead.” At this moment the distant ringing of the village church bell struck - her

ear.

*knell.

Toher it sounded

like a funeral

Her little daughter cAme running

in saying
: ** Mother, the church
ringing, will

you

not go

to

bell’ is

church?

I

* will take care of the house.”
This the little girl said because her
mother always went to the house of God
on Sunday, and came home with a light
heart.

¢ Why,” thought

the

mother

to

herself, * should I not also go to church

on this wretched day? J
prosperous time!” and

heart she hastened

there,

went
with

away.

ashamed of her

But,

low

seated herself behind a pillar.
not join in the singing

weeping.

But

in more
a heavy

when

spirits,

she

She could

of the hymn

for

as she listened, every

holy word from the love and goodness of
God soothed her weary, troubled heart.

Comforted, and with her heart humbled
and fll] of submission, she went

home.

* The Father of the widow and fatherless

will care for his ows;” this and a com-

forting little saying from the pulpit:
*“ Through quietness and hope yé shall

become strong,” occupied her mind on

the way home.

vi

During the sermon

a wealthy

;
gentle-

man noticed the. widow "in her trouble,
and resolved to acquaint himself with her
misfortune.
In the evening, the widow sat-with her

by the faint glimmer of the lamp- children

thence spreadto Gaul

or

France,

can be made at the present
of all sorts

of

colors,

day.

two

or

three

layers

the

A man stepped in, saying: “A

good friend has sent you

this cow

this sack with his friendly wishes.”

and

And

* ‘immediately from the astonished group
he hastened away.

A

iL Kl

much nicer
cow than the one. lost,

was tied before the house. Shouting
with joy, the children led her to the stable. It was, however, not so easy a mat. ter to carry the heavy bag of corn into
wt

back.

glass. was

the most

rod,
soft,

were

Venetian

celebrated.

The

great cathedralof St. Mark was built in
the eleventh century, and as its inside

there

were

six

different

kinds of work in which the workmen,

who were all placed upon

the

island” of |

Murano, and protected by government,
excelled, the chief of which were vitro di

trima (lace-work), latticino (with milk-

white threads), crackled or frozen, and

avvanturino (speckled with gold).”

buried, as you know, only seventy

years

but

Can not you do so, believing

that He does Iis part as fully us you trust
Him!”
“I never saw the way so clearly before. Yes, I can trust Him; I do believe
Him. Iwill cast myself upon Him, sins
and all. Oh, I am so glad!”
And the face that had been shadowed
with doubt and discouragement lighted
up with a new-found joy.—Good News.

drawn together from Asia and elsewhere,
and glass-making became the chief industry of the city. The Venetian glasses,
cups, mirrors, &c., are all very light and
and

Willie look-

obey, Willie,’ said his mother;

O's arms.

surfaceis almost entirely covered with
mosaics, chiefly composed of glass, a
great quantity of glass-workers were

elegant;

Willie,

Mr. O. tried to persuade him,

‘Now,

cut off, on the surface of which would be
seen beautiful pictures, some of the lines
of which were so fine that they can only
be seen by a magnifying glass.
Ages, the

reached

‘don’t make him wait; he is all ready.’
‘ The boy trembled ; but there was no
other way, and he leaped from the roof.
His trust in Mr, O. was faith; and when
he was clasped in a pair of strong arms,
he did not doubt that he was there; he
was not afraid to rest. Christ tells us to
cast ourselves upon him just so, and believe that he receives us.”
‘Is that the way?” asked the young
girl; “do you trust Christ sop”
“Yes, just in that way; simply and
wholly as Willie threw himself into Mr.

was drawn out to any degree of fineness.

Middle

O.

¢ Now,

as good fish,” said the owner, who
chanced to overhear his words, “if

had
you

man began to be impatient. “Meanwhile

the hungry fish snapped greedily at the
baited hook, and the young man lost all
his depression in the excitement of pulling them in; and when ‘the owner of the
line returned, he had caught a large number. Counting out from them as many
as were in the basket, and presenting
them to the young many the old fisherman
said :

“I fulfill my promise from the fish you

have caught, to teach you, whenever you
see others earning what you need,to waste
no time in fruitless wishing, but cast a
line for yourself.”
0-0

OUTDONE

00

BY A BOY.

study of C. Vosmaer,

Sallie

or, The Search for Truth.

Rochester

Ford,

author

er's Blind Daughter.”

By

The

Dream-

New York:

Places.”
spots in

and an essay all in a story.
Through the
mouths of imaginary characters, the author
carefully investigates and discloses the fallacies, robed in the garb of Science, which unbelievers in the Christian religion have ¢liimed
to find in the Bible.
The leading characters
are Ernest Quest, a wealthy young raan, thor-

istence of such a place:

Few men to-day entertain any deubt about
it, and most are agreed that we must indicate

bers worship
reason, and
would have led
Quest with them; Patten and Blanche Bray-

such ‘a luke
world,
-

try to lead him

in the right way; Prof.

Foster,

Judge

a spiritualist ;

earnest,

whole-souled

Christian;

an

his wife, also a Christian,

2. The Roman

but with

transferred

But laying

|

and strengthening

THE

STORY

Boston:

OF

James

—

In the same general line

MINE.

pp. 172. ($1.00).
Bret Harte has a

One can not compare

R. Osgood

By

&

reputation

Bret

nal, containing three
Newspaper Agency,”
(10 cents).

Harte.

Co. 18mo.

all

The

his own.

readilyto those givingus the
ures of real life. The new

most vivid pietdevelopmentof

of Sin Etere

sermonsby Rev.

by

of American

Justin

“ The Religious

21 Barclay

leading article in the

the Magazine

his writings with. those

of others, for they are unique, and it is, we
think, this uniqueness and originality which
have given him _so high a position among
American authors. The reading world is not
satisfied with purely
moral and historical
stories clothed in however
so beautiful garb.
It demands something new, some picture from
life. As we pause longer before some painting which represents man or nature true to
life, than before the imagined embodiment of
perfection in either, so in books we turn most
’

with the above isa

pampblet entitled Punishment
D. Fulton, and. published

A

in

of a future hell.
"Whether it be eternal in duration, isa matter which we reserve for future
discussion.—(15 cents).

Christian

faith of the reader.

and Renan

None others. Allmen who read the Bible
with their eyes open dosee in it the doctrine

her af-

in refuting

the

in England,

It can not be possible there is a hell.”

that she

aside these minor considerations

skepticism

under whatever

trine of Restorationi~m, or the graduation into
happiness after a period of suffering in the
future world.
Who deny that there is a hell?
1. A very few among the Second Adventists—the more ignorant of them.
2. A handful of gross Materialists of no religious belief.
8. A few lisping Sentimentalists,
whose only argument is, * Oh, what a horrible thought !

fections to. Ernest Quest.
The author certainly understands better how to deal with the intellects of her cffaracters than their hearts.
the book will serve a good purpose

future

a

6. It is the commonly received opinion in
the Unitarian church.
7. It is involved, of necessity, in the creeds
of all, of whatever name, who hold tothe doc-

Her passion for Julian Gray i&of too sudden a

impossible

the

Catholic church, in all lands.

in America, Hume

growth to be naturally as overpowering as it
is represented, and if really it was thus abalmost

of

France, have declared that the Bible does teach:
the existence of hell.
.
6. The Universalist church. Mr. Balfour, in
his * Inquiry,” says: * Most Universallsts
have conceded this to their oppcnents, that
there is & Dince of future punishment.
Winchester,
Murray, Chauncey, Huntington, and
others, all admit that there is a place of future
punishment, and that the name of it is Hell.”

pulpit and pew,” are
think
the author
trustee.
Rev, Mr.
in real life.
What
characteristic of the

so speedily have

maps

4. All prominent Infidels and Skeptics in:
all lands and in all time. Such men. as Paine

book is its romance.
There are too many
hastily made matches, and even Ernest Quest
is not disposed of satisfactorily to our minds.
Miss Vivian, though good, isjweak-minded.

should

our

3. The Greek church, holding sway over
countless acres of earth, and millions of men.

The committee meetings of the church,

sorbing it seems

:

1. The Evangelical church,
name, on all the Biche,

influence over Quest, as, without anchor or
rudder, he drifts from atheism to rationalism
and then to spiritualism, till he finally settles
on the Christian faith.
The theories of Tyndall and modern
spiritualism are skillfully
handled.
Other characters possess much inillustrating the *“ modern
So true we might almost
had been herself a church
Prandell is too often met
seems to us the weakest

on

Who are agreed concerning t?

“an undue regard for society and society opin:
fon; his daughters, and many others, all of
whom, in one way or another, throw their

terest.

on famous
among the

D. Lothrop &
Co.
(Boston) publish a
pamphlet entitled Is There a Hell? It is written by Rev. John A. ('ass, A. M., who comes
to the’ following conclusions asto the ex-

educated and traveled,and seeking the

Lydsten,

of the * Poems of

It also includes poems
European
Turkey and

Danubian principalities. It'i
a most
s delight
ful volume.—Boston: James R. Osgood &
Co.

truth among the theories of scientists; Julian
Gray , a member of a secret club whose membrook, who pray for him and

R. Osgood & Co.

subject of the last volume

Sheldon

($1.50).
12mo. pp. 634.
& Co.
“ Ernest Quest” is a sermon, an argument,

oughly

treats faithfully or

of the great artist,—

Mr. Longfellow in his poetical trip arouna
the world has reached Greece, and that
is the

of * Grace

Truman’’ and *¢ Mary Bunyan,

and

the youth and manhood
Boston: James
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N. Y.—

March number

History

of

(A.S.

Barnes & Co., New York and Chicago), is an
interesting account,
by 0. 8. Marshall, of Buf-

falo, of DeCeloron’s expedition to the

Ohio in

1749, illustrated by a map of his itinérary,

ani

containing the inseriptions ou the leaden plates

buried by him at the confluences of the rivers
he passed.
DeCeloron was dispatched by the

Governor of Canada to anticipate the occupa

tion by the English of the disputed territory
south of the Ohio river, the rights over which

the treaty of Aix la Chapelle did not definitely

settle.

This is essentially a new investigation,

and is treated with the accustomed grace. and
ater
@ deveicpment in the ab- | “Skill of the accomplished historian. The next sence of society, on the Pacific coast, has article is a sketeh from the pen of Hon. John
brought out new phases of human nature R. Bartlett, of Providence, of * The Four
Be |

ed

©

which Bret Harte, in a wonderful manner,
has embodied in his stories and poetry.
Among the most wretched and abandoned men

and women, hanging on

the outskirts of civil

ization, he has found virtues, which

rarity are like priceless jewels.

for their

His stories

once read can never be forgotten, and however

3

i

A lad in Boston, rather small for his
years, works in an office as errand boy

for four gentlemen who do business there.
One day the gentlemen were chaffing him

a little about being so small, and said to
him's ©,
‘“ You never will amount to much, you

4-0-6
hd
v

Linguired ; * this room is very dusty.”
“I think there is dust on your eye-glasses,

ma'am,” she

said,

modestly.

And

sure

he replied. But they were anxious to know,

and urged him to tell what he could

that none of them

were

able

to

lobbying, “tbe great New England Senator” delivers

one of his

characteristic

do.

do,

speeches and

the matter is put upon the calendar of unfinished business. The author seems to be more at

home among the mountains of the West than
in the National Capital. The book is written

as forcibly as his other productions, and yet
it is a question ifit is wise to preserve in liter-

ature delineations of character

somuch

profanity.

Such

a

which

require

doubt seems to

bave occurred to the author’s mind, for after
a mishap to the coach on the plains he remarks: “ Then followed an outbreak of pro-

fanity which I regret, for artistic purposes,exceeds that generous limit which a sympathizing public has already extendedto me in the

explication of character. . . For the spirit of
this and a more cultivated poetry of expression, I beg to refer the temperate reader to the

8d chapter of Job.”

HENRI: or, The Little Savoyard in Paris.
A Translation.
By Mrs. Lizzie P. Lewis.
New York: William B. Mucklow.
16mo.
pp. 125.

This is a fine translation
little story

about

a boy

of a very pleasant
whose

courage

and

fortitude make him a worthy example for
others to imitate. The little boy lived with
his grandmother in the Chamounix, but she

died, and a few

moments

after

an

avalanche

swept that way destroying his home and ruining his little farm.
He was left alone and

penniless, but a rich

man

Wwereriding by and gave him

never can do much business, you are too
small.” “ THERE'S DUST ON YOUR GLASSES."
The little fellow looked at them :
I don’t often put on glasses to examine
“ Well,” said he, *‘ as small as I am, I
Katy's work ; but one morning not long can do something which none
of you four
since I did so upon entering & room she men can do.”
r
:
had been sweeping.
Did you forget to
‘ Ah, what is that?” said they.
open the windows when you swept Katy?”
‘I don’t know as I ought to tell you,”
,

| Henri had been : taught to

and

his daughter

a purse of gold.

Kings of Canada,” the chiefs of the Six Nations, who visited the Court of Queen Anne,
under the conduet of C. H.
Nicholson, of
Maryland.
Thisarticle,
also, is illustrated by

an engraving reduced from the original portraits of the Sachems in four rare prints now
in the collection of the late John
Carter
Brown.
James Carson Brevortt closes the

place

his trust in

so and so.

‘When her story was

very little anxiety for further information
on the point.

The mints are making dispatch in reference to the new coinage, anda first lot
of the new dollars will be ready for circulation in a fortnight'’s time. Dr. Linderman has proposed a handsome device for

mon’ substance has been and still ‘is; T'said, smiling: “There is dust finished,
on your the coin, and it has been approved.
2

Revolutionary navy, whose career was
full of
incident.
The Notes and Queries, and the

usual Literary Notices

of late historical pub-

lications complete this number.

The March number of the Metropolitan Puipit and Homiletic Monthly contains the following sermons in condensed form: * The

Darkness of Unbelief,” William Ives Biding-

ton, D. D.; “ Paul in the Storm, and his Celestial Visitant,” James M. Ludlow, D. D.;

“Strength and Beauty

inCharacter” (a Funer-

al sermon), Rev. R. W. Davis; “Life Hereafter

‘Taught in the Old Testament,” Edward P.
Ingersoll, D. D.; “ The Psalmist’s Description
ofa Good Man,” John Hall, D, D.; “ The
Debt
of Love to Our Neighbor,” G. F. Krotel.D. D. 3

“The

Permanency

of the

from a receipt his father had used.

He

pros-

pered well, One night he = discovered some
men robbing the safe of a tax-office.
He re.
ported them to Robespierre and secured his
friendship.
Meantime, his former friends,
who had been kind to him when his grand.
mother died, were arrested and condemned
to death, since they belonged to the aristoc.
racy. Henri, through the friendship of Robegpierre, secured the release of jthe little
girl and
aided in the escape of her father, and they
all

returnedto Chamounix together.
The story
is very prettily told,’ its moral and influence
are good, and boys who like to read of bravery
can find no better hero than Henri,

The Fountain of Song is the title of a col
lection of hymns and songs Just published by
Biglow & Main, New York,
It is especially

odiesnow inuse by Christian people,

and will

be likely to make itself widely known «It contains 172 hymns and songs, the most of which
are set to music. The volume is edited by Rev,
Wm, Lowry and W. H. Doane.—30
cts. each,or
eee
$25 per hundred,
Our latest volume in the * Artist Biography”
series is devoted to Rembrandt, * the head
of the art of Holland, and one of the most orig-

inal and prolific artists that the world has ever
seen,” The volume is based on the careful
|]

Displacement

in

our Moral Natures,” Geo. H. Hepworth,
D.D.;
*“ The Obstacles to a Christian Life and
how
to Overcome Them,” T. DeWitt Talmage,
D.

D.; also other sermons by clergymen outside
of New York and Brooklyn,
These conden-

sations, with but three exceptions, were
prepared by the clergymen themselves,
In addi-

tion to the above there

are a number

mons, in brief (translated), from the

of sermost em-

inent of living German divines; an article
full
of instructive advice to clergymen by Dr.
Armitage, subject, “ An Accomplished Min-

istry;” a paper by Dr. Palmeron “ The Ser-

mon

as a Work of Art”; hints at the meaning

of texts; an eminent

Episcopal

clergyman’s

advice against a too rigid adherence
to the
arranged Scripture lessons for texts and
themes 3
also a number of illustrations and similes
sug-

God, and, relying upon him, he started for
Pari
to s
gain his living by selling ink made gestive toa clergyman, etc.

,,1 adapted for use in tempera
nce meetings, but is
enough the eye-glasses were at fault, and can keep from swearing?”
said the little by no means out of place in prayer
or devonot Katy. I rubbed them off and every- fellow. There were
some blushes on tional meetings of any sort or in the home cirthing looked bright and clean, the carpet four manly faces,
and there seemed to be cle. It contains some of the most popular mel.

after the Christian era. During the Mid- like new, and Katy’s face said,—I'm
glad
dlo Ages it was made for windows in all it was the glasses and not ‘me
this time.
European countries, aud was especially This has taught me a good lesson, I,
applied to churches whose. stained or ‘o myself upon leaving the room,
and one
painted glass windows were among their I shall remember through life. =
choicest art treasures. I think, my boy,
That evening Katy cameto me with
if yeu were to study the subject a. little, some kitchen trouble. The cook had
done

and learn how really valuable this ¢ com-

py. I could sell them at a fair price, and
buy me*food and lodgings.”
* “I will give you just as many, and just

will do me a trifling favor.”
* And what is that?” asked the other.
said his mother, ‘* Mr. O.
* Only to tend this line till
says he will certainly catch you; does he
I come back.
I wish to go on a short errand.”
not always tell you the truth?
The proposal was gladly accepted. The
“Oh, yes! he say true,’ Willie anold man was gone so long that the young
swered.

and then the outside layer was cut into

the

Mr.

If, now, I had these, I would be hap-

‘¢ ‘Willie,’

beautiful and intricate patterns. But the
most curious process was the putting together, according to a certain pattern,
rods or threads of different colors and

“In

said,

the child was afraid to trust.

different

pieces

and

ed at the stone pavement below and drew

er and heated till they united at the edges,

flat

arms

jump, and I will catch you.”

and

light, and comforted herself with God's
‘ Was glass always used for windowword, and the resolution that with great panes, mother?”
industry she would strive to replace their | * Not so universally as it is now, and
loss. * We will,” said she, ‘first raise a yet more than is generally supposed. A
at; perhaps,
sometime, we may again fragment of a glass window-pane was
wi pis id soft knock interrupted found in one of the houses of Pompeii,

" her.

anxious for his safety.
up his

colors and kinds were laid closely togeth-

‘When this rod cooled,

have

crept to the edge, where his friends stood

than

shades, and combining them in one
which, while it was still warm and

I

his little feet slid in the descent; so he

It was

of

anything.

violently than yesterday, holding her roughly by thearm ; she held down her head, and
her blue eyes were full of large tears. ‘What
are you about here?’ he asked. She wept
and said, ‘I wanted to kiss the hen, and
beg her pardon for frightening her yesterday: but I was afraid to tell you."
‘“ And the father kissed the innocent
child’s forehead, and I kissed her on the
mouth and eyes."—Hans Christian Andersen.

Bebietv,

we may differ about their formative influence
upon character, we must all agree that they historical branch of this monthly by a critical
teach
us charity and indulgence to even the investigation of the question, “ Where are the
does not seem as if He received me; I
rema
ins ”
of Columbus?
most wretched of human beings.
The biography is of °
am always afraid He does not. Oh, I do
“ The Story of a Mine” is the recital of the Col. Rudolphus Ritzema, whose interesting
contest between several parties over the pos- diary of the Canada campaign of 1775 appeared
not kuow howto believe and trust.”
COAST A LINE FOR YOURSELF.
session of a quicksilver mine in the
*‘ Let me illustrate faith to you. The
last year in the magazine.
A
young man stood listlessly watching Coast Range. The original discovererMonterey - ments are a series of letters The original docu.
other day a little boy climbed a ladder to
is murwritten to Cornethe roof of the house. It was an unsafe some anglers on a bridge. He was poor dered. A clever Spanish girl ignorantly lius Ten Broeck, of Rocky Hill, New Jersey,
forges
a name by which other parties try to by hissons in the Revolutionary army, entitled
place, and his mother hastened to call and dejected. At last approaching a
sustain their claim,
‘ News from Camp.” The reprint isa
narhim down. Theroof was slippery, and basket filled with wholesome-looking fish Washington where byThe scene is changed to rative
a disgusting process of
of Lieut. Luke Matthewman, of the
’
he sighed :

opaque, and used for all sorts of purposes, the colors being given by metals.
Often

do

“I would if I could; but when I try, it

Spain

transparent

=

me; trust me; cast your sins upon me.’ *

and Britain. The Roman glass was wonderfully beautiful and possessed a texture

more like that of precious stones

for

tried and tried; but I get no better.”
““ Jesus says to such as you, ‘ Believe in

Egyptians seem to have originated no
AND THE CALL OF THE BELL.
other color. Nearly all the nations of
i
1
erman.)
antiquity seem to have known about and
Bl
used glass. It was, of course, among the
BY L.A. H.
* spoils’ which the Jews carried up into
.A widow with, difficulty supported her- Canaan ; it was made in Rome
two cenself and her five children by the work: of ' turies before the Caris(ia
n era, and from

tlefield.

.

*“ And what can you do for yourself in
the case?”

combs and among the ruins of Egypt,
and, curiously enough, the earliest glass
known was that which has been so much

@ircle.

felt glad when
and ia
lier father came out and scolded her more

with her, ‘ thal you are a sinner,

thus became glass.”
‘““ Yes, that is the old

Hiterary

He laughed and asked, ** What is a body

to do?” ‘Keep your own well rubbed
up, and you will not know whether others
need it or not.” I will,” he replied. I
think as a family we are all profiting by
it into hot oil while it is still warm, in that little incident, and through life will
which case it may be dropped on a stone never forget the meaning of—** There's
floor without receiving any injury. There dust on your eye-glasses."—New York
are six kinds of glass made, each require- Observer.
O-0-0-0-b
ing a peculiar fabrication and a_ peculiar
+o
building and furnace. These are bottle,
WHAT THE MOON SAW.
crown, sheet window, plate, flint, and
* Yesterday,” said the moon to me, “I
colored glasses. You would be interest- looked down upon a small court-yard,
ed also, I think, in the process of cutting surrounded oa all sides by houses. In
or engraving glass, Formerly this could the court-yard sat a clucking hen with
only be done with a diamond or very hard eleven chickens; and a pretty little girl
steel point, and under the pressure some was running and jumping around them.
of the very finest and heaviest plates The hen was frightened, and screamed,
would develop a crack or flaw which ren- and spread out her wings over the little
dered them useless ; but recently a proc- brood. Then the girl's father came out
ess has been discovered called a sand- and scolded her; and I glided away and
blast, by which fine, sharp sand is blown thought no more over the matter.
steadily against the glass; the curiosity is
‘ But this evening, only a few minutes
that a piece of lace fastened on the sur- ago, I looked down into the
same courtface will not be injured, while ils pattern yard. Everything was quiet. But preswill be distinctly cut upon the smooth, ently the little girl came forth again, crept
polished surface."—N. ¥. Observer.
quietly to the hen-house, pushed back the
0-0
0-0
bolt, and slipped into the apartment of
the hen and chickens... They cried out
ILLUSTRATION OF FAITH.
loudly, and came fluttering down from
** But I don’t know how to trust Christ
their perches, and ran about in dismay,
as my Saviour,” said a young girl. 4]
and the little girl ran after them. I saw
hear what is said, but I donot understand
it quite plainly, for I looked through a
how it is; I do not see the way.”
hole in the hen-house wall. I was angry
“Do you feel,” said one who spoke
with the willful child, and

you have put your contemptuous only
before one of the most interesting and
useful things manufaetured by men.
The
word glass, which our Saxon ancestors
spelt glaes, wasat first given to all things

sum ;
:
Not as a slave, but a8 thy child, we hear
The spirit-blind, who with a master’s key,
Unloek new wonders in Thy universe,
By all their searching can not find out Thee—
The mighty to create, confine, disperse;

boy;

a loss for a suitable comparison.
“But common things are often

and after this every

article must be annealed—that is, gradually cooled to preventtheir flying to pieces
when anything touches them. Sometimes
the glass is made very tough by plunging

just as

common as—windows,” said the
O Thou, whom we are taught, in faith, to call
Our Father, glad in our dear right we come

not

taste of the workmen,

“Why only glass, my son?”

—Anon.

Science stands mute before them,

¢ It

looked like great jewels—green, red,
blue and white, only shining and moving
Just like fire.”
:
* She means the sign above the store,
mother ; it does look pretty when the
gas is lighted
; but, then, you know, its
only glass, after all.”

Around to-day;
Fill the space with loving work
And therein stay.

awe

he

opened my heart to help you.”
—

would

* There,is one use of “which you have

The next day the kind, rich man visited the widow.
‘You bronght ycur
tears,” said he, *‘to our Lord in, the
church, and therefore he has comforted
you. Ihave long been owing God a

Teach me, Father, how to pray,
May I understand

Their

you
!

| given to my lot; so take that which I sent

' Feed from living springs,

And when tempests ’round me
Hide me ‘neath thy wings.

again say only glass.” glasses, Katy ; rub them off, you will see
better.” She understood me and left the
not told us, mother,—telescopes, micro- room.
scopes, and all that.”
I told the incident to the children, and
‘Yes, optical glasses ; natural science it is quite common to hear them say to
would still be in its babyhood but for each other, ** Oh, there's dust on your
these, and, strangely enough, they were glasses.” Sometimes I am referred to.
discovered almostas soon as glass was. ‘‘ Mamma, Harry has dust on his glasses ;
A lens, which is a piece of glass thicker can’t he rub them off?”
in the middle than ai the edges, was
When I hear a person criticising another,
found among the ruins of Nineveh; the condemning perhaps a course of action he
Emperor Chan of China, 2,283 years be- knows nothing about, drawing inferences
fore Christ, is said to have observed the prejudicial to the person or persons, I
planets through a glass. Spectacles were think right away *‘there's dust on your
invented by Salvino d’Armato in Florence glasses, rub it off.” The truth is, everybefore 1317. Cornelius Drebbel invented body wears these very same glasses, only,
the microscope in 1572, and Kepler, the the dust is a little thicker on some than
telescope, in 1571.7.
on others, and needs harder rubbing to
*“I should like to see glass made.”
get it off.
“Yes; sometime I will take both you
I said this to John one day, some little
and Alice to a glass-house; the process is matter coming up, that called forth the
very interesting. First, the ingredients remark: ‘ There are some people I wish
are pulverized very finely and baked. would begin to rub, then,” said he.
Then they are melted together, and the ‘‘ There is Mr. So and So and Mrs. So
melted mass is either poured into molds and So, they are always ready to pick at
and pressed into shape, which is an en- some one, to slur, to hint. I don't know, I
tirely American invention,or blown into don’t like them.” <I think my son John
bubbles and then shaped by the skill and has a wee bit on his glasses just now.”

help

| thankoffering for the rich bl&ssing he has

Lead, Almigbty—where thou wilf,

:

The mother could

| weeping for joy.
|

verbatim

publication

There is also the

of the

notes

used

by

Dr. Deems in one of his recent sermons. This
willbe interesting to clergymen who care to
see how other clergymen work. Published by
the Religious Newspaper Agency, 21 Barclay

Street, New York.
per year, $2.00).

(Single number, 25 cents;

, The March-April number of the Internctional Review(A. 8. Barnes & Co. ypublishers)

opens with the Confederate Reminiscences of
Ale Tater

H. Stephens, who combats the republished statements of General Richylor. The Hon. David A. Wells presents a review of the Elements of National
Wealth, including the annual incomes and savings of the principal nations of the world, Will
T.
Prichard,F. R. 8. long a resident of Mexico,
treats the Mexican
ion under the title of
the “Mexico of the
exicans,” commenting on
the policy of the United States, An account
of
the lives of famed women of Bolo,
is givcently

en by

sor

Madame Villari of Italy, wife of Profes-

Villari, who was minister of public instruction under Victor Emmanuel,
The topic
the Method of Electi ng the President, past of
ad

future,is discussed from

litical points of view

by

the judicial and
Judge

Thomas

M.

Cooley, of Michigan, and de
on. Abram 8,
York. Other articles are by
Hewitt, of New

the Rev, Dr. Samuel

General

de Poyster,

York and its [ai

od: on Modern Love;

of New. York,

on New

Professor A. P. Pea.

body, D. D., LL. D., of Harvard

College,

The Relation of Morality to Religion, includingon

the mode, rn
F. von Holtsymposium; Baron
zendorfh the well-known German jurist, on
Imperial Federalism in Germany. Silver in
Art i8 appropriately described by FE. C. Tay-

lor, of wr

Fork,

;

:

po-

§gt 9

:

|

deathless forever!
chavgeless, utterly true,

Forever old, and forever new,

himself very unpopular with
slituents.
vention, he

every Tibor, enjoyment.~Jacobi.
perfectest herald of joy; I were
is the
bet ite athe re if Icould say how much.—
Shakespeare.

of the

as one

pursued

means to fame, but fame to be accepted as the
only recompense which mortals can bestow on
There is no funeral so sad to

follow

as the

funeral of our own youth, which we have been
amperiug with fond desires and ambitious
es, and all the bright berries that hang in

asm

to censure
him for his course.
Wade, however, conscious that he

of the hour, took the stump,

and

Benjamin F. Wade.

One of the sterling champions of equal

+h

3

i conchiston;—in

—

-adyvanee

Greeley's advice, to go West.

national

equal

in

hight,

1800,

cas of 3

village,

ter.

a school

In the fall of 1823,

as

in win-

a drover

em-

loyed him to assist in driving cattle, and

Vade led a

steer m front of the herd all

the way from

Ohio

to

New

York,

the

driver's little pack being tied on the back
of ‘the ox's horns. He thus walked six
times from Ohio to New York.
In one
of these trips in 1825, Mr. Wade stopped
near Albany, and taught school during
the winter, and in the spring hired as a
laborer on the

Erie

canal,

with a wheelbarrow

and

summer, an incident

to

and

worked

spade all that

which

Senator

Seward once made a complimentary allusion in the United States Senate.
In 1826, having retarned to Ohio, he
began the study ofthe law, and in August, 1828, was

ddmitted

to practice

in

the courts of Ashtabula county, Ohio.
He spttled down at, Jefferson, and was
near) twenty-nine years old before he
ived
a case.

Into

seemed a great thing to
himself with

such

that

him,

case,

which

he threw

earnestness

and

en-

thusiasm that the members of the bar
present were
greatly amused, but the

venerable. presiding judge, discerning the
qualities of the man,

took

occasion

pri-

vately to Bi e him a word of encouragement. Mr. Wade used to say no one
could

ever

know

how

kind words of the J

how they put courage

much

did

the

him, and

ito his heart to

fight the future Dates “of his life. He
devoted/himself his
to
law books so zeal-

. ously,as well asto his cases, that after
six years’ unremitting
toil Wade found
himself employed in
almost every case
of importance litigated in the ‘circuit
where he practiced. He was now a man
of note ; his law business was constantly
increasing, and money was coming in to

fill this pockets.

In 1835,he. was elect-

an

his

small

ways on the defensive.

foree so

the annexation of Texas

The question
comin

up,

al-

of

he

met it with the spirit which ever characterized his subsequent. political career,
as the following extract from one of his
speeches will show:
=
“This State of Texas coming to the
Union as it must (if at all) ‘with the. in-

stitution of slavery interwoven with its
. social habits, being brought into, this
Union for the sole object of extending

the accursed system of human bondage,
it can not have my voice or vote; for, so
help me God, I will never assist

ing one rood
country.”

of slave.

and

and

very

small,

deep

set

Ohio, showing

the

indomitable qualities

whieh had distinguished every step of his
upward course. . ..
Surprising as it may seem, notwithstanding Mr. Wade's bitter opposition to
slave power, the Southern men always
respected him. Mr. Toombs,the Georgia
fire-eater, said of him, in Senate: ¢¢
friend from Ohio puts the matter squarely.
He is always honest, outspoken
and

straightforward:
and I wish to God the

rest of you would imitate him. He
speaks out like a man. He and I can
agree about

everything on

our sable population.” . .

earth

except

i

in

The Education

gotten.

rebellion,

will

tion can lay

hall and

With whom

Butit is not only by books,

she professed to

in .add-

territory to. this

replied, ¢ My Lord God

which

Having thus defined his position and
revealed his sympathies; Mr. Wade was

in

some

has

many

a

guidance, whether Mr, Wade could

good and evil, from

the

things

great

reflux of human affairs,

with

peculiarity of our times causes

Domingo and reportin regard

to the desirability of its annexation.

He

the measure.

unkind

in

which

flux

and

which

the

all to be-

life brings with it, or ought to bring with

it, is an increasing sense

of the differ-

ence between whot is hollow and what is
real, what is artificial and what is honest,

what is permanent
tory.

and

** There are,”

what

says

is transi-

Goethe,

ina

proves pointed out to. me long age by
rd Houghton as a summary of human
wisdom, ‘‘ many echoes in the world,
but few voices.”
It is the business of the
education of after.life to make us more

and nfore alive to this distinction.—Dean

Stanley.
It must become an American fashion to
consider others. And this fashion must
sooner or later take the form of volun-

tarily limiting
cumulations.
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Till

profits

then, our

and

ac-

civilization

is barbarous. and our Christianity :a failure.— Christian Register.
It costs the United States about

$1,700

a year to support a soldier Bphting

the

Indians.
It costs the American
Board
about half as much to support a mission-

ary preaching to them. Would it not be
cheaper to send more missionaries and
fewer soldiers?— Sunday Afternoon.
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monument to be erected to Thiers.
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years
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She was
a mother in Israel, a pioneer

with great delight.
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Her end was peace.
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a week in your own town. Terms and a $5
outfit free. Address H. HALLETT 3 co
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J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine £t,,N.Y.
Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairs.
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colors—-and

\| gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
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:
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Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid :

One old and one new subscriber.
Clubs of six or more, one-{kird new sus-

each

-

-

$2.00

and Ro commission

Sample copies sent free,
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and
children, are
printed ‘month! , at therate of
100 copies to one address for $6.00. If the order
is_for less than four months at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men ih advance. Sample copies sent f-ee.
The Psalmody
isthe denominational Hymn Book, exten
sively used. - Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.

Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts;

postage 8 cents.
The Racred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially tor prayer meetings,
35
cents;

postage, 2 cents.

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the

bound volumes embrace

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
50
cents; postage, 9 cents.
The Treatise
:
:
contains a brief statementof the dpctrines
and our general
held by the denomination,
nsages in church-building. It 18 published by authoricy of the General Conference. 23 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.

PLINY DUDLEY died at the residence of his
son-in-law, J. N. Benton, near Dixon, Missouri, Feb. 27,1817, aged 70 years and 10 months.
He was an affectionate and loving husband, a
kind and indulgent father, a quiet, unpretentious, unassuming Christian gentleman,
For
more than thirty years he was a member of

the F. B, church.

$6

1y42

SE.

‘WE have the

d, It.con|

8sheets

and best selling
Stationery Fuckage in th)

A reader of the Star from

its initial number; he ever had. a good word
for it: He was a native of Maine, but came

X

i!

©O0., 11 Clinton Place, New York:
:
15647

ELIHU

The Little Star and Nigrtle
y
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
7
Terms : single copy, each, 35 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, »
=
+
25 cents,

months, leaving
five children and many
friends to mourn. - She was converted when
15 years old and was baptized by Rev.
Sam’l Libby, joining the F. B. church and
remaining u worthy member seventy years.

teemed as a household

AT

Over Oocheco Bank, Dover. N. H.,

:

publication offices are

inadvance,

scribers,

denominational work and promptness .at

SARAH

COUNSELLOR

colleges.

Postage is paid by the publisher.

all the meetings of the church, and this continued to the last, she being in the conference
triumphantly,
’

or

Western Department, should be addressed to Do.

Wins-

before her death.

For

The Morning
Star.
is a large religious paperof eight pages, in its
fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary
and pro-

She was

her

best

M. REED

athizing in all her busband’s work and laPayment always in advance,
rs, ever ministering to his necessities espe- | allowed
on money sent.

Dec.

CALVIN SANDERS,

TAKE THE
Chicago,Ruck Island & Pacific R. R.
ys

For all points in

COLORADO, KANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
and the TERRITORIES.

DINING AND RESTAURANT CARS
are run on the

OVERLAND

Ministers Manual.
just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful for all charch members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions ; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well artauged; stating in fifteen
ages all the important parliamentary rules of derave
bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 756
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
;

}

TRAINS

Furnishing

baptized by Rev. H. Chandler andavas a worthy member of the F. B. church for fifty years,
As a wife she was a (rue helpmeet, ever sym-

friendship,

the

Ridgeville, Indiana.

67 years and 9 months, leaving a husband, four
ay
and a large circle of friends to meurn

the loss of a true Christian friend,

or

Principal.

the Secretary,

letters
Com.

Ezra

schools

A. M.,

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Spring Term
will open March 12, 1878, and close May 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commence»
ment Thursday, May 30. For catalogue address

to in

many

scientific

Spring Term commences Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1878.
orthwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 1, 1877.

low, died in New Portland, Me., Feb, 16, aged

SISTER

ADVERTISEMENTS.

a circu.

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
P. R. CLASON, A. B., Principal, with a complete board of assistants. For further particulars

sweet sleep, and was soon ‘“ safe in the arms
of Jesus.” The parents and little brother of
the deceased are sustained by the
grace of
God, and comforted by
the sympathy of a

Me.,

courses,

For particular information, send for

GEO. F. CHACE,

gazing upon some far away scene of ineffable
glory. Krom this attitude he fell back into a

died peacefully,
Chris’.

full

further information

pprdenlats,
address
the principal,
AYES, Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., Jan. 13, 1877.

prayer, opened wide his large blue eyes and
gave one long, eager look npward. The whole
expression of face and eyes wus that of one

week
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EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi-

of

knees,

sprang

piety, her true

Ass.

Preparatory,

address the Principal, or E. TASKER,

fairly

S1sTER MARY

I, D. STEWART, Dover.N. H.,
For sale also b;
FAIRBANKS & C0.,.48 Madison St., Chicago,
Ill.
PENFIELD & C0., Hillsdale, Mich.
“5 D. LoTHROP & CO., 32 Franklin St., Boston,

Wis,
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
ofie: rs to students important and peculiar advanta-

honored

on

He

Hotablishmont
is a briet historical statement, &c. Publish.
ed by order of the General Conterence, and for
gratuitous distrib ution.
the dozen,
The above named: books are sold
the order,
at 20 per cent. discount: for cashiwi
or on recei
the books.
Send your
orders to

R. I.

address the Principal, Rev.'S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.

from

pain disappeared; his countenance took
radiant.

and

and
pol-

Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a desirable church covenant.

ato. yet

at reasonable

nglish

expression which was at first restful, and then

ships of pioneer life.

?

which contains a historical s
|
| a brief nofice of our doetrinal bass,church
ity ‘and institutions,

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

M. ATWOOD:

Stanley’s, sweetheart married another
person. What shall it profit a man if he
best girl?

_

July 11, 1876.

GEORGE FRANEIS, Jounier son of Rev. and
Mrs. KF. L. Wiley, died of diphtheria, at White
field, N. H., Feb. 8, aged 5 years and 3 months,
Georgie was a precocious child, He loved to
attend church and Sunday-school, and never
tired of listening to the dear old stories of the
Bible.
He suffered much during
his
last
hours.
Whenalmost through he was seized
with convulsions from which he was not ex-

a constant reader of the. Star

loses: his

-

post, 10.cents,

good,and
she possessed a ar to Rev. W. COLEGROVE,A. M., President

town in which she died, enduring

and

-

16
16

was

attention

blunder, after all.

heathens

Scituate,

This Institution furnishes College

and consistent Christian and a member of the
Strafford F. B. church over sixty-five years.
She was ready to depart and bas entered upon

room only one

finds 15,000,000

INSTITUTE.—North

$1.00,

a

English and Scientific, and Ladtes”
Collegiate
course of Study. For further particulars address

She retained her faculties remark-

astonish them, but

Some printer sets up this: X. College
has ‘ humored” Rev. Y. Z. with the
degree of D. D., meaning honored, of
course. Perhaps it was not so bad a

Secretary.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This school was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction... With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue,
address the Principal.
IRVING B. SMITH.

Oct.

in Strafford, Vt
Vt.. Keb.eb

pendence was celebrated in town, she

in all

and improve them is a work fraught with
difficulty and teeming with danger.—
Colton.
;

arran

the

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six
courses for both sexes. For terms of ten weeks
each. Commercial College. Cheapest and best of
any in New England. Spiing ist
8 Monday,
Jan. 28, 1878.
Summer term
begins
Monday, April
5, and closes Thursday, June 20, 1878; Fall term
Doging Monday, Aug.
26. Send for Catalogue and
cular to

aged nearly 102 years, having lived with her
busband a bappy wedded life of 70 years.
Eighty ny of her long life were spent in Straffford,.
Her 100th birthday was celebrated at
her house by her neighbors and towns-people.
When the centennial of our national inde-

It is an easy and vulgar thing to please
the mob, and not a very arduous task to
benefit

Special

Spring term beghos

For particulars address

-

, Trach
:
y
:
~
werenot stereotyped (till within the last few
years,
and we: can furnish: only the following:
cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
g

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

Iowa.

year.

-

| C

strictly attended to. She was married, Nov.
VW HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—Spriug term be17, 1841, hier husband being a -F. Baptist mingins March 25, 1878. This Institution is one of
ister. She discarded sprinkling
as baptism,
the largest and best in the Stete. Terms moderate.
and was immersed, joining the first F. Baptist
Send for Catalogue.
i
church in Rutland, of which she continued
J. 8S. GANDINER, Principal,
one of its most active and worthy members till
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.
death. In the spring of 1877, she was called
I0
GRANDE
COLLEGE.—Rio
Grande,
Gallia
to mourn the death of her husband, being herCo., Ohio. The college year consists of four
self in poor health at that time. ' It was now
terms of ten weeks each.
:
hoped that, by rest and proper medical treatWinter term will begin Jan. 29, 1878. This new
ment, she would recover.
But the fond hopes
Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
of her family and friends were never realized. . the thorough manner in which instruction is imarted. The courses of study are the Normal,
She continued to decline, but manifested great
ommercial, College Preparatory and two Cellege
resignation in view of death, baving great
courses, viz.: Classical and Scientificfaith in the divine promises to the last moBoard, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50
ment.
S. IL. BARRETT.
er week. For further information appiy to Rev. Z. HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio
Grande, GalMRS. MARTHA
MOREY,
wife of the late
lia Co., Ohio.

active

to

as-

‘Wilton Junction, Iowa.

Dr,

Ohio,

Marks,

Burr,
wi
oe Fim
23
3
y
Jackson,
=~
- 50:
7? 05
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH:OF TH8 BIBLE; an excel
lent book for all who would * search the Scriptures ” Twenty-two lectures on
most important points-of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9

Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.

but she has entered into that city i

wife

for the coming

cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE,

four

were

and several copies are still.on. hand.

8.

competent

*

in addition to.the usual Calendar,

eir ua
I and of
ses
of our benevolent societies, an account of our
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, I cent per copy.
The
or
*
DA ioghaphios WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson are extensively read: by their friends,

Sec. & Treas.
Lyndonville, Vt.

COLLEGIATE

ton, Muscatine Co.,

ments

March 26, 1878.

a continual

'Her funeral services

INSTITUTE.—J.,

I. W. SANBORN,

John Bright said lately that *¢ You cially in the last years when his health had
been extremely
poor, depriving bim in a great
might almost as well ask a spider to give measure
of ministerial labors. * As a mother,
up weaving his web or to destroy that he no labor nor sacrifice was spared for the good
had woven as to ask the great body of of her children, five of whom she had followed
lawyers to consent to a simplicity and to the grave. The Christian life was striking“Ay illustrated in ‘her moral walk, her constant
purification of the law.”

essentially

contains,

With competent

A. M., Principal, with

brief illness,

thought.

¢
Elder
in
church, and her early religious

come more or less conversant.
One of
the experiences which the education of

the

have

a

retentive memory that took hold of matters of
the day, as well as of the early history of our
country. I may truthfully say that Brother
and Sister Morey left an honorable record in
the town they resided in so long. But the

If

carried them out or not.
In the winter of 1871, Mr. Wade was
appoinied one of the Commissioners to

Fairport,

LITERARY

BROWN,

those who have senses exercised to discern between true and false, between

at-

all, certainly excellent rules for executive

YNDON

4, 18717, aged 60 years. She was born in Rutland, and
was the grand-daughter of Judge
Brewster Higley, the first settler of the place.

re-

book

word or

Mes. Lucy P. HOOPER,

the yet deeper education to be derived by

expenses
to

in

After

William Hooper, died in Rutland,

hLeard, |

The Afogistcr

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

sistants. Spring
term begins March 12, 1878. A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Classical.
nd for Catalogue. Address A

ably well,standing erect as when young,her eye-

ante war figures, that burdens should be
taken off from industry
as far as possible, and that: a stop should be put to
the ‘ outrageous system of fraud and
peculation” in the Government service—

‘in recommending:

and

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

assistants. Expenses are moderate.
For further
JRC
address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
v. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

even the most learned clerk and scholar
has never come across.”
Then there is

earnestly

ought to be ¢ut down very nearly

joined

are written

in Fairport,

from the church in East Penfield, and a. large
assemblage testified to their regard for the
deceased. Funeral services by the writer.
L. A. CRANDALL.

spects superior, to the well-known lines
in which Ham'et replies to Horatio.
She

have no mere policy of his own, that the
real Union men of the South’ ought to be

visit San’

have seen,

swered in a spirit akin, and

thought of the subject. He said, among
other things, that a President ought to
protected, that the Government

died

ince that time she

became act-

had

F. Baptist church

mourner, waiting for her Master's call. She
was greatly beloved and will be sadly
missed,

and done, were not found written in any
book which they had studied, she an-

ing Vice-Presidentof the United States.
He presided over the impeachment trial
of Andrew Johnson, andin a manner generally acceptable to both sides interest-

that he

harsh

whether of

or

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
Center, Vt.
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;

Jears ago her husband was removed by death,

astical judges, and was taunted with the
reproach that such marvelous things as

After the assassination of President Lin-

showed

the

was

also possessed a wonderful self-poise. lnover
pointy years of married life, there was not a

them

térm

Secretary

ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.

than

woman of more than egmmon intelligence, she

day.

Summer

the

advice was Sought on all matters pertaining to
the interests of the Fairport church,
‘ He
died in the Lord.” A large concourse assem-

beloved

discusses briefly, but clearly, all.the questions
of doctrinal thevlogy, and he. autho 8 views
are
those
gen
acee,
y
e
$1.60 woh pony Toon, P
z
omivation
Butler's Commenta
~
‘by the same author,
f. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,

¥all term begins

to

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
;
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

and

chureh organization, the deceased was a sincere Christian, giving full proof of her devotion by the virtues of her every-day life. A

literature or science, that the self-education of after-life is assisted.
When Joan
of Arc was examined before her ecelesi-

coln,Mr. Wade was chosen President pro

which

I converse day by

Send

Bro. Guile. He exemplified,in a marked degree, the Christian virtues. Uniformly kind
and considerate ini his intercourse with his fellow men, he won a large place in the hearts of
the
poor. Wise and judicious in counsel, his

always been her expressed desire that she
might be spared the
pain and suffering of a
long sickness. God
heard and answered her
request. Although not connected with any

WETTER,

19, 1878.

1878.

LONTON,

EL1zA SIMMONS

half a dozen,

¢ My thoughts are with the dead; with
I live in long-past years,
Their virtues love, their faults condemn,
Partake their hopes and fears,
And from their lessons seek and find
Instruction with an humble mind.”

siorable support as candidate for the
Presidency, but cheerfully acquiesced in
Lincoln's nomination and gave bim a
warm support on the stump. Throughout the warhe favored all energetic meas.
ures on the partof the Government, . .
thus

on

hy

Principal for a Catalogue.

learned to prize him for his many excellences.

My never-failing friends are the

In 1860, Mr. Wade had had con-

tem. of the Senate, and

finger

Monday, Jan. 28, 1878.

Monday,

Monday, Aug. 19,

which was not considered dangerous, Sister
Simmons was suddenly called home.
It had

Around me I ‘behold,
here’er3
~there-easual-eyesa
The mighty minds of old;

tempt to break up this Government, go!
and upon your own heads be the fearful
responsibility of suchanact. We are ready.
quite ready, to meet your treasonable desions.”

his

begins

was baptized by Eld, Holmes, and ever lived a
respected

Pay.

Butler's Theolony .

INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,

College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

term begins

where the funeral services were held. He was
one of the trustees of the Fairport church,
and one of its strongest supporters. His death
will be keenly felt not only by his immediate
relatives, but by the large circle of friends
who, by years of personal intercourse, nad

of After-life.

CENTRAL

Maine.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
~For further information address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL-

bled at

“ My days amon, g the dead are ‘past;

never be for-

precipitate us into revolution, be it so.

makes

erhaps even fewer, which have made a
asting impress upon his mind.
Treasure up these. lt is not only the benefits
which you yourself derive from them—it
is the impression which they leave upon
you of the lasting power of that which is
spiritual and immaterial. How many in
all classes of life may say of their own
4
what was said in speaking
of his library, by one who was my own
earliest literary delight, Robert Southey :

He said: ¢ And now, if you will

you will leave this council

that

Spend, if possible,one hour each day in
reading some good and great book. The
number of such books is not too many to
overwhelm you..
Every one who reflects on the former years of his educa-

Senate by a very large majority of the
Ohio Legislature. He is entitled to be
called the father of the Homestead bill
which could hardly have been adopted
but for his persevering exertions. His
speechin the Senate in 1861, on the day
when the Southern Senators withdrew to
in

bluff heartiness

AINE

AVA

and in 1833 removed to the farm on. which he
died. He was twice married and leaves a
wife, daughter and son to mourn their loss. He

universally

abook
of 113 pages,
Price 25 ets:; postage 3

cal, Scientific . courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring

consistent Christian life. It can be truthfully
said, that ng man in the community was more

OTHER THINGS.

In 1857, Mr. Wade was re-elected to the

engage

honest,

Y.,

be found Christ as his personal Saviour.
He
died peacefully trusting.in the Lord:
DAVID GUILE died in Perinton, N, Y., Feb.
17,
aged 70 years and 6 months.
Bro. Guile
was
born in Hoosae, Renn Co , N. Y., in 1807,

healthy

|

| Rates’ with the Morning Star

aged 31 years, The deceased suffered about
one year from consumption, during which time

peace -returned

02

| Christian Bapttem

w.

rs ami Ha Ms
N.
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RIbALE
COLLEGE.—Michigan. ColleglThe Elbstory of the Freewill
“covers the first half century of ourexisianse
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Pre.
paratory, Music and Art
artments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in. le
:
rly events
ofotatibel our llSonadrublea)
fluences.
Thorough
and cheap. Finest colle,
history.
$1.00; pos
10 cents. '
buildings in the
Northwest.
uition, incidental
and library
fees, only $15: a year:
, $2 to
$2.25 a week. Room,40 to 75 cents a week. ScholLectures . pax +10 Ly ce ite: ‘do Clap
arship for Commercial course, unlimited time,
$80. i
Musi $12 and Painting $12 a term. Kor Catalogue
address,
:
The Church Member's Book
Spring Term commences Mar. 20.
is a valuable little work, and every
Christian
. D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
would be benefited by read ing ite 25 cl ; postage
Hillsdale, Mich.
3 cts.

comforts were

JOHN PARTRIDGE died in Macedon,

of

Eoncational,

in

is manifested by all who know them. .

Feb. 21, aged70 years.

;
residency,
But he gave his own
ness that had characterized his course at the
the bar, He rapidly rose. to the leader- Support to Gen. Grant; which, however,
ship of the little squad of Whigs -in the did not prevent him from stating to a
State Senate, and although greatly in the friend some views abont the Presidency
effectively as to keep the Democrats

skinned,

died

ever extended to the ministry and to all of
her friends, She died in the triumphs of a living faith, after a long period of suffering. She
leaves a devoted husband and children to
mourn their great loss. Heartfelt sympathy

you like it. There is nothing weak, bad
or treacherous looking about it, and when
he speaks, the features light up, and the
mobilized countenance
gives to the
straightforward words such
an interest
that you no longer remember his homeliness at all.”—Boston Journal.

Naed Prosecuting Attorney for the county of ed. As'the time for the Republican
drew near,Mr.
Ashtabula.
n 1837, he was chosen to. tional Convention of 1868
the State Senate, and at once began his Wade had the support of many friends
political career with the sane earnest- and Japers urging his nomination . for

minority, he'handled

dark

Lowe,

15,

| postage, 1 cents.”
9; $1400;
Jilemorials of the Free
tdsls
ve the rise’ and: progress of
Christians
in New
York, till the time of
of
union with the Kree
ptists. $1.00,

in

. B. D.

LINE of eight

hand was ever open, her. home

one, and if you examine it in detail, you
will say he is an ugly man ; and yet there
is in that face a sort of rough harmony,

wa

years 1820 and 1822 young
Wade chopped wood, rolled logs and grubbed in the
summer time, teaching

when

PER

WONDERFUL Works of Jesus,

Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
|
The Book of
only a fe w copies
i left.left. All gilt edg

and in that home prepared for all who serve
God. ‘His children all indulge the hope that

his family circle may be an unbroken one
the
of bliss and in the gardens
Je mansions
Maus

children.

STORY of Josanc™ - ndays "8 postage 02

widow and five children to mourn their loss,
yet to rejoice that he is now free from all pain

VERSES are inadmissible.

Mrs. EL1ZA, wife of Robert

That he fell short of

looking ; with eyes

He fixed

small

cause.

usefulness

CENTS

Schoo?
are for adults and

LESSONS‘for E

Miss., in 1869, since which time he has lived
onthe farm en which he died. He left a

Sherburne, N. Y., Feb, 26, aged 59 years. She
united with Sherburne I. B. ehurch
upwards
of forty years ago. She was strongly attached
to her church, which she manifested by a deep
interest in ils growth and prosperity. Her

was simply
a matter of course, detracting nothing from his patriotic record. In
personal appearance, Mr. Wade, when turned of sixty, was described as a rather heavy
set man, about five feet eight inches in

1847,he held no public office and devoted
himself to the practice of his profession
the place of his future residence.
With aad the care of his family. In February,
seven dollars in his pocket, a pack upon 1847, Mr. Wade was elected by the Leghis back,in which were his clothes, and a islature President Judge of the Third Judistout stick, young Wade set out on foot cial District of the State of Ohio.
In the
to walk from Massachusetts to Illinois,
by discharge of his duties inthis new position
way of New York city. After a. tedious he was exceedingly popular. His judijourney he reached Ashtabula county, cial career was
broughi to a sudden
Ohio, where he he had a brother living.
and unexpected close in March, 1851,
Here he was persuaded to stop for a few while he was holding a term of court, by
weeks, and the snow falling in the meanhis election,by the Legislature then in sestime, he determingd to work until spring,
sion, to the United States Senate. The
and then cross the lake in a boat to De- firing of cannon and shouting of men antroit, and make his way from there to nounced that some unusual event had
Chieago-on foot
taken-pinee; andtly a-boy
ped cord wood at fifty eents per cord and running into the court with a dispatch
found.
During the long
winter nights informing the Judge what had happened,
he read the Bible through
by the light of to the great surprise of himself and all
pine knots piled on the hearth of the rude
resent. It is needless to say that Mr.
cabin in which he slept. . During. the
ade was the same in Washington as in
upon Chicago, thena

words.

nobly; and it wouid be impossible to esti.mate the extent of his services to the

and he was, therefore, at the time of his
death—which occurred at Jefferson, Ohio,
—in the 78th year of his age. His father,

10

at the rate of FOUR

ready expression of the West, were supremely needed.
He met the occasion

client ‘* down about the lake,” he saw
the gentleman's half sister, Miss Caroline
Rosenkrantz, In a very business-like
way, hemade up his mind that he would
James Wade, was a soldier in the war of have this lady for a wife, though he was
the Revolution, and fought at Concord and rather deliberate for him in making
Lexington and Bunker Hill. He was made known his purpose. Butin time he won
prisoner in one of the battles, and confined bis suit, and the resuliing union was
at Halifax for a long time. His mother was a happyone.
Two sons
followed, both
the daughter of a Presbyterian clergyman, now army officers of excellent standing.
:and a woman of great force of character
In 1841,the
e of Ohio had so comof mind. She taught him to pletely reached the anti-slavery and free
. and stren
spell and read, and having kept the small sentiments of Mr. Wade that he was
Ivars of her father, Benjamin read the tendered a renomination to the State Sendozen books in it tough several times. ate,’and, although he declined the honor,
The family, to use Mr.
Wade's own words,
he was placed in nomination and triumph¢‘was one of the poorest in New England,”
antly elected oy a largely increased ma- and the mother could barely gind enough jority over his fonmer @lection.- No
food and clothing for her “children, of sooner had he taken his seat than he rewhom there were ten, Benjamin being the newed his labors in behalf of equal rights
youngest, and, it is said,
the ugliest in ap- and the repeal of all laws making
dispearance.
He did his share, however,
tinotions on aceount . of - color.
hile
toward the support of the family, livin
he was in the Senate the infamous resola' out among the farmers and doing
all kim
tion of Congress refusing to receive antiof workfor his boarding and clothes. Wher. slavery petitions was adopted, and the
almost a Sours man he worked hard many subject was referredto Mr. Wade asa
a day for twenty-five cents. While thus special committee. After considering
to get some the question for three weeks and exam"Lem eyed, he
Mauged
- schooling, and, by
borrgwing books ining it from every point of view, he
wherever he could, to do.<considerable drew up a report which was at that time
reading. It is related as. characteristic and is still regarded as one of the ablest
. of him, that, a book having been spoiled anti-slavery documents ever published in
while in his possession, he offered to pay ‘this country. It gave him a national refor it in work, and did so in seven
pute.
At the close of his second sena- days.
torial term, Mr. Wade declined a renom: When about eighteen, Mr. Wade came ination, and again. determined to leave off
of October,

favor of

time Mr. {Wade had become decidedly his head, and jet black; and jaws firm
an old bachelor, without showing any and large, the under one being very
signs of discontent with his situation. strong and compact.
The description
But one day, having business with a continues: ‘* His face is not a handsome

distinction and

influence in his day, has passed away.
Benjamin Franklin Wade was born at
Feeding Hills Parish, West Springfield,
Mass., on the 27th day

that I would

England biriiplace with the rough

this campaign, for the first time in his
life, became a stump orator. His speeches were plain matter-of-fact talks, which
the people thoroughly understood, and
he
became
widely popular. ‘By this

Sa

of deserved

but some of

Harrison was nominated for President,
Mr. Wade, yielding to the wishes of his
friends and the excitement and enthusi-

BIOGRAPHIUAL,

rights, a man

his con-

strong for him, and when, in 1840, Gen.

pe sonous clusters over the path of life.—Landor.
:
:

‘I

were able to do so that oath would bar
me. I never yet solicited any mortal
man foran office. It would be too humiliating. I would sooner beg for old
clothes.”
These words give a good idea of the
bluff, outspoken, but true-hearted and
indomitable
traits of this remarkable
man. He came upon the public stage at
a crisis when such'qualities as his, combining the Puritan principles of his New

had done right, was indifferent to this
treatment, and he recommenced the
practice of law, resolving never again
te stand for any political office. But his
own public - spirited impulses were too

virtue.—~Johnson.

said:

with his parents while yet young to Warren
county,
Ohio, where his youth and early manhood were passed. He cameto Pulaski Co.

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those, sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy

an office which I was to fill, and even if I

the delegates thought it would be a good

thing
Mr.

because,
as he

never stump the public for or-in

Atthe next nominating Conwas not only
passed over

and a new man nominated,

secondly,

early took a solemn oath

to

heard. Ohio was not then up
to suc
advanced doctrines, and Mr.
Wade found

activity proposes to itself a passivity,

to be

and

them, and insisted on his petitions bein

of a thing
‘The hlossom that proves what sort
Is the seed, the seed that you sow.

In 1875, he

was solicited to allow his name to be
used as Republican candidate for Governor of Ohio. He declined, because he
had lost his voice for public speaking,

people of

place a negro on equal footing with a
white man, but Wade sternly
rebuked

and blessings will bloom ;
Plant blessings,
hate will grow;
Plant gt
bring
Youcan sow to-day,—to-morrow shall

virtue is not

the

warned him to desist in his efforts

And fickle and faithless never.

Every

among

for the remainder of his life.

Ohio on account of color.” This raised
a storm of indignation, and even gome of
Mr. Wade's personal and party friends

A wonderful thing is a seed;

The one thing
The one thing

distinctions

Obituaries,

In 1872,he became attorney of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and so continued

the

Best of Meals for 75 cents.
A.M. SMITH,
~ G.P.Agt.
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CHICAGO,

BURLINGTON

& QUINCY R. R.

Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON the great feature of their
houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUXURY of their patrons solely in view, do not use
their CELEBRATED
Traffic, or Sleeping

DINING
CARs
for Pas
age
purposes (as is the case of the

‘so-called Hotel Cars);
hence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate charge
of
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the
Menu
is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most
fastidious.
lyew3

Michigan Central Railroad.
The Great Central Route.
Depot, foot of Lake-st., and foot of Twenty-second
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st., Grand Pacific
Hotel, and at Palmer House,
Leave.

Chicago Trains.

Arrive.

Mail(via Main and Air Line) (* 7.00
a,
m.{* 6.55
p- m.
Day
EXPressye«ssssiess seeees}¥9.008. m.[* 7.40
p. m.

Kalamazoo Accommodation.

3.45 p.m. [*10.30a.m.

Atlantic Express ( daily).... Ry p.m. § 8.00a.m
Night EXPress....eeeeescie..[1#9.00p.m. 16.308.m.
* Sunday excepted. $ Saturday and Sunday excepted

H.C.

1y7

f Dally,
WENTWORTH;

H, B. LEDYARD,

G.P.& T. A., Chicago.

Gen

Sup’t,

Chicago

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles
| Depart. , Arrive.
Chicago Trains.

Mail (via
aug

maingline)

«.... | *735am|

7:40pm

*9:00 a m{*7:40 p m

New pin RD

Accommodation seeeeseies «| 8:40 pm| 1:50 p m
‘Atlantic N. Y. Expvss (daily) 5:16 p m| 8:00 am
Night EXPress «esesssces «essl110°20pm *5:40 am

Illinois Central Railroad.
t foot of Lake Street,

and foot of Twenty-second

Dt ot Ticket Office 120 Randolph St.. near Clark,
CHICAGO

Leave,

TRAINS.

| Arrive.

* 8.40 a. m,[* 845 p, m
St. Louis Fast Line, = = = «= |§8.30 p.m. §7.15 a. m
Oairo,Arkan’s & Texas Express; $8 80 p. wm. 1* 7,16 a.m
8.40 a. m, § 4.30 a.m
Cairo & New Orleans Express,i*
Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.40 a, m.[* 4,30 p, m
- - HA m, §7.15 a.m
Springfield Night
St. Louis Express,c

=~ = = =

Peoria and Keokuk

re

Dubuque & Sioux City

«

[*8.30

p. m.|*

7.15

* 10.008. m.|* 3.40 p. m

Dubuque & Sioux City Express,{* 9.30 p, m

[%6.35 a, m
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ing

13, 1878.

|

appealed to by the colored people of
| Ohio, oppressed severely by State laws,
to present a petition from them asking
that
all laws mighé be repealed mak-
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ec

resolution

was

introduced

Senator Matthews calling upon

by

the Secretary

of the Interior to furnish information concerning
timber depredations, and it was adopted.
A bill was passed for the construction of a

bridge across the Missouni river, at Glasgow,
Mo. Inthe House, the Semate bill amending
the laws in regard to granting pensions to the

veteransof the war

of 1812

was

passed.

A

‘resolution was adopted directing the Secretary
of the Treasury to inform the House in. regard
to the sales he may have authorized of-legaltender motes at par, adding premiums
and commissions, and other particalars

relating there-

Le

TuwspAY.

In the Senate, a bill

duced to prohibit members

was

intro-

of Congress

ecoming sureties on official

from

bonds; also a bill

for the constructionof a military, commercial
and postal railway from San Antonio, Texas,
to the Rio Grande.
The resolution in regard to
taxation for the maintenance of the sinking

fund was discussed and concurred’ in. In the
House, the bill to establish the Territory of
Pembina was reported adversely on. The fortification appropriation bill was

considered

in

committee of the whole; also a bill appropriating money for clerk hire by

the

Secretary

of

the Treasury and other purposes, Mr. Kelley,
of Pennsylvania,
made a speech on resumption.

Mr. Fort, of Tllinois, presented another bill on
the silyer question.
:
WEDNESDAY. In the Senate, there was an
extended discussion of the long bond bill for
investment of savings, which, after being

amended, was passed.

‘Tha Worthington and

Sioux Falls Railroad bill was

also passed.

the House, Mr. Garfield, of Ohio,

In

a

pOW-

erful speech in feply to Mr, Kelley’s speech on
resumption.
The
fortification appropriation
bill was passed. The House received a mes-

sage from the President, vetoing the so-called

¢¢ pine log” or “ timber thieves” bill.

investigating

committee.

The

deficiency bill was further discussed and pass. The House received a communication
from the Secretary of the Interior recommending an appropriation of $15,000 in aid of
the projected national park near the head-waters of the Yellowstone river. The Secretary
of the Treasury also semt’ a communication in
response to the resolution of the House, with
information concerning the sale of bonds for
outstanding legal tender notes, at par.

FRIDAY.

The Senate was

not: in

session,

. In the House, a petition was received from
_ type-founding firms progesting-against the pro-

posed abolition of the duty on

type.

The bill

for the payment of certain ante-hellum mail
contraets was discussed at some. length, but no
action taken on it. The long-bond bill‘was re-

Counterfeit

trade dollars are quite plenty in

New York.
’
Gilmore
is to give ‘ monster”
concerts
through England and Ireland.
A new steamboat line between Montreal and

European

It now seems probable that the Congress

of

the Powers will be held in Berlin between the
22d and the 25th of this month.
It is regard€d as setiled that only the treaty powers will
be allowed to take active part in the ‘Congress,

although the minor states will be allowed to
- bring their views under it. It is stated that
in consequence

Russia,

of the

Prince Bismarck

reiterated

will

reqhiest

of

probably

con-

to

pres-

sent to preside, if England agrees

be

ent. And it was announced in the British
Parliament on Friday, that England had accepted the invitation of Austria

to

attend

the

Conference,
and that Lord Lyons, the English
embassador to Paris, is selected to act as Pleni-

potentiary.
Great Britain, however, objects
to partie ation
in the Congress, unless it is
evident that its action will
something more
than a ratification of the treaty between Russia and, Turkey.
The-Cuban

Insurrection:

It would cause a sensation to get straight
forward and reliable news from Cuba.
We

are told that it is officially

reported

that the’

number of insurgents, with their families, who

‘surrendered from February 28 to March 5, is
1230, in the neighborhood of Sancti Spiritus,
Remedios and the line of defence called LaTrocha.

Of

the

prominent

chiefs,

Maximo

Gomez, Benitez and Rodriguez have embarked
for Jamaica, and Salvador i

Marquis of

Santi Lucia, for Europe. A letter from a
Spaniard in Havana to a friend in New York
city says: “ Peace in Cuba is a mere chimera.
Commerce is almost at a stand-still, and the
taxes swallow everything we canearn.
Credit

has been greatly impaired, and to crown all the
small-pox is rapidly spreading.” Mr.
Quinte-

ro
a letter from Santiago de Cuba, in
which
the writer states that Gen. Maceo, in
the Eastern Department, was duly informed of
the submission of several ehiefs. He and
y
Cruz, Pacheco and Moncada did
not recognize the action of the Central Committee in Camaguev, and assert that the East-

ern Department was not consulted. The Cuban Peace Commission itself is divided, Maximo Gomez

being

in

the

Spanish

camp

and

Rodriguez and
Collaso with the insurgents.
- The letter adds that there is great discontent
among the.Spaniards, says. hostilities
sumed, and concludes with an appeal
for patriots still in the field.
A Shipping Disaster.
The British steamer Bolivia, which

rived in New York from

The widoy of Ex-President

Tyler has been

visiting Mrs. Hayes at the TV hita House. .

The Philadelphia mint on Thursday issued
$250,000 of new silver dollars.
A fire at Panama, last Wednesday destroyed
the Grand Hotel and other buildings, entailing
a loss of about $500,000; insurance, $230,000,

A bill legalizing the

racks

has

the 28th of February, in lat.

51°,

lon.

has

ar-

36% 30,

the previous day. The fourth officer and two
‘Seathen |helo
ng io Je Bolivia oe transship

n

getting

her into

port.

The Bertha is owned in
ee
fied
Captain Hill was well known in that vicinity
as an intelligent and capable shipmaster.
Ld

race

are to.spend .a year
April. ** Innocents
Africa, what can he
The North one is a
the South, will do.

The Grand Lodge of Free Masons of England have unanimously “passed a resolution

refusing to recognize as a Kree Miison any person initiated in a lodge where the beliefin God
is denied or ignored.
This refers to the action of the Grand Orient of France, which recently eliminated an article from its ritual ex-

pressing beliefin God.

:

News.

A severe snow-storm in the West has blockaded the Uuion Pacific road and its branches
SO as seriously to interfere, for probably some
days, with communication
by those roads.
Several trains are in a critical. condition
A
dispatch from Trieste says the Austrian steamer Sphinx,
from Cavallo, with 2500 Circassians on board, caught fire and went ashore
near Cape Elia. - Five hundred lives were lost.
——Moody and Sankey begin a two weeks’
series of service at the Boston Tabernacle
Sunday.-——The Spanish ‘Cortéz has fixed the
military contingent at 100,000
men.— Earl

Russell

is

serously ill.——General

Grant

and wife were formally presented to the
King. and Queen of Greece on SR
John Q. Pinkham,
the
murderer o Mrs.
Berry, of New Durham, N. H., on Jan. 9, and
who has Jock been tried in Dover, N. H., was
sentenced,
this Monday morning, to be hanged

on March
:

14, 1879.—A
=

tornado
Z,

struck Atwhile the

churches were filled ‘with worshippers.
The
Episcopal pastor cried out to his people to
throw themselves under the seats. This advice the Sonregulion at once followed. With
a few fearful creaks and jars of its roof and
walls, the whole buildin,
crumbled into a
shapeless ruin, burying
the congregation under the debris.
Luckily the shelter afforded
by the seats protected the great mass of the
congregation, but eighteen were more or less

seriously wounded

by the

falling

timbers.

Liberia.

The Liberian fever belongs to the. intermitIt was not long ago that the

thusiasts in this cause received

en-

to
, We are
id. He simply told them,
when asked, that he thought ad would do
full as well by staying where they are. But
is about loaded with
mplementsy.

Plovisions, agricultural
,» 8hoes, ete., and

wih TE
core
Africa. It is stated that

po

in the South are to follow them this summer,

are enrolled
and over 160,0
00 in an association
for em
on to Liberia. No white man
any ie, with'the exodus.
has
The

Eastern

Question.

A demand was made to the delegations in

Austriaon Satuiday, for & grant of 3,720,700

literal

contamination.

He

is

place,

Like the gamin

of the streets, he

develops a cheerful impudence
abuse. In the matter of a home,
not, neither does he

dig,

but

born of
he toils

straightway

moves into the most comfortable woodchuck hole he can find. If the occupant
chooses to receive shim into the family,
which sometimes happens, they occupy the
same hole quietly and peacefully, but if, on

the contrary, the chuck is too high-toned,
and objects
Mr. Skunk
harboring a
the pursuit

The latter point is important,

Germany makes one-halfof the phosphorus consumed in the world, or over 250
tons annually.
“To clean

since men of

is not less

taste by a eritical inspection of the Brus-

sels carpet ip the back parlor, he takes
possession at gnce, apd forces the owners

to serve a Writ of ejectment With boxtraps, lengths of qld stoye-pipe and chioro-

formed sponges tied to fishing-rods,

nately whatever falls from the table of his
enemies, the dog and thé crow, and does

not reject either of the latter if he finds
them dead. In the matter of appetite, in
fact, he is omnivorous, eating anything
that contains or has contained animal life,
with great impartiality and contempt for
details. His capacity is little short of the
miraculous.
I once knew a skunk to devour the greater part of

key in a single night,

a: ten-pound

although two

feet were fast in steel-traps
makes

his chief

many have supposed.

tar-

of his

at the time.

But it is not upon chickens and

eggs

that

subsistence,

as

To him, as to other

poor people, they are luxuries,

and he

in-

dulges in them sparingly and at long intervals. The great staples of his diet he
finds among the farmer’s enemies—mice,
grasshoppers, and the larva of insects.
Wherever he lives you will find abundant
evidence of his usefulness.
You can not
walk across your farm without seeing the
“marks of his sharp nose in thé ground.
Here he has taken the white grub from its
comfortable quarters in the sod, there he
has destroyed a nest of young mice, and
little further on two or three excavations close together show where the old
mouse has met her fate. . In the winter he

visits all the old woodchuck
neighborhood,

and

gets

holes in the

his

living

from

the mice which have taken up their winter
quarters therein.
While living in Otsego County, N. Y., a
few years ago, I had an excellent epportunity to observe the industry ofa family of
skunks which had moved into several vacant holes in an old fence-row by the side
of the hop-yard.
The little worm had attacked the hop-roots, and it became evident that we must exterminate them, or

they would ruin the crop.
slow and

of the

their

an

utter

congregation

roofs partly stripped.

The City Hall is entire-

epot unsettled. Great damage
was done to
private residences and stores throughout the
Washington on Monday
of misappropriatin
$180,000 of the retained
county fund, whic
was given to the freedmen’s bureau to distribute among colored soldiers.——Gold fell to
100 3-4 on Monday.
>
>

Hducational.

We began

laborious task of digging

out with a trowel

and

a sharp

the
them

stick,

but

Michoacan has 804 schools in operation, and
an order has been issued by the Government
for. the opening of 260 more-——Adrian college,
Mich., has received a donation of $10,000 from
a Mr. Tompkins of New York.——The Wisconsin legislature has appropriated fifteen thou-

who is totally blind has just graduated from the

College

for

such our new help

after ‘a three years’

but, although

the barn

——

OUCA AS A STRENGTH

Louis

text-books

but half of the ex-

penses must be paid by the patrons.— There
are twenty-five female students in the Women’s Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.——C.W. Scott, the Dartmouth
College librarian, has resigned, and will be succeeded at the close of the year by Professor
Louis Pollens.—*¢ Many persons,” said Pres-

ident Eliot, of Harvard, at the John Hopkins
commemoration recently ¢‘y hold that the Republic can be saved by primary education, but

the most despotic goverment in the

useum, whichis

Christian, and

Missionary

intended to be: a repository

of various objects
illustrative of Biblical and
| Missionary istory. A religious: service was,
held in in the chapel on Friday, February 22,
and after the service the room was
thrown

open to the inspectionof Visitors.

he
‘

SUSTAINER.

In many callings it is occasionally necessary for a man to put forth extra exertion for protracted periods of time; as,
for example,

a sailor

during

a

storm,

a

soldier on a forced march, an engineer in
case of accident or impending disaster.
Frequently, at such times, it is impossible
to procure or to prepare suitable food for
the increased demands of the system, or to

imperative, thatboth

a Biblical,

we

et

instance of the kind on record.——S8t’

opened

close by,

the vines.
No farmer who raises hops can
afford to allow a skunk to be killed on his
premises, and I believe farmers generally
would do betetr to protect them than to
make them, as they do, the objects of constant and relentless persecution.—J, P. B.,
in Tribune.

obtain the sleep

to. give

was

did not lose a chicken by them in the time.
Twenty-five dollars would be a low estimate for the work they did, leaving out

course. | He was fully equal in standing to the
most of the class, This is probably the first
rich enough

proved

to be, and they kept the yard clear from
these pests for the rest of the season.
Hardly a hill escaped their vigilant noses;

of account the increased productiveness of

lature for the State University at Charlottesville, on condition that an observatory
be
erected for it at a cost of $30,000.——There are
in Prussia 51,398 teachers, but only 6,538 of.
them are women.— Truman. Hillyer has endowed a chair of English language and literature, with a fund of $30,000, in the Ohio Wesleyan University.——The Mexican
State of

mind require.

which

In every part

both

body and

Yetit is desirable, perhaps

body and mind shall

be kept up to their best

of

working capacity.

the world and in all

stages of civilization, men have discovered means more or less efficient, more or
less harmful, for meeting such emergencies; and one of the hardest lessons of
human life and experience has been to
learn how to use such aids to endurance
without abusing them.
Even the most

useful

and

coffee,

wine,

least harmful’ of them—tea,
tobacco,

and

the

rest—are

mischievous if not werse when uséd habitually or in excess ; while oth irs, like the
various alcoholic beverage, are apt to disturb what is so essential in critical emergencies, the proper action of the brain. It
is natural and proper, therefore, that those

who recognize the practical need of the
race for what may be called special foods,

should take a lively interest in the demonstration of means for Securing the good results aimed at by all of them, with the
least possible physical and mental risk.
i The latest

fine rotten-

and a dry chamois.

Dry buckwheat flour plentifully and faithfally applied will take oil out of any carpet or woolen goods.

impor-

tant in determining the value of their estimate of the aid received by the use of
cuca.

Cleau, washed sand is the best material
in which to start slips from plants. Grape
propagators use nothing
but sand and

In the spring of 1876, several of the
members of the club began to use cuca as
a strength-sustainer, with results so satisfactory that nearly all the ‘first twelve”

tings are changed to other pots filled with
rich compost.

water at first.

matches.
some of

The club, it will be remembered,

held

the

a

claimant

for

this

crease in muscular

responsible

Gulf. |Ydrnish

Sheetingsand Sisng.

:

PRODUCE.

Apples,

Drills, b
Print Cloths. .358.. ' 3%|

can be

1-500

@ 6 CO»

Bled, whe. og.
gli
6
@
Beans, ¥ bushel—
Small &ex200@2 10
arrow +. .. @.. ..

oi

Godse, 13

manufactured cheaper in the United States.

ing

| Wa@18

i BE i

prime factory le. 14

Alewives
On—
No.1,
¥ tc15 20 @16 00
Herring—
,Whox 13 @..

pekld,#bbl252
FLOUR AND
Western sup4 00
Com.ext 4 756
Wisconsin—

It is unnecessary for me to enumerate the dieeases for which the VEGETINE should be used. I'
know of no disease which will not admit of its use,
with good results. Almost innumerable complaints
are caused by poisonous secretions in the blood,
which can be entirely expelled from the system by
the use of the VEGETINE. When the blood is perfectly cleansedthe
, disease Jpldty yields; all pains
cease; healthy action is promptly restored, and
the patient is cured.

forceand an almost en-

Choice ext 8
St Louis ext.6

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

There

were no subsequent disagreeable effects;

and no alkaline matter was nsed with the

THE

leaves, as is the practice in Peru.

14

@ 5 00
MEAL.
@ 4 50
@ 5 25

MARKETS.

@
mixed....1100 @12 00
Vinegar
¥ gal.15 @.. 80
PROVISIONS,
Beef, Mess—
W’st.mess 12 00 @12 50+
West. ext. 12 50 @18 00
ext M00 @1500 +
Pork, prime 9 00 @10.00
Mess......11 50 @1200
Clear......12 50 @14 00
Lard,toe,#Bb 7X

On one occasion, in midsummer, the
thermometer marking 108 in the san, a
match was played with a club of mechanics and other out-door workers, of sturdy
build and in floe condition.
The cuca
chewers came out of the game as elastic
and apparently as free from fatigue as
when they began, while their opponents
were thoroughly exhausted.

BUTTER,

CHEESE,

AND

EGGS.

Citron...

Currants

.

..

FLOUR.
The receipts of Flour for the week have been
25,848 bbls of all kinds against 19,316 bbls for the
corresponding week of 1877, and 17,227 bbls in
1876.
e exports for the same time have been
4,985 bbls, of which 110 buls were Liverpool, 3.689
to West Hartlepool, 485 to West Coast of Africa,
512 to

Hayti,

and

200

to

the

British

@..

8Y

¥ B.10Ka.. 11%

Hams, smoked

Almonda—
Soft shell... 21

SATURDAY. March 9.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 38
Quiney Market, Boston.
5

The experience of the past season, so
far as reported, substantially confirms that
of the preceding year.

Upland.

It is as-

serted that this same merchandise

tire exemption from fatigue. The pulse was
increased in frequency, and perspiration
was augmented; but no mental effect was
observed beyond the natural exhilaration

exercise.

COTTON.

Low Mido lui 8.. 10%
Middling,....11 @.. 11
Gd. Middling.11% 8... 11%
DOMESTICS.

When roots start, the cut-

900,695.and France $52,896,843.

championship of the world and maintained
it throughout against all comers, Indians
as well as whites.
:

Fch No.1 dryei@.. 9

1),
don oil 104 @. 1b
Am.puredry3s@.
6%
"jo" 0.0 Of} SE. or

3 @. 1

Oseunsssnnen

America and Mexico about $30,000,000
worth of goods per annum, while our im‘ports therefrom are about $75,000,000.
In
1874 England sold these countries $105,-

There were ten in number, and
them lasted for several hours.

PRICES.

Zinc, Whate—

COFFEE.

Mocha,
¥ ¥..
I 253}
@.. 26
Java...
20 &..
Maracaibo.. 16 @.. 19

The United States now send$ to South

used the leaves during all their important

of contest and vigorous

He eats tiirmariigly and indiscrimi-

the skunk

shells, usé

stone and sperm oil; apply it with a chamoise, then polish it off with dry rottenstone

indoor life are not the most favorable subjects for occasionally putting forth violent
and protracted physical effort; while the

matter of intelligence

tortoise

WHOLESALE

For the week ending Feb. 20, 1878.
CANDLES,
OIL.
Moulds
12 @.. 15} Bank do,: .. 68 @.. 60
Pp
:+
28 @.. 29° Menhaden .. 43 @..
45.
Adamantine 14 @.. 26 (Neatsfoot¥gal.
:
Parafline... 1v @.. 22
“9 @110
COAL.
:
Cannel... 14 50 @17.50 Lead, White—
;
CumWland.. .. @....
|Engpanol
10 @.. 10%
Anthraci2000
bs—
.
|
Am.do.
7
@..
7i,
dry..
te,¥
retail... 560 @ 6 000 | Do.do.inoil 7% a.. 8
cargo... 4 50 § 500 | Red, Am....T%@a.. 8

to miscellaneous society, then
Jets him move out, without
particle of malice.
And if, in
of knowledge or the where-

was acquitted in

escape

of

world, that
florins, on accountof the extraordinary army of Germany, is thal where primary education
is
and navy requirements. Count Andrassy, in most widespread. Despots can reconcile themselves
to
universal
primary
education,
but
can
a
statement accompanying the bill for credit,
not overcome
of universal educasays
its object is to safel
ard |
inter- tion of a higherthe¢ influence
pe. Well-conducted
eh i
fg chest Sgainst ty bard.
. The | education,the training in knowledge,in superior.
writing
has
the
‘e treaty. The and speaking of the natural leaders
of the peoGreek
le,is the need of this country.”——The Union
Lord
Rhea)
biel, Ohl New york: has just

speakers, was b
by a mob, and much
disurder ensued. ' Bradiaugh was cudgeled and
escaped with difficulty.

a

city.— Gen. O. O. Howard

the

is

counties shall be continued,

le to "Monrovia,
colored people

but

the skunks,

and

church

died

gratuitously to the pupils of her schoolss but
she proposesto furnish them at cost price,——
The new school bill
proposed for
land
provides that the existing high schools in the

of newsto this effect : Ship Azor at Charleston

other

of the railroad

wreck

The

have

is miraculous considering thé awful force and
suddenness of the storm.
Many persons not
otherwise injured suffer from the effects of inhaling dust caused by the caving in of the walls

does not feel

apparently that was altogether too tame an
answer for some of them, as we notice an item

and

py unroofed, and the car sheds

injuries.

a plain, fair- ' Chicago Medical

minded and honest statement from President
Haves which cogtained more truth than poetry

crow,

we

and roof. Several other churches were seriously injured, their walls being shaken and their

however,

tent variety. Every now and then we hear of: sand dollars for the erection of buildings for the
some new movement on the part of the color- Milwaukee Industrial school for girls.——A
ed people to find a promised land in the repub- young man named Babcock from Mich., and

lic of Africa.

skunk

found it a tedious undertaking.
On the
morning of the second day when we returned to our work, we found that something had taken the job off our hands, and
had cleaned about a hundred hills, much
more thoroughly than our clumsy efforts
had done.
Weturned the contract over to

None,

Mr. Leander J. McCormick, of Chicago, has

Me.
The ship reported that Captain W. Hill
and three men were lost overboard in a gale on
ie

of pools on

in the New York

offered his great telescope to the Virginia Legis

spoke ship Bertha, from Liverpoolto Portland,

e

sales

been reported

enate.
The Innocent and family
or two abroad, sailing in
Abroad” this time, sure!
Now Stanley has crossed
do but stand oh the pole.
liitle more popular one but

are refor aid

Glasgow, reports on

the

and perhaps the most instructive test of its
virtues thus far made is to be credited to
the Toronte Lacrosse Club, a company of
intelligent gentlemen, most of them occupying high social and professional positions, and all of sedentary occupation.

Their practice was to serve out to each
man at the beginning of a match about a
Glasgow will be established at the opening of
drachm or a drachm and a half of the
navigation,
cuca leaves, to be chewed in small por
The New Haven board of aldermen has voted to pay the Rev, Dr, Bacon $200 for his cep- | withal to fill his insatiable stomach, he" tions during the progress of the game, the
finds a comfortable place in the cellar or
tennial oration.
saliva to be swallowed.
The effect, the
milk.room, or has gratified his msthetic | experimenters’ report, was a sensible inueen Vietoria is about to make an addition
to her Balmoral estate at a cost of $486,000.

Latest

Conference.

placed

toleration which

considered a fit subject for the steel-trap
of the urchin and the spite of every cur,
and stones and contumely are heaped upon
him together. An outcast and a wanderer upon the face of the earth, he livesa
Gypsy life, and has no
settled abiding

Dom Pedro greatly desires a separation of
Church and State.
.
Siam
wants to establish commerce
with

ferred to the ways and means committee.
The

ical,

Deronda.”

Australin has 10,000 miles
of telegraphic
wire in operation.
Lewiston, Me., has just voted against closing
its liquor agency.
.
:
“The strength of the British army is to be fixed at 135,452,

has

of

farm dependants.
He is a sort of pariah,
contact with whom is ro wise a metgphor-

Fire caused losses of $1,050,800 in Vermont
last year.
George Eliot has cleared £40,000 on ‘Daniel

Uncle Sam.

consent

the pale

grant to the woodchuck,

000, of oysters,

General Joseph E. Johnston has built up a
THURSDAY. In the Senate, Mr. Sargent
large and profitable insurance business in the
made a speech in opposition to Chinese immi- South, with his headquarters at Atlanta.
gration. The guano islands bill was also passEnthusiasm is a lost art according to James
ed. Inthe House,a resolution was adopted, I. Fields. A very fair imitation: Mr. Fields
talking
of Charles Dickens.
133 to 104, providing for the employment of
experts b¥ the

outside

BosTON

pany

A

Common

Cholera is ravaging Mecea pilgrims.
Butterflies for'spring hats.
Now fer a pum.
Maine cuts 3,500,000 tons of ice this winger.
Will Carleton is reading in the northwestezn States.
:
The plague has broken out in Resheel and
other Persian cities,
:
The United States consume annually 20,000,

ITEMS.
Russia has 1,928,568 acres in flax.

: 88zeRen

tain cases.

in cer-

the

8% @..11

Hogs, dressed 5}@..
RICE.

Eo cidaaE8

duced granting an incréase of pensions

Italy has a standing armyof 340,000.

by

eR]

intro-

used

America—cuca;

PO

was

long

South

a

In the Senate, a bill

THE SKUNK'A BENEFACTOR.

leaf so
of

PL

Pew vents falling in New York.

(For the week ending, Saturday, March 9.)

MoxDAY.

|

position is the
mountaineers

—

Friday is lucky day in Seotland.

Congressional.

Domestic,

w

pasa

and

Gua

Miscellaneous.

Towa farmers are plowing.
Gladstone was born in Liverpool.

Eagaanes

Hetos Summary

-

a

A
EE

6.

X
Cadiz
200 @
Turks Island 205 @ 2 15

Provinces.

There has been a very dull feeling tor Flour since
our last, antl although no material change in
prices has taken place the tendency of the market

Nearly every mem-

ber of the club is confident that the cuca
has been of great assistance in sustaining

s to lower rates and sales to any extent cou.d

ly be made at concessions.

Supplics

on-

of Bread-

stufls are still going forward queite freely,

but the

foreign advices indicate lower prices at all points
and we look for a very dull market for some weeks
to
come, as the trade will hesitate to buy
more
one finds it injurious.
It is proper to add
-| than sufficient for actual wants,
TX 7
as®,
AT
It is dificult to
that among the South American natives, ge over §7 per bbl for the best Illinois and St.
ARE PLANTED BY A MILLION PEOPLE IN AMERICA.
ouis
brands.
and
$6
@
$6
23
per
bbl
are
outside
by whom cuca is used with lime and to ex- figures for Ohio, Indiana and Michigan. These
See Vick's Catalogue,
—300 illustrations, only
2 cents,
;
prices are full $1 50 per bbl lower than the current
cess, its effect is often disastrous, imbecilVick’s Illustrated Monthly
Magazine.—
prices at this time last year. . Included in the 1eity being a common result of its protract- oi pid of the week are on hls by the Grand | 32 pages, fine Illustrations, and Colored Plate in

strength.

ed use
EH-udts

Two or three are doubtful; not

Sedans
Aaa
DCEO

:
CT ICON

Ei}

=

.

7

=
| # 5.00.
Vick’s Flower and Vegetable Garden, 50.
cents
in
paper
covers;
with
elegant
cloth
covers,
and the latter is am outside figure for
the best
brands on the market St. Louis winter wheats are
All my publications are printed in English and
selling at $6 $ $7 50 per bbl for medium and
German. ~ Address JAMES VICK, Rochester, N.Y,
choice, but. $7 buys very
good and well known

rere

. COAL ASHES AND OURCULIO.
I have for several years saved my plums
from the ravages of the curculio by the
use of coal ashes. They become so completely disgusted with it that they leave
for other parts. Just so soon as the blossoms fall I cofimence with my ashes. I
take a bucketful of the ashes under my
arm, and with the other hand I dash the
ashes all over and through the trees, covering the plums completely with the ash-

markets.

The

Mmnesota

brands have heen at $7 @ $8 50

brands;

sales

Illinois

of

Patent

Wisconsin

from $6 @ $7; and Ohio,

and

per bbl,

Indiana

‘FOR

and Michiyan at 8575 @ $625 per bbl. Southern
Flour is dull and
prices are quite nominal. We
quote Medium
‘choice family at $6 ¢ $775 per
bbl. Bakers’ extras have been in
erate demand with sales $550 @ $6 50 for Minnesota and
$5 @ $6 per bbl for Wisconsin. In Western com.
mon extras the sales have been at $4 50 @ $5 00 per
bbl; and Western

supers at $3 76 @ $4 25 per

These Seven Discourses founded upon seven utterances of our Saviour when upon the cross, are
charaeterized by great eloquence, simplicity and

bbl.

BUTTER,

directness.

for

the

corresponding

week

last

ear and5,/08 in 1876. Total receipcs since the
rst of Jan
986
es;
round-every
and go
few days and give | I
wes for
same
e last year. Exports
or
the
week
have
been
19 packages.
a
them another dose.
If the rain washes it
The demand for fine and choice Batter is fully
off, I renew the dose and keep at it until up to the receipts. and all arriving
that comes up
to the highest standard meets with
a ready sale at
my plums are ripe, when Iam well paid full
prices. Medium grades are dull and’ selling

only as wanted, while common

for my trouble. I had,this year,éight bushels on seven small trees, which I sold for
thirty-two dollars.
I have several trees of
the Rheine Claude variety upon which I

did not use the ashes, .because the
were

so

scattering.

not pay, but there

plums

was

saved my plams.

When I first commenc-

ed the

ashes, my

brother

would

not

succeed,

saving his plums by

per 1b, with choice lots at 25 @ 27¢.

told

me

that he made

thatI
sure of

placing a sheet under

his trees, and shaking

the

little Turks

off

of his trees, and.catching them on the
sheet and killing them.
But wher plums
were ripe I had plenty and he had none.—
‘Ohio Farmer.
;
0
"+o

My annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 1
rich in engravings,
will
be sent FREE, to all who apply. Custogpers
of last season ni
not write for it. I offer one of
the largest collections of vegetable seed ever sent
out by. any seed house in America, a lurge portion

CHEESE.

|

The receipts of the week have been

against 565 boxes for the same
Exports for the week 755 hoxes.
feeling for Cheese with a

2 008

boxes

demand.

Sales

week last year.
There is a firm

steady

of choice Western and Northern factory
continue
to be made at 13 @ 14c per pound, in lots as wanted by the trade Some fancy marks are held
higher, but 14c is all that can be obtained in a
wholesale way.

per pound.

Fair lots range

from

e quote:
NEW CHEESE.

11%

@

*

view from the window, and by their use a

practically solved

Send ten cents to W. .R.

Andrews, Cincinnati, for specimen copy.

on

12¢

MIXED

my

six

seed

farms.

CARDS,

with

name ele antly.
printed, 10c. F. W. GARDINER,
Lynn Mase,

Now
is the the to secure

it.

only

VE

DOL-

2.000.000 ACR
IRS for an Acre of the BEST

EGGS.
upplies
8.

are

Some

readily

fancy

lots
ozen

|

(and in America. .

in Eastern Nebraska now for sale, TEN Y
DI
Vv N; INTERE
PER

all’ pry (ALL .
Ady1s, Land Agent U, P. mA

13teowl

sessssenen
CE
RR I RI

urch,

Choice Mediums are steady at $1 70 @ $1 75

per

bu, with a moderats demand. Pea are rather
quel, with sales at $1 80 @ $1
or bu, Yellow
yes are in larger Supply aide 5 per bu is an
extreme price. We quote:
i
Pea, Northern H P per bu..
Do Western H P....
Do

common

Grea

order.

0

to small

......... eis

lo!

us

be

o

{i

or

10

n

good

' GREEN APPLES.

Owing to the large receipts the past week prices
havd declined. Russets have been selling at $5,
and Baldwins also bring $5. Small lots from store
fommand a higher range. We quote for large
:

:

@ 500

vovriivneeseaid 40 @ 5 30

ONIONS,

The market is dull, with sales at $160

per bbl.

paper; devoted largeintelligence, but rel
-

The Family Circle,
i
Rural and Domestic.
Literary Miscellany .

It is under the direction

Review,
Sunmary,

and

&ec.,&c.

patronage

of the

Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is

ad
$8

We quote:
y
;
Choice, per bbl
sean; due brane vee $800
@ 10 00
Common.......... seevasansenarsannasesed 00 @ 6 00

t0 Good. serene

1

taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
TERMS: $8.00 per vear;or, if paid strictly
in

estan

iis iainins esd26
CRANBERRIES,
iB Searls of good Aoranberries aud
can

low

THE MORNING STAR

Lite
News

PAB. vuvsvsasvervs

Ly

Fine-toned,

§ an able and progressive
1y to Reli our culture and
tains departments on
.

FEAS,
The sales have been confined
steady prices. We quote:
Choice Canada, per bu.......
do

Fis

Sabbath Schools,

Medium, choice...s...,,
Do
common to good.
Yellow Eyes
Red Kidneys

Common

School,

Biymyer MANUTACTUTING Con. Clnuhaat,0n

edseses sevsseneslesiiniiinrrisne ens 10g
BEANS.

Choice, per bbl.

question of how to dress well at the mini-

grown

f13m13&27.
2

Common .......
Choice Western

Common

A MornER who desires to see her chil.
dren tastefully dressed should subscribe to
‘‘ Andrews” Bazar, From the patterns contained in this paper, beautiful suits, at a
very small expense, can be made. The

were

Choice factory
Fair to good,.

ots

0-0-0
oe

which

Printed directions
cultivation on each package.
h and true to name;
to be both
All seed warranted
80 far, that should it prove otherwise 7 will refill the
order gratis. New vegetables ns
alty. As
the original introducer of the Hubbard Squash,
Phinney’s Melon, Marblehead Cabbage, Mexican
Corn, I offer several new vegetables this season,
and invite the patronage of all who are anxious to
have their seed directly from the grower, Jrest, true,
and of the very best strain.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass. !

Common to good

picturesqueness of expression is gained.

been

dairy

Common to fair...
BaKkers..uimmsssrenansnsrriene

>

A word is pertinent concerning the new
departure inthe painting of country houses
which finds favors in the eyes of the pubic.
We refer to the use of Indian red and
kindred colors in place of the drabs and
grays so universally popular. This change
offers a good example of the law of circularity, by means of which the red paint of
our forefathers is brought into vogue
again.
Of course ‘‘red” is a very comprehensive term; but in the old gambrel-roof
days the painted farm-houses of the country-took to themselves a sturdy tone of
color, which, almost unchanged to-day,
offers a geod basis for the coat-work of
more expensive dwellings. ‘It may possibly be a yearning for things old which has
recalled to our windows the small ‘‘lights”
of other days, which, but a few years ago,
shrank into insignificance beside the costly
dimensions of plate glass’; or the adoption
may instance another example of the great
law above referred to? at all events the reinstatement in favor has been most effective, and when rightly introduced, the small
lights overthrow the objection fréquently
urged against them of obstructing the

by the “Bazar.”

|.

of

COLOR OF COUNTRY HOUSES.

mum expense has

Choice

packed Western is in Xe qgest at
ht SUppIY. Fair

one limb of one of

those trees that was close to those I put
the ashes on; it got its share ef ashes,.and
that limb ripened up all its plums, but
not a plum was there left on the other
part of the tree or on any of the other
trees of that variety. This was conclusive
evidence to me that it was the ashes that

is their subtle value that both

stock is almost

entirely neglected and no reliable prices can be
given. Western ana Northern creameries will
readily command 35 @ 88; and fine 1all lots are in
request at 23 @32c per 1b, but very little of these
grades offering. Sales have been Jostly of fair to
good New York
and Vermont dairies af 20 @ 24c

I thought it would

Such

the learned divine fond of fine exegesis,
and the devout Christian loving to meditate upon the tender.
ness of Christ, will
find this a very precious volume.

The fecsipts for the week have been 3,362 packages, including 1,394 boxes and 3,968 tubs,
inst
5,872 packages

EASTER.

The Seven Words from the Cross. By William H.
Adams, Pastor of the Circular Church, Charlesson, 8.C. Price $1.00. D. Lothrop & Co., Bos-

@ $175

POTATOES.
There 18 a large supply of Potatoes on the market and prices rule low, particularly for Jackson
Whites, but the quality is rather poor. Early
Rose continue to command the highes'
prices and
range from 65 @ 60c per bu. Jackson
Whites are
slow of sale at.35 @ 40c per bu. Prolifics and
other kinds range from 85 @ 38c per bu. There is
no shipping demand and trade is confined to home
SousaupkY.

$2.50,

iid

y

REMITTANCES must be made in money-or-

ders, bank checks, or drafts,

if possible.

hex

neither of these cam be procured, ‘send the money
in a registered lettew.
7
Money thus sent will be at our risk, and may
sent at our expense.
Tn writing to this office,
persons will
please des
iguata their STATE, as well as town, and give botl
e old and the new address when they order
change in the direction of their Raber.

The Star goes.to press Tues
morning, and
“communications for insertion ought to be here on
Sattirday previous.
i
Each ‘subscriber is particularly requested to
note the date on the label for the expiration of his
subscription, and to forward what 18 due for the
ensuing year, without further reminder
office

from

this

iberal discount is made to those who pay in ad-

vance, and our object is to

secure

advance

pay:

ment as the rule.

8.8. PAPERS.
Two Sabbath-school papers, The Little Stor and
Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and Lesson

Papers of the International Series for both adults

iy children
:
8
le copies-ofiany
paper sent free.
si dress,
Rov.
+ D. STEWART,
Dover, N. H,

|

